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Abstract
The response of a grooved plate subjected to out-of-plane contact loading is ex-
amined. The influence of selected gecometric and loading parameters are investigated,
as well as the effects of various boundary conditions. The response of a laminated
grooved plate with a quasi-isotropic layup of [0/ + 45/ - 45/90]15s is examined and
compared to the response of an isotropic structure. Finite element analysis employ-
ing two-dimensional and three-dimensional models is utilized for this investigation
via ABAQUS software, a commercial finite element modeling program. The results
show that the overall response of a grooved plate subjected to out-of-plane contact
loading is a product of three key items: a global response due to the overall structural
configuration and global aspect of the applied loading; a local response due to the
removal of material to create the groove; and a local response due to the specifics
of the introduction of the loading. The global response is affected by the boundary
conditions due to their influence on the internal resultant loadings (moment and shear
in this case) that develop within the structure. The removal of material to create the
groove causes local stress concentrations via two mechanisms: the local decrease in
total plate thickness beneath the groove, and the transmission of stresses occurring
near the upper plate surface around the geometric discontinuity of the groove. The
latter effect is analogous to that of a through-thickness hole within a plate. The local
response due to the specifics of the load introduction is unaffected by the geometric
and loading parameters examined, provided that finite size issues do not influence
the details of the load introduction. The loading and boundary conditions also cause
the groove to change overall shape, drawing together the left and right halves of the
groove surface. The total thickness beneath the groove is determined to be a key
parameter affecting the response of a grooved plate. Two-dimensional models are
generally able to accurately simulate the response of a three-dimensional structure
except within one-half plate thickness of the free surface, where three-dimensional
models are necessary. The overall response of a laminated grooved plate is very sim-
ilar to that of an isotropic structure except local to the groove surface, where the
variation in contact stiffness that occurs in a laminated structure affects the local
response.
Thesis Supervisor: Paul A. Lagace
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics and of Engineering
Systems, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the use of composites and their laminates as structural materials
has greatly increased within the aerospace industry [1]. This is primarily due to their
high specific stiffness and specific strength, corrosion- and fatigue-resistance, and the
ability to customize their properties for individual applications. Despite these de-
sirable characteristics, the adoption and implementation of composite laminates has
been a relatively slow process, largely due to the relative complexity of composite
materials and their (laminated) structures [2]. Their inhomogeneous composition
and orthotropic nature can cause complex responses to relatively simple loadings,
while the lack of reinforcement in the out-of-plane (laminate stacking) direction re-
sults in increased sensitivity to out-of-plane loadings. For these reasons, composite
laminate structures employed within the aerospace industry have often been limited
to relatively simple geometries (e.g., flat plates and shells) and applications in which
the majority of their loading occurs in-plane [3]. More complex designs often re-
quire costly experimental testing and large safety factors, offsetting the benefits of
composite laminates.
Boeing's widely-successful 777 passenger aircraft contains approximately 12% com-
posites by weight, primarily in the empanage [4]. Their most recent version, the 787,
is composed of 50% composites by weight [4]. The A380, Airbus Industrie's newest
commercial passenger aircraft, has an airframe of which 25% is composite material
[5]. These examples serve to demonstrate the growing desire within the aerospace
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industry to replace traditional materials with composites. To continue expanding the
role of composite laminates, these materials will need to be used in a wider vari-
ety of applications, requiring more complex geometries and the ability to effectively
withstand loading in both in-plane and out-of-plane dimensions.
The behavior of composite laminates to certain out-of-plane loadings has received
significant attention, specifically impact and quasi-static indentation. This is due to
the debris strikes and other incidental impacts experienced by aircraft during opera-
tion and maintenance. The desire for examining impact response is therefore obvious.
Quasi-static indentation testing has been shown to be an acceptable alternative to
more complex impact tests in certain situations [6, 7, 8, 9]. Both areas of research are
generally oriented toward understanding the response of composite laminates (plates
and shells) to short-duration contact loading (impact). There has been very little
work, however, examining composite laminates specifically designed to carry sus-
tained out-of-plane loads. Further expansion of the role of composite laminates, as
well as new innovative vehicle designs, may require structures specifically designed to
carry these types of loads as a major part of their function.
Out-of-plane loadings are generated via contact between the composite laminate
surface and another object. Depending on the geometries and properties of the con-
tacting bodies, very large contact stresses can be generated by relatively low loads.
This occurs because contact between objects theoretically begins at a single point,
with a small contact area forming as the bodies deform. Thus, the applied load is
distributed over a very small area, resulting in large contact stresses. Because of the
relative weakness of composite laminates in the out-of-plane direction, minimizing
these contact stresses can increase their overall load-carrying capability. This can be
achieved by designing the bodies such that their geometries are complementary and
'fit' closely together, increasing the contact area generated for a given loading. For
composite laminates, this requires a geometry more complex than a flat plate or shell
to accommodate the contacting body.
A prime application for the type of structure under discussion is presented in the
telescopic wing design by Sarh et al. [10]. This morphing structure is a major compo-
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nent in the overall design of an Advanced Flying Automobile (AFA) [11]. Although
roadable aircraft designs have existed since 1918 [12], they have remained impractical
due to poor aesthetics, poor performance, and difficulty in conversion between road
and air configurations. Sarh seeks to overcome these challenges by using a segmented,
telescopic wing which can be stored within the vehicle's roofline during ground op-
eration. The spars in this design are segmented, with seven overlapping cylinders
containing helical grooves on their inner and outer surfaces. Adjacent segments are
connected via ball bearings located between the outer grooves of one cylinder and the
inner grooves of the other. During flight, aerodynamic loads must be transferred from
the outer (tip) segments to the inner (root) segments. The ball bearings are the only
connection between spar segments, thus all loading must be transferred from one spar
segment to the next via contact with the ball bearings. Analysis has demonstrated
that replacing 4 of the 7 steel segments with carbon composite segments could reduce
overall spar weight by approximately 50% [10]. The grooved composite segments
would primarily be loaded out-of-plane via contact with the ball bearings. Because
the spars are critical load-carrying structures, the behavior of these grooved compos-
ite segments under out-of-plane contact loading must be well-understood before this
unique roadable aircraft design can be realized.
The primary objective of the present work is to begin building fundamental knowl-
edge regarding the stress and strain response of a grooved plate subjected to sustained
out-of-plane contact loading, with specific focus on both isotropic and laminated con-
figurations. A review of previous research applicable to the current investigation is
presented in Chapter 2. This includes contact stress modeling, quasi-static inden-
tation, and work with grooved composite laminate structures. In Chapter 3, the
approach used to achieve the goals of the present work is described. Specific details
of this approach, including Finite Element (FE) modeling and model verification,
are provided in Chapter 4. Results of the various FE simulations are contained in
Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, the results and their implications are discussed. Finally,
conclusions from this work and recommendations for future research are presented in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
PREVIOUS WORK
The present investigation requires modeling contact between a groove and an
indentor. Thus, it is beneficial to review previous works regarding contact stress.
Quasi-static indentation research is addressed as it shares some similarity with the
current work. Finally, there is a small amount of previous research that considers
grooved composite laminates, and so these works are also reviewed.
2.1 Contact Stress
The stress and deformation occurring in two elastic, isotropic bodies under con-
tact was first derived by Hertz in 1881 [13]. This classical solution, often termed
'Hertzian', can be used to predict the contact area dimensions, contact stress dis-
tribution, and relative approach of the two bodies. Building upon this work, Willis
[14] investigated contact between a rigid body and a transversely isotropic half-space.
Further research has demonstrated that the geometry and boundary conditions of
finite bodies may cause the contact stress distribution to deviate from the Hertzian
solution. For example, bending effects may cause the semi-elliptical Hertzian stress
profile to change to a 'saddle-shaped' stress profile [15, 16].
As interest in the impact response of composite laminates arose, more research
was conducted investigating the contact behavior between a rigid body and laminated
composite plates. Some works have obtained accurate results by approximating the
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contact stress distribution as Hertzian [17, 18, 19]. Other authors have employed
various analytical methods to calculate the contact stress distribution, with relatively
similar results (e.g., [20], [21], [22]). In the longitudinal direction of the composite
surface, the stress profile tends to remain Hertzian for a large range of loads. In the
transverse direction, however, the profile may change from semi-elliptical to 'saddle-
shaped' with increasing load. The difference between the longitudinal and transverse
stress profiles is partially dictated by the in-plane orthotropy of the laminated com-
posite plate. In general, this difference increases with increasing orthotropy ratio
[22].
2.2 Quasi-static Indentation
The sensitivity of composite laminates to out-of-plane impacts has motivated a
significant amount of research in this area. An excellent review of foundational work
on this topic is provided by Abrate [23, 24]. Impact testing can be relatively compli-
cated and requires the control of numerous factors. Interest in quasi-static indentation
testing arose as a simpler alternative for evaluating the impact response of composite
laminates, particularly their damage resistance. Impact events differ from quasi-static
indentation due to dynamic factors such as wave propagation and vibration. Vari-
ous researchers have attempted to establish the conditions under which quasi-static
indentation can accurately simulate impact response (e.g., [7, 8, 9, 25, 26]). Quasi-
static indentation is generally valid for simulating composite laminate response to
large-mass, low-velocity impacts by a rigid indentor. Previous work has also demon-
strated that maximum contact force can be utilized as a key parameter for correlating
quasi-static indentation with impact [7, 8, 9]. Work on this topic has lead to the es-
tablishment of an ASTM standard for using quasi-static indentation to measure the
impact damage resistance of laminated composite plates [6].
Quasi-static indentation has been used to examine the contact behavior between
composite laminates and rigid indentors. This includes the relationship between the
applied contact force and penetration of the indentor into the plate (indentation).
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Analytical works assuming Hertzian contact have obtained results which compare
favorably with experimental indentation data [17, 18, 19]. This has served to verify the
use of Hertzian contact as an approximation for contact between composite laminates
and rigid indentors.
Numerical and analytical studies of static indentation have also been used to pre-
dict the stresses which occur in a laminate near the point of contact [19, 27, 28].
Cairns and Lagace [19] considered a homogeneous, orthotropic circular clamped plate
and developed solutions for the local out-of-plane, radial, and interlaminar shear
stresses. Although the assumption of homogeneity may at first appear questionable,
the derived solution for the force-indentation relationship compared favorably with
test data. Sankar [27] considered a clamped laminated plate composed of transversely
isotropic layers and determined the local interlaminar shear stresses via the finite dif-
ference method. This work primarily focused on the effects of adding low-modulus
layers to the laminate to reduce the maximum interlaminar shear stress. Finite El-
ement (FE) modeling of cross-ply composite laminates was performed by Jorgensen
[28], with a focus on determining the maximum tensile stress perpendicular to the
fibers in each layer. The works of Cairns and Lagace [19] and Sankar [27] provide
some information regarding the relative distance over which the local contact load-
ing significantly influences the stress/strain response of the composite laminate for
the given boundary conditions. Cairns and Lagace calculated the shear strain at the
midplane of a circular plate. They determined that at a normalized radius of 0.4
(distance from plate center divided by total plate radius), the classical plate solution
for the shear strain is recovered. Sankar [27] also considered a circular plate, and
determined that the maximum interlaminar shear stress occurs at a radial distance
between 90% and 95% of the contact radius.
2.3 Grooved Composite Structures
The behavior of grooved composite structures has received very little attention
from researchers. The few works available have mainly focused on specific designs
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for particular applications. Hoppel et al. [29] examined buttress grooves, a structure
typically used to transmit shear loads. They characterized the strength of a single
groove and suggested a laminate configuration which may maximize the structure's
ability to carry shear loads. Work by Romanoski and Burchell [30] focused on im-
proving the shear strength of the threads in a filament-wound composite cylinder.
One end of the cylinder was designed to close via a threaded end cap, but the threads
machined into the cylinder had relatively weak shear strength. As a result, end cap
pull-out could occur at unacceptably low loads. The authors analyzed the structure
and proposed a construction method to improve the thread shear strength. Finally,
Montay et al. [31] considered grooves incrementally drilled into a composite laminate
as part of a new method for determining the residual stresses which are generated
during their manufacture. As a groove is drilled in the composite laminate, it deforms
to achieves a new state of equilibrium. This deformation provides information about
the residual stress previously carried by the removed volume of material.
2.4 Assessment
The few available works considering grooved composite laminates do not provide
much insight regarding their response to out-of-plane contact loads. They address
specific applications, either characterizing and generally addressing the strength of
particular structures or using grooves to predict the residual stress within composite
laminates. The lack of available literature demonstrates that basic research is neces-
sary to begin understanding the stress and strain response of these structures. The
current work assists in this process by building fundamental knowledge regarding the
response of grooved composite laminates to contact loading.
Although contact between laminated composite plates and rigid indentors has
received significant attention, these works are not oriented towards structures specif-
ically designed to carry this type of loading. The majority of quasi-static indentation
research has focused on its applicability for simulating impact behavior, specifically
with regard to damage resistance. Some quasi-static indentation research has ex-
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plored the force-indentation relationship between a flat composite laminated plate
and a rigid indentor by approximating the contact condition as Hertzian. The results
of these analyses compared favorably with test data, demonstrating the acceptability
of the Hertzian solution as an approximation for contact betwen composite laminates
and rigid indentors. Analytical and numerical research has also been conducted in
an attempt to predict the stresses and strains which occur in a laminate near the
point of contact [19, 27, 28], but these works have only considered flat plates without
grooves.
The classical Hertzian solution for contact stress has been used successfully as
an approximation for contact between a rigid body and laminated composite plates.
Although some research has shown that the contact behavior between a composite
laminate and an indentor may deviate from Hertzian, acceptably accurate results have
been obtained with the assumption of Hertzian contact. Due to its relative simplicity
and ability to yield reasonably accurate results, the present work utilizes the Hertzian
solution for contact modeling.
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Chapter 3
APPROACH
3.1 General Overview
The objective of the present work is to begin building fundamental knowledge
of and identifying the effects of key parameters on the stress and strain response
of a grooved plate subjected to static contact loading, with specific focus on both
isotropic and laminated configurations. Of particular interest is the local response
of the structure near the groove, as it is this geometric feature that distinguishes it
from traditional flat plates. Near the groove and load application point, the stress
and strain response of the structure is expected to significantly deviate from that
predicted by classical theories (simple beam theory for an isotropic structure, classical
laminated plate theory (CLPT) for a laminated configuration). At some distance from
the groove, it is expected that the classical solution will be recovered. The length
scale over which the groove geometry and contact loading affect the response of the
structure is of interest in the present work. Additionally, the locations and relative
values of maximum stress and strain are investigated, as they may provide information
regarding possible damage and failure modes and failure initiation locations for the
structure.
Contact loading can generate significant out-of-plane stresses and strains. These
are of particular interest due to the relative out-of-plane sensitivity of composite lam-
inates. It can be very difficult to measure these stresses and strains experimentally.
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Traditional sensing equipment, such as strain gauges, are typically applied to the
external surface of the laminate and only provide in-plane data regarding that sur-
face. Additionally, the behavior of the individual plies comprising the laminate are of
interest in this work. Embedding sensing equipment within the laminate would signif-
icantly affect its local stress and strain response. Thus, this method is generally not
feasible for obtaining individual ply data. Although analytical techniques have been
developed to predict out-of-plane laminate response, they have focused on flat lami-
nated plates. The added geometrical complexity of the groove significantly increases
the difficulty of formulating analytical solutions. For these reasons, two-dimensional
and three-dimensional Finite Element (FE) modeling is utilized in the present work.
3.2 Basic Model
The discussion in Chapter 2 has shown that no previous work exists specifically ad-
dressing grooved composite laminates under contact loading. It is therefore necessary
to identify a basic model to begin this analysis. The telescopic wing design of Sarh et
al. [10] demonstrates one application for this type of structure. The spar segments,
consisting of helically-grooved composite cylinders in contact with ball bearings, are
obviously much too complex to serve as a starting point. Examining the contact
situation between a single ball bearing and spar segment, it consists of a composite
laminate with a circular groove in contact with a single ball bearing. Reducing the
cylindrical spar segment to a flat plate further simplifies this arrangement and leads
to the contact situation depicted in Figure 3.1.
The radius of the groove is 0.125" in all models used in this work. This size is
characteristic of the groove radii proposed in the telescopic wing design of Sarh et al.
To maximize contact area, the radius of the ball bearing should be only slightly smaller
than the groove radius. Radial ball bearing systems, such as single-row deep-groove
ball bearings, typically consist of multiple ball bearings arrayed between inner and
outer grooved raceways [32]. These devices are referenced to assist in the selection of
ball bearing radius. Commercial ball bearings measure the relative conformity of the
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Figure 3.1 Representation of three-dimensional contact situation between ball bear-
ing and grooved plate.
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balls and grooves by the ratio of groove radius (rg) to ball diameter (Db). Most designs
have rg/Db ratios between 0.51 and 0.53 [32]. Ratios near 0.53 indicate less conformity
and are generally used to minimize frictional forces during dynamic operation. As the
present work is concerned with static loading and seeks to minimize contact stress by
maximizing contact area, the minimum rg/Db ratio of 0.51 is utilized. For a groove
radius of 0.125", this ratio yields a ball bearing radius of 0.1225".
Initial work focused on two-dimensional models of the situation shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. The two-dimensional models represent a 'slice' taken in the 1-3 plane passing
through the center of the ball bearing. A representative two-dimensional model is
provided in Figure 3.2. Three-dimensional models are utilized to examine the effects
of finite geometry along the 2-direction. The three-dimensional models are created
by extending the two-dimensional contact situation depicted in Figure 3.2 in the 2-
direction. Doing so yields a three-dimensional contact situation which mimics contact
with a cylinder. Three-dimensional cylinder contact is shown in Figure 3.3. The two-
dimensional models may therefore be thought of as a two-dimensional 'slice' of the
three-dimensional models in the 1-3 plane. The radius of the cylinder in the three-
dimensional models is 0.1225", the same radius as in the two-dimensional models.
To reduce the complexity of the FE modeling employed, the contact situation
is simulated by applying a pressure distribution to the groove surface, mimicking a
contact stress distribution. Contact modeling in FE programs generally requires the
use of special contact elements and the consideration of surface shear (friction), as
well as other items which add complexity to the simulation. The present work em-
ploys the Hertzian solution to approximate contact between the groove and indentor.
These analytical equations are used to calculate the contact area and contact stress
distribution occurring between two arbitrarily-curved bodies. Analysis by Sarh [10]
estimates the maximum contact force occurring between a ball bearing and spar in
the telescopic wing design to be 300 lbs. This value is used in the Hertzian contact
equations to calculate realistic contact area dimensions and contact stress distribu-
tions for the isotropic models. To compare the isotropic and laminate models, either
contact force or contact area may be held constant. Both cannot be held constant,
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Representation of two-dimensional contact situation between ball bearing
or cylinder and grooved plate.
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Figure 3.2
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.ength
Representation of three-dimensional contact situation between cylinder
and grooved plate.
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Figure 3.3
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as the contact area dimensions are dependent upon material properties and contact
force. In the present work, the contact area is chosen to be held constant in all mod-
els. Thus, the magnitude of the contact stress distribution in the laminate case is
different from that in the isotropic case. Contact stress modeling is discussed in more
detail in Section 4.1.
Composite laminates are often created by stacking thin plies of aligned fibers
preimpregnated with the matrix material (prepreg) at various fiber angles. The orien-
tation of the fiber direction in the plies and the order in which they are layered affects
the overall properties of the laminated structure. For the basic goals of the present
work, a quasi-isotropic composite laminate is analyzed. The layup of this laminate
is [0/ + 45/ - 45/90115s. Material properties for AS1/3501-6 graphite/epoxy prepreg,
as provided in Table 3.1, are utilized in the simulations. The rationale for the choice
of laminate thickness is provided in Section 3.3.
3.3 Key Parameters
Several parameters are identified as having the potential to influence the stress
and strain response of a grooved structure under contact load. A two-dimensional
isotropic model is used initially to examine the effects of these parameters without the
added complexity inherent in composite laminate materials/structures. This isotropic
model simulates a steel ball bearing in contact with an aluminum grooved plate with
a rigid backface support. This configuration is the same as that shown in Figure 3.2.
Properties used for these materials are listed in Table 3.2. Locations and relative
values of maximum stress are determined, as well as the stress distribution occurring
within the models.
Groove geometry is expected to affect the response of the structure. Two geomet-
ric parameters are identified for investigation, groove depth (h) and groove angle (a).
Relative groove depth is measured by the ratio of groove depth to total plate thickness
(t). Groove angle is the angle formed by the two lines that pass through the center
of curvature of the groove and the upper edges of the groove. Thus, a groove angle
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Table 3.1 Material properties for AS1/3501-6 graphite/epoxy prepreg
Property
Value
Type Case
EL 19.0
Young's modulus [Msi] ET 1.54
Ez 1.54
GLT 0.870
Shear modulus [Msi] GLZ 0.870
GTZ 0.566
VLT 0.280
Poisson's ratio VLZ 0.280
VTZ 0.540
Ply thickness [in] tpy 0.00521
50-
Table 3.2 Isotropic material properties
Aluminum Steel
Property 2024 T3 AISI 1025
Young's modulus, E, [Msi] 10.4 30.0
Shear modulus, G, [Msi] 3.86 11.4
Poisson's ratio, v 0.330 0.300
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of 1800 is a full half-circle. Geometric parameters for the two-dimensional models are
depicted in Figure 3.4. It is also expected that the angle at which the force is applied
to the ball bearing will influence the response of the structure. This parameter, load
angle (3), is shown in Figure 3.5.
Rigid backface boundary conditions are employed in all models used to investigate
key parameter effects. The specific values of the parameters utilized in the present
work are determined via consideration of the potential reality of the geometrical
configurations arising from said values. For example, a load angle of 180' would
not be studied, as it represents a force pushing the ball or cylinder directly out of
the groove and hence no contact would occur. The length of the models, L, is first
established. The influence of relative groove depth, h/t, is examined next. Groove
angle, a, is then studied, followed by the load angle, 0. Baseline values for a and /
are set at 1800 and 00, respectively. These values are chosen since a value of a of 180'
yields a complete hemispherical groove, and a value of / of 00 relates to a contact
force normal to the grooved plate surface.
Preliminary work was done to determine the model length, L, to be used in these
simulations. In particular, consideration is given to the plate length needed so that
the free boundaries in the 1-direction do not influence the local stress and strain
distribution near the groove. The preliminary work demonstrated that a length of
2.00" is sufficient for this criterion. Thus, all the models used to investigate key
parameter effects have a length of 2.00".
The effect of relative groove depth, hit, is examined next. To cover a wide range,
values of h/t from 0.1 to 0.9 are studied in 0.1 increments. Using the baseline groove
angle of 180', the groove depth is equal to the groove radius of curvature (h = rg =
0.125"). To obtain the different h/t ratios desired, the plate thickness t is varied. The
parameter values used in the simulations examining h/t are provided in Table 3.3.
The results of the investigation of the effects of the h/t ratio show that a value of
0.2 is sufficient to prevent the rigid backface boundary conditions from influencing
the local stress and strain distribution near the groove (these results are presented in
Chapter 5 and discussed in Chapter 6). Thus, a baseline value of 0.2 is established
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of curvature
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Depiction of groove geometry parameters (h = groove depth; t = plate
thickness; a = groove angle; L = plate length).
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Figure 3.5 Depiction of load angle, 3.
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Table 3.3 Model parameters* used for simulations examining the effects of relative
groove depth, h/t.
Relative groove depth, Model thickness,
h/t t [in]
0.1 1.250
0.2 0.625
0.3 0.417
0.4 0.313
0.5 0.250
0.6 0.208
0.7 0.179
0.8 0.156
0.9 0.139
*Note: Constant parameters are groove depth (h = 0.125"),
model length (L = 2.00"), groove angle (a = 1800),
and load angle (/ = 0').
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for the relative groove depth.
The effects of groove angle, a, are examined by using models with values of 1800,
1600, 1400, and 1200. Values less than 1200 are not examined because of the geom-
etry associated with the simulated contact as employed in this work. The pressure
distribution applied to the groove arc covers a groove angle of approximately 83.40.
As the groove angle nears this value, Hertzian contact will no longer be applicable
due to the proximity of the sharp corners at the groove edges.
The baseline value for load angle (3 = 0') is used, while the baseline value for
relative groove depth (h/t = 0.2) is somewhat modified. As previously described,
results indicate that a ratio of h/t less than 0.2 is sufficient to prevent the rigid
backface boundary condition from influencing the stress and strain distribution near
the groove. However, these cases were considered with groove angles of 1800. The
groove depth, h, depends upon the values of the groove radius of curvature and the
groove angle:
h = r. 1 - cos (3.1)
The loading applied depends directly on the groove radius of curvature, rg. It is
thus expected that local stress and strain distributions will be directly related to the
groove radius of curvature. To examine the manner in which these local fields change
relative to the distance from the groove, it is desirable to maintain the actual distance
from the groove bottom to the backface as a constant. This keeps the h/t ratio equal
to or smaller than 0.2, thus not violating the condition previously described. For the
baseline case, the distance from the groove bottom to the backface is 0.50". This
distance is maintained for all cases examining the effects of the groove angle, a. The
resulting parameter values used for these simulations are provided in Table 3.4.
Load angles of 3 equal to 0', 150, 300, and 450 are investigated. Because contact
is simulated in the present work, different load angles are simulated by shifting the
calculated contact area along the groove by the desired angle. Values greater than
450 are not investigated for multiple reasons. First, this loading is not likely to occur
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Table 3.4 Model parameters* used for simulations examining the effects of groove
angle, a.
Groove angle, Groove depth, Model thickness,
a [deg] h [in] t [in]
180 0.125 0.625
160 0.103 0.603
140 0.0822 0.5822
120 0.0625 0.5625
*Note: Constant parameters are model length (L = 2.00")
and load angle (/ = 00).
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in an actual structure, such as the telescopic wing design previously discussed. Sec-
ond, as mentioned in the preceding paragraph concerning groove angle, the pressure
distribution applied to the groove arc covers a groove angle of approximately 83.40.
For value of p greater than 450, the contact area will reach the edge of the groove, at
which point Hertzian contact will no longer be applicable. In addition, the majority
of the loading is no longer out-of-plane (through-thickness) for values of 0 greater
than 45'. The baseline values for relative groove depth (h/t = 0.2) and groove angle
(a = 180') are utilized in these models. An additional boundary condition is required
for these models due to the fact that the applied pressure distribution is no longer
centered in the groove for values of p greater than 00. The lower left corner of these
models is pinned to prevent rigid body motion.
The laminate models use the baseline h/t value of 0.2. For a groove depth of
0.125", this yields a plate thickness of 0.625". The prepreg material being modeled
has a thickness of 0.00521 in, thus, 120 plies are required to achieve the desired plate
thickness. The quasi-isotropic layup of [0/ + 45/ - 45/90]15s is therefore chosen for
the laminate models as it contains the necessary number of plies.
3.4 Boundary Conditions
In addition to the geometry and load application, the boundary conditions of the
structure can affect its response. Four different boundary conditions are identified
for investigation: rigid backface, simply supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free. These
configurations are depicted in Figure 3.6. As previously noted, rigid backface is used
as the baseline case.
To examine the effects of groove geometry and contact loading under differ-
ent boundary conditions, two-dimensional FE simulations are conducted for both
isotropic and composite laminate models. Locations and relative values of maximum
stress are noted. To study the length scale over which the groove geometry and con-
tact loading affect the response of the structure, stresses and/or strains predicted by
classical theories are calculated analytically for flat beams without a groove subjected
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Rigid Backface
3t- 1
Simply-Supported
Fixed-Fixed
3
3L .............................................
Figure 3.6 Representation of two-dimensional boundary conditions (upper left is
rigid backface; upper right is simply supported; lower left is fixed-free;
lower right is fixed-fixed).
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to an equivalent point load. For the isotropic models, Euler-Bernoulli beam theory
is employed. For the laminate models, classical laminated plate theory (CLPT) is
used. The stresses and strains calculated via ABAQUS are divided by these ana-
lytical stresses and strains. The resulting values show the extent to which the local
response of the structure is affected by the groove geometry and contact loading.
The baseline values of h/t of 0.2, a of 180', and 3 of 0' are used for all two-
dimensional models employed to investigate the effects of boundary conditions. The
length, L, is chosen to be 10 times the plate thickness, yielding a value of 6.25".
This value is chosen because of the use of the classical theories mentioned above.
These theories are valid for beams with relatively large length-to-thickness ratios.
For length-to-thickness ratios less than 10:1, significant deviations from these classi-
cal theories can be seen. A resulting representative two-dimensional model used to
investigate boundary condition effects is shown in Figure 3.7.
A summary of all two-dimensional models utilized in the present work, resulting
from the issues presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, is provided in Table 3.5.
3.5 Three-dimensional Effects
The three-dimensional models are utilized to investigate three-dimensional struc-
tural effects. Additionally, the three-dimensional laminate model provides a com-
parison for the two-dimensional laminate model. This comparison can help define
the accuracy and range of applicability of the two-dimensional laminate model. The
three-dimensional models utilize the baseline values of a of 180' and 0 of 0O.
The three-dimensional models contain a large number of elements. For the sim-
ulations to be computationally feasible, the model dimensions must be minimized.
The model dimensions must be large enough, however, to avoid the boundary con-
ditions influencing the local stress distribution near the groove. For this reason,
only rigid backface boundary conditions are examined in this work. Other boundary
conditions (e.g., simply-supported) require model lengths that result in simulations
which exceed the computational capabilities of the hardware used. Additionally, due
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Representation of two-dimensional model used to investigate boundary
condition effects (figure not drawn to scale).
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Table 3.5 Summary of resulting two-dimensional simulation cases.
Relative
Case Groove Plate groove Groove Load
# Material depth, thickness, depth, Length, angle, angle, BC*
h [in] t [in] h/t L [in] a P
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Isotropic
Laminate
Laminate
Laminate
Laminate
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.103
0.0822
0.0625
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
1.25
0.625
0.417
0.313
0.250
0.208
0.179
0.156
0.139
0.603
0.5822
0.5625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.171
0.141
0.111
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1600
1400
1200
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
o
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
150
300
450
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB**
RB**
RB**
SS
XX
XF
RB
SS
XX
XF
*Note: The boundary conditions (BC) are
Fixed-Fixed (XX), and Fixed-Free
Rigid
(XF).
Backface (RB), Simply-Supported (SS),
**Note: For these simulations, an added boundary condition is required. Because
the applied pressure is not centered in the groove when 30 - 0', the lower
left corner of the model is pinned to prevent rigid body motion.
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to the symmetry inherent in the three-dimensional models, only one quarter of the
three-dimensional model needs to be simulated (details provided in Chapter 4).
For the rigid backface boundary conditions, a total plate length of 2.00" is chosen
as in the two-dimensional baseline case. The one-quarter model therefore has a length
of 1.00" (L = 1.00"). Based upon preliminary work with the two-dimensional models,
it is expected that this length is sufficient to prevent the free boundaries along the
1-direction from affecting the local stress distribution near the groove. The three-
dimensional models utilize the baseline values of h/t of 0.2, a of 1800, and / of 0O.
The total plate width is chosen to be twice the model thickness, yielding a value of
1.25". The one quarter model therefore has a width, w, of 0.625". It is expected
that this width is sufficient to demonstrate the structural effects caused by the free
boundaries along the 2-direction.
The resulting representative three-dimensional model is shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8 Representation of three-dimensional one-quarter model used in simula-
tions.
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Chapter 4
FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
All finite element (FE) modeling is done using ABAQUS (v6.6 and v6.7), a
commercially-available FE program. Although this software contains built-in ap-
plications specifically designed for modeling laminated composites, they are insuffi-
cient for the specifics of this work. The two-dimensional composite modeling feature
employs shell elements and forces the two working dimensions to be the composite
laminate in-plane dimensions. These elements assume plane stress or plane strain
and are therefore not able to provide accurate out-of-plane (through-thickness) stress
or strain data. Additionally, the groove cannot be modeled, as the shell elements are
considered to be thin flat plates. For three-dimensional modeling, ABAQUS provides
composite solid elements. These elements are new in v6.7 of the software and contain
functional limitations, one of which is the inability to output stress or strain data. As
this information is necessary for the present work, these composite solid elements are
insufficient. Due to the restrictions on the built-in composites modeling applications,
methodologies in two-dimensions and three-dimensions are developed for modeling
a grooved composite laminate with the use of ABAQUS. A macroscopic approach
modeling an individual ply as a homogeneous orthotropic continuum is used in both
methods.
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4.1 Contact Stress Modeling
To avoid the complexities of modeling contact within the FE program ABAQUS,
contact between the groove and indentor is simulated. The Hertzian solution, as
referenced in Section 2.1, is employed to determine the theoretical contact area and
contact stress distribution arising between the two bodies. A pressure distribution,
corresponding to the calculated contact stress distribution, is then applied to the
portion of the groove experiencing contact. Initial work examines two-dimensional
contact between a grooved plate and ball bearing. For the three-dimensional models,
the two-dimensional case is extended in the 2-direction. This generates a contact
condition that is very similar to contact between a grooved plate and cylinder. An
excellent review of the Hertzian solution, including the specific cases of contact be-
tween a groove and ball bearing or a groove and cylinder, is provided by Harris and
Kotzalas [32]. The key equations given in this chapter from the work of Hertz are
taken from the work of those authors.
Using the principles of mechanical elasticity and potential theory, Hertz devel-
oped expressions for the contact area dimensions and contact stress distribution aris-
ing between two isotropic, homogeneous bodies in contact. Two arbitrary, three-
dimensional curved bodies, labeled I and II, in contact at a single point are shown in
Figure 4.1. Two orthogonal planes passing through the contact point can be defined
for each body. In Figure 4.1, the xl - x3 plane is designated plane 1, and the x2 - X3
plane is designated plane 2. Radii of curvature can be identified for the bodies using
the body and plane labels. For example, the radius of curvature for body II in plane
1 is termed r1l 1 . Curvature is defined as the inverse of radius:
1
p (4.1)
r
Thus, the sum of the curvatures of the two bodies, utilized for normalization, is given
by:
1 1 1 1
S- + + + = PI1 + P12 +PII1 + P112 (4.2)
TI1 TI2 rl- TII2
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Figure 4.1 Representation of two arbitrary bodies in contact.
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Plane 1 Plane 1
Plane 2
The normalized curvature difference between the bodies is defined as:
- (P11 - P12) + (PIII - P112) (43)
EP
Curvature may be positive or negative: convex bodies have positive curvature and
concave bodies have negative curvature. Curvature sum and normalized curvature
difference are utilized to calculate the dimensions of the contact area. One key as-
sumption made by Hertz is that the deformed contact surface will take the shape
of an ellipsoid of revolution. Projected onto the X1 - x 2 plane, this contact surface
forms an ellipse, as shown in Figure 4.2, with a and b representing its semimajor and
semiminor axes, respectively. Analytical equations for a and b are given by:
1
a = a*2) +3 (4.4)
2 Ep EI EII )44
1
b = b*[3 (( v) + (I v2))] (4.5)
where F is the contact force, v is Poisson's ratio, and E is Young's modulus. The
subscripts indicate that the material property is for body I or body II. The dimen-
sionless parameters a* and b* depend upon the normalized curvature difference C(p).
The analytical equations for a* and b* are relatively complex, thus tables and charts
are commonly utilized to determine a* and b* for a given value of C(p). The work of
Harris and Kotzalas [32] presents the analytical equations for a* and b* and provides
tables and charts for easily ascertaining their values. These charts were employed in
this work for determining the values of a* and b*.
Contact stress is maximum at the center of the contact area and is given by
equation (4.6):
3F
max = 2b (4.6)27rab
The contact stress distribution within the contact area is determined by equation
(4.7):
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Figure 4.2 Representation of projected elliptical contact area in the 1-2 plane.
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S= Umax 1- )2 2 2 (4.7)
where x1 and x2 are coordinates within the contact area as shown in Figure 4.2.
4.1.1 Isotropic Contact
Initial work focused on simulating contact in the two-dimensional isotropic model.
The contact 'area' (technically a length in the two-dimensional models) and contact
stress distribution are used as inputs for the FE simulation. To determine realistic
values for contact 'area' and contact stress distribution, three-dimensional contact
between an aluminum grooved plate and a steel ball bearing is analyzed. In Fig-
ure 4.3, this contact configuration is depicted in the 1-3 and 2-3 planes. The radius
of curvature of the ball bearing is identical in both planes (i.e., rb 1-3 = rb 2-3). The
groove, however, has a radius of curvature in the 1-3 plane only, r, 1-3. Values of ra-
dius of curvature, curvature, curvature sum, and normalized curvature difference are
provided in Table 4.1, as well as the corresponding dimensionless contact parameters
a* and b*, which have values of 4.50 and 0.375, respectively.
Using the material properties provided in Table 3.2, the dimensionless contact
parameters in Table 4.1, and a contact force of 300 lbs, as defined in Section 3.2, the
projected contact area between the steel ball bearing and aluminum grooved plate
are calculated using equations (4.4) and (4.5). The resulting values for the semimajor
and semiminor axes of the projected contact ellipse are a of 0.0832" and b of 0.00694".
It should be noted that a and b represent projected contact dimensions (in the 1-2
plane). The actual contact geometries corresponding to a and b are arcs, the lengths
of which are termed c and d, respectively. The relationships between the projected
lengths a and b and the actual contact arclengths c and d are given by equations (4.8)
and (4.9):
c = rg sin- , ) (4.8)\r9/
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Figure 4.3 Represenation of radii of curvature for ball bearing and grooved plate
(upper figure is in the 1-3 plane; lower figure is in the 2-3 plane).
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Table 4.1 Curvature data and corresponding dimensionless contact parameters for
contact between ball bearing and grooved plate
Item [units] Symbol Value
rb 1-3 0.1225
Radii of curvature [in] rb 2-3 
0.1225
rg 1-3 - 0.125
rg 2-3
Pb 1-3 8.16
Pb 2-3 8.16
Curvature [in-l] Pb 2-3
Pg 1-3 - 8.00
Pg 2-3 0
Curvature sum [in - 1] p 8.33
Normalized curvature difference C(p) 0.961
a* 4.50
Dimensionless parameters
b* 0.375
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d = r sin- ((4.9)
To obtain equipollent values for contact between the ball bearing and grooved plate in
two dimensions (1-3 plane), equation (4.7) must be integrated over the x2-dimension.
This is not done, however, as it is desired to have the two-dimensional model represent
a 'slice' of the three-dimensional contact situation. The three-dimensional contact
situation can be equated with contact between a grooved plate and a cylinder. In
such cylinder contact, the stress distribution is constant along x 2 and is given by the
Hertzian solution as:
ac = maxe (4.10)
where the subscript c denotes cylinder contact. In this situation, the projected contact
area is rectangular, with dimensions a, and cylinder length, L. A representation of the
projected contact area between a cylinder and grooved plate is depicted in Figure 4.4.
If the three-dimensional stress distribution given by equation (4.7) is taken in the 1-3
plane where x2 equals zero, an equation very similar to equation (4.10) is obtained:
1
0 b  - O'mab (4.11)
where the subscript b indicates ball bearing contact. This two-dimensional contact
stress distribution is depicted in Figure 4.5. For three-dimensional cylinder contact,
the contact stress distribution in the 1-3 plane is the same as in Figure 4.5. The
three-dimensional (i.e., cylinder contact) stress distribution is obtained by extending
the two-dimensional distribution in the 2-direction.
For the two-dimensional model to represent a 'slice' of the three-dimensional cylin-
der model, the values of omax and a must be the same for each case. The maximum
contact stress for ball bearing contact, UmaXb, is given by equation (4.6). Using the
contact force of 300 lbs and the previously calculated projected contact lengths a
and b, equation (4.6) yields a maximum contact stress for ball bearing contact of
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Representation of projected rectangular contact area between a cylinder
and grooved plate.
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Representation of the two-dimensional contact stress distribution.
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Figure 4.5
2.48 x 105 psi. The maximum contact stress for cylinder contact, -maxc, is given by
the Hertzian solution as:
2F
Umax = r (4.12)
The projected contact length for three-dimensional cylinder contact, ac, is set equal to
that for the two-dimensional ball bearing contact of 0.0832". Using equation (4.12),
Umaxc can be set equal to amaxb by choosing the appropriate force per length, F/L,
applied to the cylinder. To have a projected contact length ac of 0.0832" and a
maximum contact stress amax of 2.48 x 105 psi, the force per length F/L applied to
the cylinder is calculated via equation (4.12) as 3.24 x 104 lbs/in.
For simulating the two-dimensional and three-dimensional contact situations de-
scribed above in ABAQUS, the contact area and contact stress distribution are re-
quired as inputs. In both contact situations, the contact stress distribution is given
by:
1
a= max 1- 2 (4.13)
For the isotropic models, Umax is 2.48 x 105 psi and a is 0.0832".
4.1.2 Composite Laminate Contact
As previously mentioned in Chapter 3, the contact area is chosen to be held
constant between the isotropic and composite laminate models. The general shape
of the contact stress distribution is the same in the composite laminate model and
is given by equation (4.13). Due to differences in material properties, however, the
contact stress magnitude (determined by the maximum contact stress, Umax) required
to attain the same contact area in the composite laminate model is different from that
of the isotropic model. To approximate the required Umax for the composite laminate
models, the Hertzian contact solution is utilized.
In Hertzian contact, it is assumed that the contacting bodies are homogeneous and
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isotropic. Thus, Hertzian contact is not able to account for the orthotropic nature
of composite laminates. Certain aspects of the Hertzian solution have been used in
previous works in an attempt to approximate composite laminate contact behavior
(e.g., the relationship between contact force and indentation depth for a flat composite
plate and rigid spherical indentor). No work has been found, however, which uses
the Hertzian solution to approximate the contact area dimensions arising between
arbitrarily-shaped bodies of which one is a composite laminate. These contact area
dimensions are necessary for calculating the maximum contact stress, omax.
The maximum contact stress is calculated via equation (4.6), requiring the contact
area dimensions, a and b, and the contact force, F. It is desired to have the same
contact area dimensions for the composite laminate models as for the isotropic models.
Thus, a and b are set to 0.0832" and 0.00694", respectively. With the values of a and
b known, either equation (4.4) or (4.5) can be solved for contact force, F. Choosing
to rearrange equation (4.4) to solve for F yields:
2a 3 p
F = (4.14)
3 (a*)3 ((E, + (j-,I)(41
where the subscripts I and II refer to contacting body I and contacting body II,
respectively. For this work, body I is the steel indentor and body II is the composite
laminate.
Equation (4.14) requires a single Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for each
of the contacting bodies. For the composite laminate models, an 'effective' Young's
modulus and Poisson's ratio are needed. For the purposes of the present work, these
effective values are determined by averaging material property values. The effective
Young's modulus, Eeff, is taken as the average of the three Young's modulii of the
composite prepreg material:
EL + ET +EzEe ff = 3 (4.15)3
For the present material, this results in a value of 7.36 Msi. A contact area forms
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due to out-of-plane contact stress generated between the contacting bodies. The
Poisson's ratios VZL and VZT relate this out-of-plane stress to in-plane deformation
for the prepreg material and are averaged to create an 'effective' Poisson's ratio, veif:
VZL + VZT
Vef f L 2 (4.16)2
For the present material, this results in a value of 0.28.
With single values for Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio established for the
composite laminate models, Equation (4.14) is used to calculate the contact force.
Table 3.2 contains the values of vI and El for the steel indentor. The values of EI
and vii are given by Eeff and veff, respectively, in the preceding paragraph. The
values of a*, b*, and E p are provided in Table 4.1, as determined by the geometry for
this configuration that does not change from the isotropic case. Utilizing these values
in equation (4.14), the contact force required for the composite laminate model is
calculated as 224 lbs. The maximum contact stress in the composite laminate model
is then calculated via equation (4.6) to be 1.85 x 105 psi.
As in the isotropic case, the general shape of the contact stress distributions for
both two-dimensional and three-dimensional composite laminate models are given
by equation (4.13). The two-dimensional composite laminate models can thus be
considered to be a 'slice' of the three-dimensional models as described for the isotropic
case with a maximum contact stress of 1.85 x 105 psi. This maximum contact stress
and contact stress distribution are used as inputs within ABAQUS for simulating the
contact between the composite laminate and steel indentor.
4.2 Finite Elements
4.2.1 Theoretical Basis
The ABAQUS finite element program is employed to calculate the stresses and
strains occurring within a grooved plate subjected to simulated out-of-plane contact
loading. For this type of problem, the exact solution requires both force and moment
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equilibrium to be maintained over any arbitrary volume of the body at all times. The
displacement-based finite element method used by ABAQUS approximates this equi-
librium requirement by replacing it with a 'weaker' requirement. The 'weak' require-
ment is that equilibrium must be maintained in an average sense over a finite number
of divisions of the volume of the body. The finite element methodology described
in this section is taken from the work of Zienkiewicz, et al. [33]. The supporting
documentation provided with the ABAQUS software is not referenced because it is
not freely available to the public. The methodology presented by Zienkiewicz, et al.
is, however, the same as that employed by the ABAQUS software.
The 'weak' form of equilibrium equations can be written in the form of the virtual
work principle:
j6eT dQ - nuTb d - jru TtdF = 0 (4.17)
in which 2 is the volume of the body in its current configuration, F is the surface
which bounds this volume, b represents the body forces acting on the body volume
Q, and t represents the surface tractions acting on the body surface F. The term 5u
is an arbitrary weighting function chosen to be virtual displacement for this analysis.
The expression be is virtual strain defined as:
6 = 
JEX
JEYz
JE.,
Ju
S= R 6u = R 6v (4.18)
The term R is a linear differential operator defined as:
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All models utilized in the present work are linear
stress and strain is linear and is given by:
o = D(C - 60) + ao
(4.19)
elastic, thus the relationship between
(4.20)
in which D is an elasticity matrix determined by material properties. The items a
and e represent stress and strain, respectively:
o-x
oyz
ozx
Ez
Exy
eyz
Ezz
(4.21)
(4.22)
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The terms ao and Eo represent initial stresses and strains, respectively. There are no
initial stresses or strains present in the models considered in this work. Thus, the
terms ao and 60 have values of zero.
For isotropic materials, D is defined as:
E(1-v)
(1+v)(1-2v)
EyV
(1+v)(1-2v)
Ev
(1+v)(1-2v)
0
0
0
Ev
(1+v)(1-2v)
E(1-)
(1+v)(1-2u)
Ev
(1+v)(1-2v)
0
0
0
Ev
(1+v)(1-2v)
Ev
(1+v)(1-2v)
E(1-v)
(1+v)(1-2v)
0
0
0oo
0
0
0
E
2(1+v)
0
0
0
0
0
0
E
2(1+v)
0
0
0
0
0
0
E
2(1+v)
(4.23)
where E and v are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for the material, respectively.
For the laminate models, each ply layer is transversely isotropic in its principal ma-
terial axes. To calculate D in this case, the compliance matrix in principal material
axes, S', is first defined as:
1
1] ,. E1.,
V/y/ 
Ext
1
- -yz 0
Ex, Ey, Ey, 1
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
where x', y', and z' are the three principal
is the y'-z' plane. The elasticity matrix in
inverting the compliance matrix:
0
0
0
0
2(1 + v~yz)
Ey
0
0
0
0
0
0
1GX
(4.24)
material axes and the plane of isotropy
principal material axes is calculated by
D' = S'- 1 (4.25)
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For all ply angles except 00, the principal material axes do not coincide with the
global axes. To obtain the elasticity matrix in global axes, the elasticity matrix in
principal material axes is transformed using the coordinate transformation matrix,
T:
t11i 1 2
t 21 t 2 2
t 3 1 t 3 2
(tlt 22 + t12 21 )
(t21t 32 + t 22t31 )
(t31t1 2 + t32t11)
t 12t 1 3
t 2 2 t 2 3
t 32 t 33
(t1 2t 23 + t13t22)
(t22t 33 + t23t32)
(t 32t1 3 + t33t12)
t1 3 tll
t 23t 21
t 33t 31
(t13t21 + t11t23)
(t 23t 31 + t 2 1t 3 3 )
(t33t 1 + t3 1t13)
(4.26)
where tij is the direction cosine between the i' direction and the
elasticity matrix in global coordinates is thus given by:
j direction. The
D = TT D ' T (4.27)
Equation (4.20) can be substituted into equation (4.17), yielding:
6eT [uo + D (e - co)] d - uTb dQ - r u"t dF = 0 (4.28)
To solve equation (4.28) with finite elements, the integrals are divided as sums over
individual elements:
f 6T [o + D (e - o)] dQ - j6uTbdQ - J6 uTtdF = O (4.29)
e Q e JO e r
in which the terms Qe and F e denote element domains and element boundaries, re-
spectively.
The strains are computed directly from displacements, u. Similar to equation
(4.18), the strains are defined as:
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tllt 1 1
t 2 1 t 21
t 3 1 t 31
2tllt21
2t 21 t 31
2t 31tl1
t12t12
t22t 22
t32t32
2t1 2t 22
2t22t32
2t3 2t1 2
t 13 t 13
t 23 t 2 3
t 33 t 33
2t 1 3 t 23
2t23t33
2t 3 3 t1 3
6 y
z =Ru=R v (4.30)
Tyz
7zx
To define the displacements u at any point within an element, finite element shape
functions, termed Na, are utilized:
U = v i a N v* } Nau (4.31)
The subscript a indicates the terms are for node a. Thus, a has a range from 1
to the total number of nodes within an element. The terms u, v , and w* are
displacement values at finite element node a, where the asterisk symbol, [*], is used
to distinguish nodal displacements (u*) from displacements at any arbitrary point
within an element (u). The shape functions, Na, depend upon the specific elements
utilized in the simulations. The shape functions employed in the present work are
described in Section 4.2.2 for the two-dimensional models, and Section 4.2.3 for the
three-dimensional models.
Inserting the result of equation (4.31) into equation (4.30) yields:
r
Ex
EzY
Sz
'Yx
7xy,zx7zz ~
a
a
0 -0 0y x x8No0 0
By
8No
Dz Dy
Na N
O 0
{ *a
:= BaU* (4.32)
a
W*a
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e = I
V~ VUV
The matrix Ba is the product of the linear differential operator, R, and the shape
functions, Na. A similar expression for the virtual strains, be, may also be written in
the same manner.
Substituting equations (4.31) and(4.32) into equation (4.29) yields:
U BuT [ ro + D (Bb* - eo)] dQ - e Nab dQ - Natdf] = 0
(4.33)
The virtual displacements, 6u*, are arbitrary. Thus, after summing the element
integrals, equation (4.33) can be expressed in the form:
KabU* + fa = 0 (4.34)
in which Kab and fa are defined by equations (4.35) and (4.36), respectively:
Kab = f B DB b dQ (4.35)
e 
e
fa = [B (O - Deo) - Nab] dQ - Nat dIF (4.36)
As previously mentioned, there are no initial stresses or strains present in the models
used in this work (o = co = 0). Additionally, body forces are not considered (b = 0).
These conditions allow equation (4.36) to be reduced to:
fa = - Nat dP (4.37)
e
The ABAQUS software calculates the integrals over each element using Gaussian
quadrature. Equation (4.34) is solved iteratively using Newton's method to deter-
mine the unknown nodal displacements, u*. These nodal displacements are utilized
to calculate element strains at the Gauss points (integration points). These strain
values are linearly extrapolated and interpolated throughout the element. Because
the models in this work are linear elastic, the stress is directly related to strain via
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equation (4.20). Thus, the stresses are also calculated at the Gauss points and linearly
extrapolated and interpolated throughout the element. Strain and stress values are
calculated at the Gauss points (instead of the nodes) in order to reduce the computa-
tional cost of the models. The same level of accuracy is obtained by extrapolating and
interpolating from the Gauss points as is obtained by interpolating from the nodes
[33]. The two-dimensional elements, discussed in detail in Section 4.2.2, contain 4
Gauss points and 9 nodes. The three-dimensional elements, discussed in detail in
Section 4.2.3, have 12 Gauss points and 20 nodes. There are fewer Gauss points per
element than nodes, thus fewer calculations are required by using the Gauss points
to calculate strain values.
In the procedure as described, nodal strain and stress values are extrapolated from
the integration point values. Very often an individual node is shared between multiple
elements. Thus, the strain or stress value calculated for a given node by one element
may be different from that calculated for the same node by a different element. The
ABAQUS software has the capability to average the nodal strain and stress values
contributed by all the elements common to a node to avoid discontinuities. This
averaging is desirable for the isotropic models, as the stress and strain fields are
expected to be continuous due to the isotropic material properties. For the laminate
models, averaging of the strain values is desirable, as the strains are expected to be
continuous within the model. The stresses, however, are expected to be discontinuous
between plies due to their difference in material properties in the global (laminate)
axes. The averaging procedure performed by ABAQUS is therefore constrained to
only average nodal stress values between elements within an individual ply.
4.2.2 Two-dimensional Elements
The two-dimensional models are composed of second-order, isoparametric, quadri-
lateral, plane stress elements. These elements have two degrees of freedom: displace-
ment in the 1-direction and displacement in the 2-direction. They are defined by
a total of 8 nodes (4 corner nodes and 4 mid-side nodes). A representative two-
dimensional second-order element is depicted in Figure 4.6. Each two-dimensional
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Representative two-dimensional second-order element in the element co-
ordinate system (, 77).
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finite element has an individual coordinate system in which it forms a square quadri-
lateral. Each individual coordinate system, defined by the orthogonal and r axes
in Figure 4.6, spans a range of -1 to +1 in each direction. The shape functions pre-
viously mentioned are defined in this coordinate system. These elements contain 8
nodes, thus requiring 8 shape functions. These functions are defined as:
1
N, = (1 (1 - )(1 + + 7)4
1
N2  -( + ( )(1 - )4
1
N3  ( 1 + )(1 - )
N4 = (1 - )(1 + 7)(1 + - 7)414
N5 = (1 - 0(1+ )(1 - 7)2
1
N6 2
1
N7 = (1 - 1 + 1 + )
1
N8 = (1 - )(1 + -2
For isoparametric finite elements, the shape functions define both the interpolation
of nodal values within the element (e.g., displacement) and the relationship between
the individual element coordinate system (6, r7) and the global cartesian coordinate
system (x1, x2). Thus, this relationship is given by equations (4.38) and (4.39):
xl = E NaX1 a (4.38)
a
X2 = E NaX; a (4.39)
a
The asterisk symbol, [*], is used to distinguish nodal cartesian coordinates (xt , X a)
from any arbitrary point within the element (X1 , x2).
The Ba matrix developed in equation (4.32) is composed of partial derivatives
of the shape functions with respect to the cartesian (x1 , x2) coordinate system. To
calculate these partial derivatives, the chain rule is used. For example, the partial
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derivative of the shape functions with respect to xl can be expressed as:
ONx ON, dE aN, On (4.40)( - "
This relationship can be given in matrix form for the two-dimensional element:
ONa
ONa
8% 2
(9, -
02 -
07
ONa
8a(xl
OX2
I J-1
ONa
ONa
(4.41)
in which J- 1 is the inverse of the two-dimensional Jacobian matrix of (xl, x2) with
respect to ( , n). To find J-1, the Jacobian matrix J is first calculated and then
inverted. For two-dimensional isoparametric elements, the Jacobian matrix can be
calculated via equation (4.42):
E
a
E
a
ONa(9 l a
Ml a
an o ,,
E
a
E
a
a a
X 2 a
ONa
( 2 a
ON1 ON 2
ON8
ON8"'" 0
X 1 1 X 2 1
X 1 2 X 2 2
X 1 8 X2 8
(4.42)
Once the Jacobian matrix is known, it is inverted and used to calculate the partial
derivatives of the shape function:
ONa
ONa
Ox 2 a
ONa
0Na
07
(4.43)
4.2.3 Three-dimensional Elements
The three-dimensional models are composed of second-order, isoparametric cubes.
These second-order elements have three displacement degrees of freedom in the xl-,
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x2-, and x3-directions. They are defined by a total of 20 nodes (8 corner nodes
and 12 mid-edge nodes). A representative three-dimensional, second-order element is
depicted in Figure 4.7. Each three-dimensional finite element has an individual coor-
dinate system in which it forms a cube. Each individual coordinate system, defined
by the orthogonal (, q/, and ( axes in Figure 4.6, spans a range of -1 to +1 in each
direction. The shape functions previously mentioned are defined in this coordinate
system. These elements contain 20 nodes, thus requiring 20 shape functions. These
functions are defined as:
1
N1 = (1 -)(1 -)(1 - ()(2 + + +()N1 = 8
1
N2 = (1 + )( - )(1-()(2 - + +)8
N3 1 (1 + )(1 + rl)(1 - ()(2 - ( - r + ()
1
N4 = 1 (1 -)(1 + )(1 - ()(2 + -r +()N4 = 8
1
N5 = (1 )(1-)(1+()(2 + + ()8
1
N6  1 (1 + )(1 - 7)(1 + ()(2 - + - ()8
1
N7 = (1 + ()(1 + r)(1 + ()(2 - - r - ()8
1
N8 = (1-)(+)(1()(2+8
1
N = (14
1
No = -(1
41N 12 = -(1
41
N 13 = (I41
N 14 = (141
N15 = (141
N16 = (14
4
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1
N1 7 =N17 = (1 - ()(1 + )(1 + )(1 - TI)4
1
N 1 8 =Ni = 1 (1 - ()(1 + ()(1 + )(1 + rI)
41
N20= (1 - () + ((1 - (1 + )
4N20 =
As for the two-dimensional elements, the three-dimensional elements are isoparamet-
ric. Thus, the shape functions define both the interpolation of nodal values within
the element (e.g., displacement) and the relationship between the individual element
coordinate system ( , r, () and the global cartesian coordinate system (x 1 , x 2 , X3).
This relationship is given by equations (4.44), (4.45), and (4.46):
X = NaX* a (4.44)
a
X2 E NaX2 a (4.45)
a
X3 E NaX* a (4.46)
a
The asterisk symbol, [*], is used to distinguish nodal cartesian coordinates (x* a, x a,
X. a) from any arbitrary point within the element (X1, x 2, x3 ).
The Ba matrix developed in equation (4.32) is composed of partial derivatives
of the shape functions with respect to the cartesian (x1, x 2, x3) coordinate system.
Following the procedure described for the two-dimensional elements, these partial
derivatives can be defined by using the chain rule, yielding:
- d~~O
Ol Ojl O(
Ox2 Ox 2 Ox2
3  O~r3 O
-x 3 Ox3 Ox3 -
aNa ONa
SNa = j T Na (4.47)
DNa ONa
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The inverse Jacobian matrix is obtained by calculating the Jacobian matrix and then
inverting it. For three-dimensional isoparametric elements, the Jacobian matrix can
be calculated via equation (4.48):
a
E
a
-a
ONal
1q 1 a
ONa
0C X 1 a
E
a
E
a
E
a
ON
"2 a
ONa
ONa
at
ONa
. 3 a
a
ON a
E 3 a
E
a
ONa
3 a
X11 2 1 X3 1
Ir n 'Pn rI
2-; 2 3 2
X1 2 0 X2 2 0 X3 2 0
Once the Jacobian matrix is known, it is inverted and used to calculate the partial
derivatives of the shape function:
ONa
OXl a
ONa
OX 2 a
ONa
OX3 a
= J- 1
ONo
ONa
(4.49)
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4.3 Finite Element Models
The finite element models in the present work are utilized to calculate the stress
and strain response of a grooved plate to an out-of-plane contact load. All the models
are created through a general process as follows:
1. Define the grooved plate geometry.
2. Define the material(s) of which the plate is composed.
3. Apply the simulated contact load and boundary conditions.
4. Create a finite element mesh based upon the geometry.
In the first step, the geometry of the grooved plate is defined. This information is
provided in Chapter 3, and summarized in Table 3.5 for the two-dimensional models.
This geometry is used to guide the creation of the finite element mesh. The elasticity
matrix, D, is determined by the properties of the material(s) that make up the
structure. The simulated contact loading defines the surface tractions, t, for the
simulation. Finally, the finite element mesh discretizes the structure into a collection
of finite elements. This mesh provides the initial nodal coordinates. Additionally, the
choice of finite element type determines the shape functions, N, which in turn defines
the matrix Ba. In this manner, the system of linear equations given by equation (4.34)
can be defined and solved iteratively for the unknown nodal displacements, u*. The
strains and stresses are then calculated at the Gauss points (integration points) within
each element and linearly extrapolated and interpolated throughout its domain.
4.3.1 Two-dimensional Models
Considering Table 3.5, there are 18 unique two-dimensional isotropic models. De-
spite their geometrical differences, the procedure utilized to create and mesh these
models is very similar. This procedure is described for the baseline model with a
length of 2.00" (case #2 in Table 3.5). The resulting meshes for two models with
parameters different from the baseline values are shown for comparison.
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The first step in creating the finite element model is to define its geometry. A
graphical interface is utilized in ABAQUS, thus the geometry is defined by drawing
and dimensioning the boundary of the two-dimensional model. The result is a geo-
metrical entity almost identical to Figure 3.7, except that the length is 2.00" instead
of 6.25". To further define the grooved plate, its material properties are specified in
terms of engineering constants Young's modulus, E, and Poisson's ratio, v, as pro-
vided in Table 3.2. The grooved plate is now a two-dimensional structure with both
geometry and material properties. The analytical equation for the simulated contact
loading, given by equation (4.13), is applied to the portion of the groove experienc-
ing contact, determined by the projected contact length, a. Once the structure is
meshed, the continuous pressure distribution given in equation (4.13) is discretized
over the edges of the elements comprising the contact 'area' (technically a length
in the two-dimensional models). A constant pressure is applied to the edge of each
element in the contact 'area', determined by the average of the pressure values at the
three nodes comprising the element edge. Finally, boundary conditions are applied
to the structure. For rigid backface boundary conditions, the bottom edge of the
structure is restricted to one degree of freedom, displacement in the 1-direction, as
displacement in the 3-direction is held at zero at those nodes.
The structure is now ready to be meshed, or approximated by a discrete collection
of finite elements. To simplify this process, the structure is divided into three sections.
A representation of these partitions is given in Figure 4.8. The reason for sectioning
near the groove is twofold. The first is to allow meshing rules in the vicinity of
the groove that are suited to the circular geometry to be specified. The second
is to allow a finer mesh to be specified near the groove. The choice to place the
partitions at a distance of 1.5 groove radii, rg, from the vertical centerline is based
on preliminary work that showed that partitioning greater than 1.5 groove radii away
from the vertical centerline, thereby increasing the area of relatively fine mesh, did
not improve the accuracy of the simulation.
With the structure sectioned, meshing rules can be applied. Referring to sections 1
and 3 in Figure 4.8, these are relatively simple shapes and are efficiently meshed using
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Figure 4.8 Representation of two-dimensional isotropic structure divided into sec-
tions to allow the application of specific meshing rules.
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the "structured" meshing technique. The structured meshing technique transforms
a regularly-shaped mesh region, termed the 'parent', into the geometry of the region
to be meshed. In Figure 4.9, two examples are shown of how a regularly-shaped
'parent' mesh region can be transformed into a more complex shape. Structured
meshing is efficient for Sections 1 and 3 because they are regularly shaped, thus
very little distortion is introduced into the original regularly-shaped mesh region.
Section 2 contains the circular geometry of the groove, for which the structured
meshing technique is not optimal. For this region, the "free" meshing technique is
more efficient. This technique uses no pre-established mesh patterns and is thus well-
suited for relatively complex geometries. It employs the "advancing front algorithm"
to create the mesh. This algorithm begins by generating nodes along the boundary
edges of the region to form a discretized boundary. The algorithm continues by
generating elements and nodes as it moves systematically to the interior of the region.
The element shapes and sizes are determined by the element type (e.g., quadrilaterals)
and the "mesh seed" density, discussed in the following paragraph.
Although mesh controls have been defined for the structure, "mesh seeds" are
required to specify the desired mesh density within the model. The mesh seeds
indicate the desired positions of the nodes for the finite element mesh. In the present
work, the response of the structure in the vicinity of the groove is of particular interest.
Thus, the mesh density should be relatively high within this area. Additionally, large
stress and strain gradients are expected within the structure near the contact stress
application area. To capture this stress and strain variation accurately requires a
relatively dense mesh. Moving away from the groove and load application area, the
stress and strain gradients are expected to decrease and can be adequately captured
by a coarser mesh. Preliminary convergence work was done to determine the mesh
density required to obtain an accurate solution. Multiple simulations were performed
with increasing mesh density in which the maximum stresses occurring near the groove
(allm=, x 3a 3 mx, I13max) were recorded. The mesh density was deemed adequate when
the change in maximum value from one simulation to the next was less than 2.0%.
This value is chosen as a compromise betwen accuracy and computational cost of the
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Figure 4.9
Tranformed triangular region
Examples of relatively complex mesh geometries created using the 'struc-
tured' meshing technique.
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simulations.
Mesh seeds can only be specified on the edges of the structure in ABAQUS.
The horizontal edges bounding sections 1 and 3 are seeded using the "edge bias"
technique, in which the seed density increases as proximity to the groove increases.
This is defined by a bias ratio and the total number of seeds to be placed on the edge.
The bias ratio is defined as the distance between the first and second seeds (largest)
divided by the distance between the second-to-last and last seeds (smallest). Given
this ratio and the total number of seeds desired on the edge, ABAQUS calculates the
required seed distribution. To achieve the level of convergence previously described
for the models with a length of 2.00", the bias ratio is chosen to be 4.0 with a total
of 8 seeds. For section 2, all the edges bounding this section (including the internal
partition edges) are seeded using the "edge size" technique. This method determines
the seed density based upon the desired distance between seeds (edge size). To
generate a mesh density sufficient for the level of convergence previously described,
the groove arc in section 2 is seeded using an edge size of 0.01". An edge size of 0.02"
is used for seeding the vertical and horizontal edges of section 2. It should be noted
that in the above procedure, mesh seeds are not specified on the outer vertical edges
of sections 1 and 3. If mesh seeds are not specified on an edge, ABAQUS calculates
a seed density to use during formulation of the finite element mesh. The seed density
generated by ABAQUS is designed to cause the least deviation from any specified
mesh seeds and yield finite elements with minimal distortion.
With the structure defined, mesh controls chosen, and seed density specified, a
finite element mesh can be generated. Doing so within ABAQUS yields, for the
baseline two-dimensional model under discussion, the finite element mesh depicted
in Figure 4.10. The free meshing technique employed in section 2 causes the lack of
mesh symmetry in that region. This meshing technique begins at the boundaries of
the region and works away from the boundaries. Thus, the first layer of elements at
the bottom of section 2 is symmetrical about the 3-direction centerline intersecting
the bottom of the groove, due to the symmetry of the two-dimensional structure.
Moving away from the boundaries towards the interior of section 2, the mesh begins
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Figure 4.10 Finite element mesh for baseline (t = 0.625") two-dimensional isotropic
model of length 2.00" (case #2 in Table 3.5).
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to lose symmetry due to the specifics of the algorithm employed by ABAQUS. Because
the technique starts at the boundaries and works toward the interior of the section,
the mesh elements in the center of section 2 are larger than those at the bottom and
top (groove surface) boundaries. The lack of mesh seed specification on the edges
in the 3-direction of sections 1 and 3 allows ABAQUS to calculate the seed density
for situations in which total model thickness, t, is different from the baseline value
of 0.625" (such as the simulations investigating the effects of relative groove depth,
h/t). For example, following the exact procedure described above for a model with
a thickness of 0.250" (case #5 in Table 3.5) yields the finite element mesh shown
in Figure 4.11. As in Figure 4.10, the mesh in section 2 is unsymmetric due to the
free meshing technique utilized. The overall size of section 2 is smaller in Figure 4.11
than in Figure 4.10. Thus, the boundaries are closer together. There is not enough
distance from the boundaries to the center of section 2 for the elements to increase in
size as seen in Figure 4.10. The two-dimensional isotropic models used to investigate
the effects of groove angle, a, can also be created in the same manner. Because the
seed density along the groove arc is defined by the distance between seeds (and not
the number of seeds), the varying groove arc length in these models does not affect
the procedure described above.
The isotropic model used to investigate boundary conditions utilizes the baseline
parameter values and has a length of 6.25". In this case, sections 1 and 3 in Figure 4.8
are much longer than the corresponding sections in the models that are 2.00" in
length. The edge bias technique used to seed the horizontal edges of these sections is
therefore modified. A bias ratio of 8.0 and a total number of seeds of 20 is required to
achieve convergence as previously defined. The vertical partitions of section 2 are the
same in all models because their distance from the vertical centerline of the model is
defined by the groove radius, a constant. Thus, the "edge size" seeding methodology
is the same in the models used to investigate boundary conditions. A portion (length
of 2.00") of these meshed models (cases #16-18 in Table 3.5) near the groove are
depicted in Figure 4.12. The entire model is not shown due to its relatively large
size. The mesh pattern is similar to that depicted in Figure 4.10 for the baseline case.
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Figure 4.11 Finite element mesh for two-dimensional isotropic model of length 2.00"
and thickness 0.250" (case #5 in Table 3.5).
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Figure 4.12 A portion of the finite element mesh near the groove for two-dimensional
isotropic models (t = 0.625") used to investigate effects of boundary
conditions (cases #16-18 in Table 3.5).
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In both figures, the meshes become denser moving from the edges of the model in
towards the groove. The meshes in section 2 in both figures are unsymmetric due
to the free meshing technique. The meshes in section 2 are not identical in Figures
4.10 and 4.12 because of the different mesh seeding values used in sections 1 and 3.
Although the mesh seeding methodology is the same (edge biased), the bias ratio and
total number of seeds are different. This accounts for the small differences observed
between the meshes in section 2 of the two cases shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.12.
The two-dimensional laminate models are constructed using the same general
procedure previously described. There are, however, two main differences from the
isotropic model creation process:
1. The structure is partitioned horizontally into layers, with each layer representing
one ply of the simulated composite prepreg material.
2. Material properties are defined in laminate axes for each ply based upon its ply
angle (given as engineering constants El, E3 , v13, etc.).
The quasi-isotropic layup of [0/ + 45/ - 45/90]15s has 120 plies in the laminate.
As these models are used to investigate boundary condition effects (cases #19-22
in Table 3.5), they utilize baseline parameter values and have a length of 6.25". A
portion of these models near the groove before meshing is shown in Figure 4.13 to
demonstrate the laminated nature of the structure. The vertical partitions described
for the isotropic models are present in the laminate models and can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.13.
The laminate models employ meshing techniques similar to those of the isotropic
models. Referring back to Figure 4.8, the isotropic models are divided into three
sections to ease the meshing process. The same vertical partitions are in the laminate
models, as shown in Figure 4.13, and serve the same purpose. The horizontal parti-
tions in the laminate models define the plies comprising the laminate. They are also
used, however, to define sections for specific meshing controls. Due to the relatively
thin plies, distorted elements are generated near the groove by the meshing algorithms
ABAQUS employs if the mesh seed distribution is too coarse. A fourth section is uti-
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Figure 4.13 Upper half of portion of unmeshed finite element model near the groove
for two-dimensional laminate model (horizontal lines depict first 60 plies
from top of plate; cases #19-22 in Table 3.5).
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lized in the laminate models to prevent this element distortion from occurring. The
four sections of the laminate models to which specific meshing rules are applied are
depicted in Figure 4.14 (the individual ply partitions are omitted for clarity). The
horizontal partition defining the lower boundary of section 4 in Figure 4.14 is located
1.5 groove radii from the top of the laminate. This corresponds to the horizontal
partition defining the interface of plies 36 and 37 from the top of the laminate. The
meshing rules for sections 1, 2, and 3 are the same as those for the isotropic models.
The mesh seeding techniques are also the same. In section 4, the "free" meshing
technique is utilized due to the circular groove geometry. For the isotropic models,
an edge size of 0.01" is specified on the groove arc, with an edge size of 0.02" on all
other edges of section 2 (see Figure 4.8). If this procedure is followed for the laminate
model, distorted elements are generated near the groove surface due to the relatively
thin plies and relatively coarse mesh seed distribution. Thus, an edge size of 0.01" is
utilized for all edges within section 4 in Figure 4.14. This generates a mesh near the
groove of sufficient density to prevent significant element distortions from occurring.
The meshed laminate model generated from these meshing and seeding methodologies
is provided in Figure 4.15. Only a portion of the model near the groove is shown.
The mesh patterns for the two-dimensional laminate models away from the groove
(sections 1 and 3) are similar to those for the isotropic models (Figure 4.10), with the
addition of the horizontal ply partitions. Both the isotropic and the laminate models
utilize the free meshing technique near the groove. The laminate model mesh in
Figure 4.15, however, appears more symmetrical than the isotropic model, although
it is not perfectly symmetric. The increased symmetry in the laminate model is due
to the horizontal partitions defining the laminate plies. The vast majority of the
laminate model is discretized in the out-of-plane (through-thickness) direction such
that there is one element per ply. Near the groove, some of the plies are discretized
such that there are two elements per ply in the out-of-plane direction, as depicted in
Figure 4.15. All ply interfaces are composed of element edges, and no elements span
multiple plies (i.e., each element is part of one ply only).
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Figure 4.14 Representation of two-dimensional laminate structure divided into sec-
tions to allow the application of specific meshing rules (horizontal par-
titions for individual plies omitted for clarity).
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Figure 4.15 Upper half of a portion of the finite element mesh near the groove
for the two-dimensional laminate model (horizontal lines depict first 60
plies from top of plate; cases #19-22 in Table 3.5).
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4.3.2 Three-dimensional Models
Two three-dimensional models are utilized in the present work, each with rigid
backface boundary conditions. One is an isotropic model and the other is a laminated
composite model. The process used to create these models is very similar to that used
to create the two-dimensional models. The geometry of the structure, as discussed in
Chapter 3, is first generated. Material properties are then defined. For the isotropic
model, the engineering constants of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are utilized.
For the laminated model, the structure is horizontally partitioned into ply layers,
with the material properties specified in Table 3.1 for AS1/3501-6 graphite/epoxy
prepreg assigned to each layer. An individual coordinate system is then defined for
each layer depending upon its ply angle. The ABAQUS software calculates the ma-
terial properties of a ply in the global coordinate system by rotating the specified
material properties according to its ply angle. The simulated contact loading, defined
by equation (4.13), is applied to the portion of the groove experiencing contact, de-
termined by the projected contact length, a. The rigid backface boundary conditions
are then applied. Finally, the structure is discretized into a finite element mesh.
An entire three-dimensional grooved plate requires a large number of elements.
The size of the structure that must be modeled is reduced by utilizing the symme-
try inherent in the three-dimensional structure. A three-dimensional grooved plate
sectioned along its planes of symmetry is shown in Figure 4.16. The two planes
of symmetry for the three-dimensional model are the 1-3 and 2-3 planes. Due to
this symmetry, only one quarter of the plate must be modeled, provided appropriate
boundary conditions are applied to the faces corresponding to the planes of symme-
try. The resulting quarter-model is depicted in Figure 3.8. For symmetry in the 1-3
plane, the 1-3 face of the model is restricted to displacements in the 1-direction and
3-direction only. The 2-3 face of the model is similarly restricted to displacements in
the 2-direction and 3-direction only.
As with the two-dimensional isotropic models, the three-dimensional isotropic
model is divided into sections to allow the application of specific meshing rules near
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Figure 4.16 Representation of grooved plate sectioned along its planes of symmetry
(upper figure is an isometric view; lower figure is in 1-2 plane)
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the groove and to allow a finer mesh to be specified near the groove. These sections
are depicted in Figure 4.17. The same general meshing technique is used for section 1
of the isotropic three-dimensional model as for the isotropic two-dimensional models.
Thus, section 1 is meshed using the structured meshing technique. The mesh seed
density in the 1-3 plane is also the same as in the two-dimensional models with a
length of 2.00". Thus, the horizontal edges in the 1-direction of section 1 are seeded
using the edge bias technique, with a bias ratio of 4.0 and a total number of mesh
seeds of 8. The edges of section 1 in the 2-direction are not given mesh seeds in this
procedure. In section 2, the edges in the 2-direction are given mesh seeds, as discussed
in the following paragraph. The ABAQUS software utilizes these mesh seeds to define
the discretization of section 1 in the 2-direction.
The ABAQUS software does not allow the use of the free meshing technique for
a three-dimensional structure. The "sweep" meshing technique is therefore utilized
for section 2 of the three-dimensional isotropic model. This technique generates a
two-dimensional mesh on the surface of one side of the region to be meshed, termed
the 'source' side. The mesh from the source side is copied one layer at a time in a
specified direction, termed the 'sweep path'. This mesh is replicated until the end
of the region to be meshed is reached, called the 'target' side. The discretization
of the mesh in the direction of the sweep path is dictated by the mesh seed density
in that direction. For section 2, the 1-3 face visible in Figure 4.17 is the source
side and the 1-3 face hidden from view is the target side. Thus, the sweep path is
in the positive 2-direction. The groove arc edges in the 1-3 plane in section 2 are
seeded using an edge size of 0.01", the same edge size utilized in the two-dimensional
isotropic models. All remaining edges in section 2 are seeded using an edge size of
0.02", including the edges in the 2-direction. This determines the mesh discretization
in the 2-direction created by the sweep meshing technique. An isometric view of the
resulting finite element mesh for the three-dimensional isotropic model is depicted in
Figure 4.18. In Figure 4.19, the same finite element mesh is depicted in the 1-3 plane.
The finite element mesh of section 2 in the 1-3 plane contains irregular elements,
similar to the corresponding section in the two-dimensional isotropic model. Section
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Figure 4.17 Representation of the quarter-model of the three-dimensional isotropic
structure divided into sections to allow the application of specific mesh-
ing rules.
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Figure 4.18 Isometric view of the finite element mesh of the three-dimensional
isotropic quarter-model.
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1Figure 4.19 View in the 1-3 plane of the finite element mesh of the three-dimensional
isotropic quarter-model.
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1 of the three-dimensional isotropic model in the 1-3 plane is also very similar to the
corresponding section in the two-dimensional isotropic model. The discretization of
the three-dimensional isotropic model in the 2-direction does not change due to the
unchanging geometry in this direction, the regularly-spaced mesh seeds (edge size =
0.02"), and the sweep meshing technique utilized.
The three-dimensional laminate model requires a large number of elements due to
the horizontal partitions necessary to define individual plies. Thus, the density of the
mesh must be controlled carefully to minimize the computational cost of the model.
The three-dimensional laminate quarter-model is divided into three sections to allow
the application of specific meshing rules as depicted in Figure 4.20. The horizontal
partitions that define the individual plies are omitted from the figure for clarity. This
is similar to the four sections used for the full two-dimensional laminate model. All
three sections are meshed using the sweep meshing technique. The details of the
meshing procedure for section 1 are discussed first, followed by a detailed description
of the mesh seeding for sections 2 and 3.
In section 1, the sweep meshing technique is employed. The source side is the
upper surface of the plate in the 1-2 plane. The target side is the bottom surface of
the plate, also in the 1-2 plane. Thus, the sweep path is in the negative 3-direction.
The edge bias method is used to seed the two edges in the 1-direction on the upper
surface of the plate. Similar to the three-dimensional isotropic model, the bias ratio
used is 4.0 with a total of 8 mesh seeds. The outer edge (away from the groove) in
the 2-direction on the upper surface of the plate is seeded using the edge size method.
Because the response of the structure away from the groove is not of primary interest,
the mesh seeding can be relatively coarse near this outer edge. The edge size is chosen
such that the distance between mesh seeds on this edge is approximately the same as
the largest distance between mesh seeds on the two edges in the 1-direction on the
upper surface of the plate. The resulting edge size is 0.16". By using this value, the
dimensions of the mesh elements in the 1-2 plane generated near the outer edge in
the 2-direction will be approximately the same, avoiding the possibility of distorted
elements. In addition, the mesh created is relatively coarse away from the groove,
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Section 2
Figure 4.20 Representation of the quarter-model of the three-dimensional laminate
structure divided into sections to allow the application of specific mesh-
ing rules (partitions in the 1-direction for individual plies omitted for
clarity).
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limiting the total number of elements in the model. The top ply layer in section 1
now has mesh seeds defined on three of its four edges. The edge in the 2-direction
near the groove is shared with section 3. The mesh seeds on this edge are defined in
the mesh seeding for sections 2 and 3, as discussed in the following paragraph.
Sections 2 and 3 also employ the sweep meshing technique. Similar to the three-
dimensional isotropic model, the source sides are the 1-3 faces along the plane of
symmetry visible in Figure 4.20. The target sides are the 1-3 faces of sections 2 and
3 at the free surface hidden from view in Figure 4.20. Thus, the sweep paths for
both sections are in the positive 2-direction. The mesh seeding methods employed
are the same as described for the two-dimensional laminate models. Thus, the edge
size method is used for both sections 2 and 3 to specify the mesh seeds. In section
3, an edge size of 0.01" is employed on the groove arc and on the edges in the
1-direction, including the edges which define individual plies (omitted from Figure
4.20 for clarity). An edge size of 0.02" is used for all edges (including the edges
which define individual plies) in section 2, including the edges in the 2-direction.
This determines the mesh discretization in the 2-direction for sections 2 and 3. As
previously mentioned, sections 1 and 3 share an edge in the 2-direction near the groove
on the upper surface of the plate. Following the procedure previously described, this
edge is seeded using the edge size technique with a value of 0.02". The outer edge
(away from the groove) in the 2-direction in section 1 is seeded with a different edge
size value of 0.16". Thus, the two edges in the 2-direction of section 1 on the upper
surface of the plate are discretized differently. This causes the mesh generated by
ABAQUS to increase in density moving in the negative 1-direction from the outside
of the structure (free surface) towards the groove. An isometric view of the resulting
three-dimensional mesh is provided in Figure 4.21. The same mesh is depicted in
the 1-3 plane in Figure 4.22. A top view of this mesh in the 3-direction is provided
in Figure 4.23. In Figure 4.22, the 1-3 plane depicted is the 1-3 plane of symmetry
(the 1-3 face visible in the figure). In Figure 4.23, the view shown is a 'top' view of
the structure, therefore all portions of the figure are not at the same location in the
3-direction. For example, the bottom of the groove (far left edge) is at a different
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2Figure 4.21 Isometric view of the finite element mesh for the three-dimensional lam-
inate quarter-model.
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Figure 4.22 Upper half of a portion of the finite element mesh near the groove for
the three-dimensional laminate quarter-model (first 60 plies from top of
plate, depicted in 1-3 plane).
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Figure 4.23 Top view in the 3-direction of the finite element mesh for the three-
dimensional laminate quarter-model.
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location in the 3-direction than the top of the plate (right side of figure).
The three-dimensional laminate mesh, as shown in Figure 4.22, appears very sim-
ilar to the two-dimensional laminate mesh, as shown in Figure 4.15. This similarity
is due to the use of similar mesh seeding methods in both models. As in the two-
dimensional laminate model, the majority of the three-dimensional laminate model
is discretized in the through-thickness direction (3-direction) such that there is one
element per ply. Near the groove surface, some of the plies are discretized such that
there are two elements per ply in the through-thickness direction, as depicted in Figure
4.22. As in the two-dimensional case, all ply interfaces occur at element boundaries
(element faces for the three-dimensional case), and no elements span multiple plies
(i.e., each element is part of one ply only).
The effect of using different seeding methods in the 2-direction for section 1 and
for sections 2 and 3 is shown in Figure 4.23 as the mesh density is relatively coarse
at the outer edge of the structure and increases moving towards the groove. Thus, a
relatively fine mesh is created near the area of interest (the groove) and becomes more
coarse moving away from this area (towards the outer edge in the 1-direction). This
is desirable as it limits the computational cost of the model while retaining accuracy
near the groove via the relatively fine mesh.
4.4 Model Validation and Verification
The approaches used to model two-dimensional and three-dimensional compos-
ite laminates within ABAQUS are not standard modeling techniques for composite
structures. They require justification via validation and verification to gain insight
regarding their level of accuracy and limitations. For purposes of validation, various
lay-ups of both two-dimensional and three-dimensional models of flat plates subjected
to in-plane loads are simulated, with the results compared to classical laminated
plate theory (CLPT) calculations. Static indentation tests are also simulated for
the three-dimensional models, and the simulation results are compared with existing
experimental data for model verification.
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Flat laminated plates (instead of grooved laminated plates) are utilized for three
primary reasons. The overall techniques employed to model two-dimensional and
three-dimensional laminates within ABAQUS require verification and validation, re-
gardless of the presence of the groove. In addition, CLPT is only applicable for
flat plates without further specifics adopted to account for the presence of structural
details. Thus, flat plates are utilized for comparison with the results of CLPT. Fi-
nally, for the two-dimensional models, it is desired to examine the effects arising from
the inability to model the transverse dimension. The presence of the groove is not
necessary to examine this effect.
For two-dimensional models, ABAQUS requires a plane stress or plane strain
assumption in the dimension not modeled. The two-dimensional laminate models
simulate the longitudinal and through-thickness (out-of-plane) dimensions. Thus,
plane stress or strain must be assumed for the in-plane transverse dimension. This
assumption is not valid for composite laminates and impacts the accuracy of the
two-dimensional model. In general, the two-dimensional laminate model produces
accurate results for those lay-ups in which transverse stresses and strains are relatively
small. As the magnitude of these stresses and strains increases, the two-dimensional
model results increasingly deviate from CLPT predictions.
Three two-dimensional laminates with layups of [03/903]10s, [03/ + 453/ - 4 53/0315s,
and [03/ + 453/ - 453/903]5s are modeled using ABAQUS. They are subjected to a
uniaxial tensile load, N11, of 200 lbs/in. The laminate strains and individual ply
stresses in laminate axes are obtained from the ABAQUS simulations. These values
are also calculated via equations using CLPT. The resulting laminate strains and ply
stresses from these two approaches are presented in Table 4.2 in units of [pstrain]
and [si], respectively. The percentage difference between the ABAQUS simula-
tion results and CLPT is also provided. In-plane transverse stresses and strains
are not available for the two-dimensional ABAQUS models, as that dimension is
not modeled. Thus, the transverse stresses and strains are essentially zero for the
two-dimensional model in ABAQUS. Plies within the [03/903]10s laminate experience
relatively small transverse stress (U22) and strain (E22), and the ABAQUS results
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Table 4.2 Laminate strains and ply stresses in laminate axes for two-dimensional ver-
ification models (all stresses and strains are in units of [psi] and [pstrain],
respectively)
Values
Laminate Stress/Strain % Difference
[psi] / [ptstrain] ABAQUS CLPT*
E 1  30.7 30.6 0.3
22 - -1.28
L 581 581 0
[03/90310os 11,[01 581 581
a,[ 46.7 46.3 0.9
a22,[0 - 11.2
a2 - -11.2
eL 28.7 28.4 1.1
LE2 -18.0U.L 543 532 2.1
aL1,[45] 84.8 96.0 11.7
L2,[0] - -15.3
Ua2,[+45 - 15.3
EL 47.7 41.8 14.1
e2 - -12.4
S,[ 902 789 14.3
o 141 204 30.9
[03/ + 453/ - 453/903a]ss 11,[45]UL,[90 72.5 58.5 23.9Ui,[90]
L - -1.13
22,[0]
L 11022,[±45] -
2 2 ,[90] - -218
*CLPT = Classical Laminated Plate Theory
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are within 1% of calculations via CLPT. Considering the [03/ + 453/ - 453/03]5s and
[03/ + 453/ - 453/90315s laminates, their plies experience increasing transverse stress
and strain, and the ABAQUS results begin to deviate significantly from the results
from CLPT. For example, the difference between the ABAQUS and CLPT results
for the longitudinal stress in the ±45' plies (all45]) in the [03/ + 453/ - 453/0315s
laminate is 11.7%. In the [03/ + 453/ - 453/90315s laminate, this difference is 30.9%.
A quasi-istropic laminate with layup [0/ + 45/ - 45/90]15s is studied in this work.
Based upon the two-dimensional validation results noted, the two-dimensional model
results are expected to deviate from the three-dimensional results. These results are
presented in Chapter 5 and a discussion of such is provided in Chapter 6. The three-
dimensional model produces results very comparable to those from CLPT for in-plane
loadings. Laminate strains and ply stresses are generally within ±1% of CLPT values.
To verify the accuracy of the models with regard to out-of-plane loadings, ex-
perimental data from quasi-static indentation tests is utilized. The experiments are
simulated within ABAQUS and data regarding plate deflection and indentation depth
is recorded. The simulation data is compared with experimental data to gauge the
accuracy of the FE models.
Quasi-static indentation experiments performed by Nettles and Douglas [34] are
simulated within ABAQUS. Nettles and Douglas examined quasi-isotropic laminates
manufactured from HexcelTM IM7/8552 carbon fiber/epoxy prepreg with a layup of
[+45/90/ - 45/0]4s. The laminates were tested with two different boundary con-
ditions: fully clamped and simply-supported. In the fully clamped case, all four
edges of the models were clamped. For the simply-supported boundary conditions,
are four edges were simply-supported. The indentor utilized in the experiments was
hemispherical with a radius of 12.7 mm. In these three-dimensional ABAQUS simu-
lations, contact with a ball bearing with a diameter of 12.7 mm is modeled by using
equations (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) to determine the contact area and contact pres-
sure distribution for a given load. The approximations in equations (4.15) and (4.16)
are utilized to determine a single value of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for the
composite laminate. Because the ABAQUS models simulate static contact, loadings
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from 100 lbs to 1000 lbs were simulated in increments of 100 lbs. The experimental
load-deflection curves for both clamped and simply-supported specimens are shown
in Figure 4.24, along with the ABAQUS simulation results. Good correlation is ob-
served for a large range of deflection. At higher load levels, the experimental results
and ABAQUS results begin to differ in regards to the simply-supported specimen.
Although indentation data was not presented by Nettles and Douglas [34], the
modified Hertzian contact law, given by equation (4.50), can be used to approxi-
mate the force-indentation relationship for a rigid spherical indentor into a composite
laminate:
F = ky 1 .5  (4.50)
where F is the contact force, y is indentation depth, and k is a contact coefficient
determined by material properties of the laminate, material properties of the indentor,
and the size of the indentor. The contact coefficient can be approximated by the
calculation proposed by Yang and Sun [17]:
k = 1+ (4.51)
3 Es E33
where ri, v, and E are the radius, Poisson's ratio, and Young's modulus of the in-
dentor, respectively, and E33 is the out-of-plane Young's modulus of the laminate. In-
dentation data was taken from the ABAQUS models used to simulate the quasi-static
indentation experiments of Nettles and Douglas. This includes both fully clamped
and simply-supported boundary conditions. The ABAQUS simulation data is shown
in Figure 4.25, along with the load-indentation relationship predicted by the modified
Hertzian contact law. As in Figure 4.24, good agreement is observed at relatively low
load levels. At higher load levels, the ABAQUS results and modified Hertzian contact
law calculations begin to differ. It should be noted that the ABAQUS results for both
clamped and simply-supported boundary conditions are nearly identical for the range
of loads examined.
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Figure 4.24 Load-deflection data from experiments by Nettles and Douglas [34] and
from ABAQUS simulations for [+45/90/ - 45/0]4s carbon fiber/epoxy
laminates with clamped and simply-supported boundary conditions.
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Figure 4.25 Load-indentation data from ABAQUS simulations and from the mod-
ified Hertzian contact law for [+45/90/ - 45/0]4s carbon fiber/epoxy
laminates with clamped and simply supported boundary conditions.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS
The results of the various FE simulations and analyses are presented in this chap-
ter. These results are primarily displayed as isostress and isostrain plots. Isostress
and isostrain plots are composed of lines that connect points of equal stress or strain
value. Thus, the isostress and isostrain plots are contour plots of the stress and
strain fields within the models. The strain values, Eij, are given in units of [pstrain].
The stress values, aij, are normalized by the maximum contact stress value, Umax,
described in Chapter 4, and given as a percentage:
a= a i  x 100% (5.1)
Umax
where ,*j are the normalized stresses. For the isotropic models, Umax is 2.48 x 105
psi. The value of Umax for the laminate models is 1.85 x 105 psi. The change in value
between consecutive isolines depends upon the range of values present in a model.
For example, models with boundary conditions that allow bending (e.g., simply-
supported) develop a relatively large range of a* values compared to models that
do not allow bending (rigid backface). Thus, the change in value between isolines is
greater in the 4a, isostress plot for the simply-supported model than for the model
with a rigid backface. The change in value between isolines used for each set of results
is provided in the relevant section.
In addition to the stress and strain fields, the values of stress and strain maxima
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near the groove and the locations where they occur are also noted. These local max-
imum normalized tensile and compressive stress values are denoted with the symbols
o~ and c, respectively. Local maximum tensile and compressive strain values are
similarly denoted with the symbols eT and ec, respectively. Shear stress and strain
is either positive or negative (not tensile or compressive). Thus, local maximum nor-
malized positive and negative shear stress values are denoted by the symbols a, and
a, respectively, with local maximum shear strain values similarly denoted by the
symbols ep and e N, respectively. To measure the location of these items in the mod-
els, a polar coordinate system is utilized, as depicted in Figure 5.1. The origin of this
system is the center of curvature of the groove. The angle ¢ is measured from the
vertical centerline. The radial distance from the groove center of curvature is termed
r, such that the value of r on the groove surface is equal to the groove radius, rg. The
radial distance from the groove surface to a point of interest is therefore the difference
between r and rg. Subscripts are utilized to indicate the item whose location is being
measured, similar to the local maximum strain and local maximum normalized stress
values (e.g., c is the angular location of the local maximum compressive stress, rp
is the radial distance from the groove surface to the point of local maximum positive
shear stress, etc.).
For models with boundary conditions that allow bending (simply-supported, fixed-
fixed, fixed-free), the stresses and strains due to the groove geometry and contact
loading are compared to the pure bending stresses as described in Section 3.4. Classi-
cal theories are used to calculate the stresses and strains arising in an ungrooved beam
subjected to an equivalent point load. For the isotropic models, simple beam theory
is employed. For the laminate models, classical laminated plate theory (CLPT) is
utilized. The ABAQUS results are divided by these calculated stresses and strains to
yield stress and strain concentration factors. The resulting isoline plots of stress and
strain concentration factors indicate the degree to which the groove geometry and
contact loading affect the stress and strain response of the structure.
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Groove center
Representation of polar coordinate system (r, 0) utilized to measure the
location of stress and strain minima and maxima.
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Figure 5.1
5.1 Two-dimensional Isotropic Finite Element
Models
The two-dimensional FE models are utilized to examine the effects of the key
parameters identified in Chapter 3. These include relative groove depth, hit, groove
angle, a, and load angle, P. The effects of boundary conditions other than rigid
backface are also investigated through the use of simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and
fixed-free boundary conditions in the models.
5.1.1 Effects of Groove Geometry
In Chapter 3, two geometrical groove parameters are identified that can influence
the response of a grooved structure subjected to out-of-plane contact loading. These
items are relative groove depth, hit, and groove angle, a. The results of the simu-
lations used to examine the effects of relative groove depth are provided in Section
5.1.1.1. In Section 5.1.1.2, the results of the simulations employed to investigate the
effects of groove angle are presented.
The stress and strain fields appear relatively symmetrical about the 3-direction
centerline in all models investigating the effects of h/t and a. The finite element
mesh, however, is not symmetrical, as described in Chapter 4. Thus, the stress and
strain fields are not exactly symmetrical. The variation in node location causes small
differences between stress and strain values calculated at corresponding points about
the 3-direction centerline. These differences are generally above the level of accuracy
of the values reported in this work and are thus considered insignificant. All results
presented in this section should thus be considered symmetric about the 3-direction
centerline passing through the bottom of the groove. Some effects of this lack of exact
symmetry are noticeable, however, and are noted appropriately.
The symmetry about the 3-direction centerline of the models allows there to be
two locations of oa and/or a*. For clarity, only one location is indicated in the
isostress plots. It should be understood that a second corresponding local maximum
or minimum point exists symmetrically about the 3-direction centerline.
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The isostress lines for these results are generally presented in increments of 10%.
An exception occurs below a magnitude of 10%, where the change in value between
isostress lines is presented in increments of 5%. Thus, the isostress line values are
±5%, +10%, +20%, +30%, etc.
5.1.1.1 Relative Groove Depth
The effect of relative groove depth is studied by conducting FE simulations with
models employing a range of h/t ratios. This range spans values from 0.1 to 0.9 in
increments of 0.1. The results are presented as isostress plots of the stress fields arising
within the models. Isostress plots of the 4a, stress fields are depicted in Figures 5.2,
5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 for h/t ratios of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, respectively.
Considering Figures 5.2 through 5.6, a number of observations are made. The a,1
stress field is characterized by two lobes of compressive stress emanating from the
bottom of the groove, with areas of tensile stress located above the compressive stress
lobes near the groove surface and near the upper surface of the plate. On the groove
surface, the all stress state changes from compressive to tensile between the angular
locations (€) of 37.10 and 41.70 for all h/t ratios examined. It should be noted that
the edge of the pressure distribution applied to the groove surface occurs at an angular
location of 41.70. Thus, the change from tensile to compressive stress occurs within
- 4.60 of the edge of the applied pressure distribution. An area of tensile stress occurs
directly underneath the groove and intersects the back face for h/t ratios greater than
0.1. The values and locations of a4 and a* for all h/t ratios are provided in Table
5.1. It should be noted that all a*l local maximum values occur on the groove surface
(r = 0.125").
As the h/t ratio is increased from 0.1 to 0.3, the size and magnitude of the tensile
stress regions near the groove and the upper surface of the plate increase. As h/t
is increased from 0.3 to 0.5, these tensile stress regions begin decreasing in size and
magnitude. The value of a* follows this same pattern. The angular location of a4
is constant for h/t from 0.1 to 0.5. The area of tensile stress beneath the groove
increases in both size and magnitude for increasing h/t ratio. For h/t ratios greater
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UT = + 20.1%
Isostress plot of al stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.1.
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Figure 5.3 Isostress plot of a*, stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.2.
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Isostress plot of cr1 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.3.
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Figure 5.5 Isostress plot of a*l stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.4.
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Figure 5.6 Isostress plot of a*l stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.5.
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Table 5.1 Local maximum all normalized stress values and locationst for cases in-
vestigating the effects of relative groove depth, h/t
Stress value Stress location
Relative groove depth,
h/t aU [%] Ua [%] OT [deg] ¢c [deg]
0.1 20.1 -37.7 ±46.1 0
0.2 23.5 -23.0 ±46.1 ±18.6
0.3 25.0 -15.6 ±46.1 ±27.8
0.4 24.6 -11.7 ±46.1 ±27.8
0.5 23.6 -10.1 ±46.1 ±32.5
0.6 33.4 -11.2 0 ±32.5
0.7 54.8 -13.1 0 ±32.5
0.8 85.7 -14.6 0 ±32.5
0.9 168 -16.1 0 ±37.1
tNote: All local maximum points occur on the groove surface (r = 0.125").
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than 0.4, this area of tensile stress intersects the groove surface. The compressive
stress lobes decrease in size and magnitude as h/t is increased from 0.1 to 0.5. The
angular position of a* generally moves farther away from the centerline as h/t is
increased, although this movement is not constant.
Isostress plots for al stresses are provided in Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 for h/t
ratios of 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8, respectively. The isostress plot of the af stress field for an
h/t ratio of 0.9 is not shown as it does not provide any additional information and
the isostress field is difficult to read due to the relative thinness of the model beneath
the groove. Comparing Figure 5.6 and 5.7, the angular position of a* changes from
+46.10 to 00 (the bottom of the groove) when hit increases from 0.5 to 0.6 and
maintains its location at the bottom of the groove for h/t ratios greater than 0.5.
The value of ua increases rapidly as h/t is increased above 0.5. The magnitude of Ua
increases for values of hit increasing from 0.5 to 0.9. The angular location remains
constant at +32.50, except for an h/t value of 0.9 where the angular position of a*
increases to +37.10.
Isostress plots of the a* stress fields are provided in Figures 5.10, 5.11, 5.12,
5.13, 5.14, and 5.15 for hit ratios of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, respectively. The
isostress plots for hit ratios of 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 are not shown as they do not provide
any additional information. The magnitude of the a33 compressive stress is maximum
at the bottom of the groove in all cases and decreases moving away from this point.
Relatively small areas of tensile stress are located near the groove surface above the
area of compressive stress. Similar to the a*, stress fields, the o* stress state on the
groove surface changes from compressive to tensile between the angular locations of
+37.10 and ±41.70 for all hit ratios examined, with the edges of the applied pressure
distribution located at an angular position of +41.70. It should be noted that the
pressure distribution is applied perpendicular to the surface of the groove and is not
solely in the 3-direction except at the bottom of the groove. The Ua stress state on
the groove surface changes from compressive to tensile within - 4.6' of the edge of the
applied pressure distribution. In Figures 5.10 through 5.15, the compressive a3 stress
fields are very similar near the groove and appear relatively unaffected by the value
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Figure 5.7 Isostress plot of a*, stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an hit ratio of 0.6.
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Figure 5.8 Isostress plot of ai stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.7.
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+ 50%
Isostress plot of aol stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an hit ratio of 0.8.
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Figure 5.10 Isostress plot of a 3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.1.
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Figure 5.11 Isostress plot of a3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.2.
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Figure 5.12 Isostress plot of a 3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.3.
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Figure 5.13 Isostress plot of a3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.4.
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Figure 5.14 Isostress plot of a3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.6.
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Figure 5.15 Isostress plot of a3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.8.
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t
of h/t except near the back face. Along the back face, the U3 stress field appears
cut off, depending upon the thickness of the model. The size of the relatively small
tensile stress areas near the groove surface decreases as h/t increases. This is easily
seen by comparing Figures 5.10 and 5.15.
Values and locations of a* and a* are provided in Table 5.2. The angular locations
of a* and a* remain constant for all values of h/t. In addition, these local maximum
values occur on the groove surface in all cases. The value of acr is relatively constant
near - 100% for all h/t ratios examined and occurs at the bottom of the groove. Thus,
the value of a* is near or equal to the value of the maximum applied pressure, max,
in all cases. Small deviations from this value of less than 1% are observed for h/t
ratios greater than 0.5. The value of a* depends upon the value of h/t, increasing as
h/t increases from 0.1 to 0.3, and decreasing as h/t increases from 0.3 to 0.9. It should
be noted that the location of a* does not change for a*3 (±46.1') and is identical to
that of al, for h/t ratios of 0.1 to 0.5.
Isostress plots of the a3 stress fields are provided in Figures 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, 5.19,
5.20, 5.21, and 5.22 for h/t ratios of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.8, respectively.
The isostress plots for h/t ratios of 0.7 and 0.9 are not shown as they do not provide
any additional information. Two symmetric lobes of shear stress exist in all cases.
The left lobe corresponds to negative shear values and the right lobe corresponds
to positive shear values. The shear stress lobes maintain a similar general profile in
all cases. However, as the h/t ratio increases (total plate thickness decreases), these
lobes become compressed in the 3-direction. The values and locations of the local
maximum positive and negative shear stresses, cr and a*v, are provided in Table 5.3.
The values of ; and a* increase as h/t increases in all cases. The angular position
tends to remain relatively constant, near ±280, for h/t from 0.1 to 0.5, and then
decreases as h/t increases from 0.5 to 0.9. Furthermore, these maxima occur beneath
the groove surface for h/t from 0.1 to 0.4, but then occur on the surface of the groove
(r = 0.125") for values of h/t of 0.5 and greater. The lack of exact symmetry in the
finite element mesh is noticeable in the small differences between the magnitudes of
* and * , Op and ON, and rp and rN.
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Table 5.2 Local maximum a*3 normalized stress values and locationst for cases in-
vestigating the effects of relative groove depth, h/t
Stress value Stress location
Relative groove depth,
h/t a [%] a [%] OT [deg] qc [deg]
0.1 17.8 -100 +46.1 0
0.2 20.9 -100 +46.1 0
0.3 22.6 -100 +46.1 0
0.4 22.3 -100 +46.1 0
0.5 20.8 -100 +46.1 0
0.6 18.8 -99.8 +46.1 0
0.7 15.5 -99.7 +46.1 0
0.8 12.1 -99.2 +46.1 0
0.9 9.5 -101 +46.1 0
tNote: All local maximum points occur on the groove surface (r = 0.125") .
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Figure 5.16 Isostress plot of car 3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.1.
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Figure 5.17 Isostress plot of a* stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.2.
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Figure 5.18 Isostress plot of o3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.3.
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Figure 5.19 Isostress plot of a* stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.4.
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Figure 5.20 Isostress plot of a* stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.5.
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Figure 5.21 Isostress plot of a3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an hit ratio of 0.6.
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Figure 5.22 Isostress plot of 13 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
an h/t ratio of 0.8.
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Table 5.3 Local maximum a*3 normalized stress values and locations
vestigating the effects of relative groove depth, hit
for cases in-
Stress value Stress location
Relative groove
depth, h/t a [%] ar* [%] Op [deg] rp [in] ON [deg] rN [in]
0.1 27.5 -27.4 -28.3 0.147 28.4 0.148
0.2 30.4 -30.1 -27.9 0.142 28.1 0.136
0.3 31.6 -31.8 -27.3 0.136 28.0 0.137
0.4 32.4 -32.4 -27.9 0.137 27.6 0.136
0.5 33.0 -33.0 -27.8 0.125 27.8 0.125
0.6 33.7 -33.7 -23.2 0.125 23.2 0.125
0.7 35.1 -35.0 -23.2 0.125 23.2 0.125
0.8 38.3 -38.1 -18.5 0.125 18.5 0.125
0.9 48.4 -48.9 -18.5 0.125 18.5 0.125
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5.1.1.2 Groove Angle
The effects of groove angle, a, are studied by conducting FE simulations with
models employing a range of values from 1800 to 1200 in increments of 200. The
results are presented as isostress plots of the stress fields arising within the models.
Isostress plots of the o,1 stress fields are depicted in Figures 5.23, 5.24, and 5.25 for
a values of 160', 1400, and 1200, respectively. Results for a groove angle of 1800 are
provided in Figure 5.3. The values and locations of ac and a* are given in Table 5.4.
The compressive stress area located near the groove surface is present in all cases with
its size remaining relatively constant for all groove angles examined. The magnitude of
the stresses within this compressive stress area is not constant, however, and increases
for decreasing values of a. Thus, the value of a* also increases for decreasing values
of a. The angular location of a*, 0c, increases as a is decreased from 1800 to 140',
but remains constant as a is decreased from 1400 to 1200. The areas of tensile stress
near the groove surface and the top surface of the plate are also present in all cases.
The size and magnitude of these tensile stress areas decrease for decreasing values of
a. The value of 4 therefore also decreases for decreasing a. The angular position
of a remains relatively constant in all cases, with values of T between +46.10 and
±46.5'. On the groove surface, the oa1 stress state changes from compressive to tensile
between the angular locations (q) of +39.40 and ±41.7° for all values of a examined.
It should be noted that the edge of the pressure distribution applied to the groove
surface occurs at an angular location of +41.7'. Thus, the change from tensile to
compressive stress occurs within - 2.3' of the edge of the applied pressure distribution
as noted in Section 5.1.1.1. There is also an area of relatively low-magnitude tensile
stress directly beneath the groove, but not touching the groove, and extending to
the back face. The width of this tensile area increases as the the groove angle is
decreased.
Isostress plots of the a*3 stress fields are depicted in Figures 5.26, 5.27, and 5.28
for values of ac of 1600, 1400, and 120', respectively. Results for a groove angle of
180' are provided in Figure 5.11. The local normalized compressive stress is always
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Figure 5.23 Isostress plot of a*, stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a groove angle, a, of 1600.
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Figure 5.24 Isostress plot of a; stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a groove angle, a, of 1400.
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Figure 5.25 Isostress plot of a*l stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a groove angle, a, of 1200.
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Table 5.4 Local maximum a*l normalized stress values and locationst for cases in-
vestigating the effects of groove angle, a
Stress value Stress location
Groove angle,
a [deg] oaU [%] ab [%] CT [deg] ¢c [deg]
180 23.5 -23.0 t46.1 +18.5
160 21.0 -24.2 ±46.5 ±20.9
140 19.3 -25.8 +46.4 ±23.2
120 16.8 -28.1 ±46.3 +23.2
tNote: All local maximum points occur on the groove
surface (r = 0.125").
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Figure 5.26 Isostress plot of a33 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a groove angle, a, of 1600.
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Figure 5.27 Isostress plot of o3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a groove angle, a, of 1400.
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Figure 5.28 Isostress plot of oa3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a groove angle, a, of 1200.
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maximum at the bottom of the groove (0 = 00) and decreases moving away from this
point. The value of a* is constant at - 100% for all values of a examined. Thus, the
value of a in all cases is equal to the value of the maximum applied pressure, Umax.
In general, the compressive stress field appears relatively unaffected by the value of
a. Relatively small areas of tensile stress are located near the groove surface above
the compressive stress area. As the value of a is decreased, the size and magnitude of
these tensile stress areas decrease. The values and locations of *4 and ua are given
in Table 5.5. The local tensile stress maximum value, Ua, tends to decrease as a
decreases. The location of u4 remains relatively constant with a value of oT between
±46.10 and ±46.5' for all values of a examined. On the groove surface, the u33 stress
state changes from compressive to tensile at an angular location between +39.4' and
±41.7'. The edge of the pressure distribution applied to the groove surface occurs at
an angular location of ±41.7'. Thus, the change from tensile to compressive stress
occurs within - 2.30 of the edge of the applied pressure distribution. It should be
noted that the location of 4T is identical for the a*, and u3 stresses for all values of
the groove angle, a.
Isostress plots of the u13 stress fields are depicted in Figures 5.29, 5.30, and 5.31
for values of a of 1600, 140 ° , and 1200, respectively. Results for a groove angle of
1800 are provided in Figure 5.17. The general shapes of the shear stress lobes appear
relatively unaffected by the value of a, except for the small extensions near the upper
portion of the groove surface. These extensions decrease in size as the groove angle
decreases. The values and locations of the local maximum normalized positive and
negative shear stresses, a* and u*, are given in Table 5.6. The magnitudes of , and
N* decrease for decreasing values of a. The locations of these local maxima change
slightly depending upon the value of a. The angular location of the local maximum
positive shear stress, Op, fluctuates between - 26.8' and - 27.90. Its radial location,
rp, varies between 0.137" and 0.142".
The angular location of the local maximum negative shear stress, ON, exhibits a
relatively small decrease in value as a decreases from 180' to 140'. A much larger
decrease in the value of bN is observed for a decreasing from 1400 to 1200. The radial
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Table 5.5 Local maximum a3 normalized stress values and locations t for cases in-
vestigating the effects of groove angle, a
Stress value Stress location
Groove angle,
a [deg] UE [%] a [%] bT [deg] qc [deg]
180 20.9 -100 +46.1 0
160 19.0 -100 +46.5 0
140 17.3 -100 +46.4 0
120 13.0 -100 t46.3 0
tNote: All local maximum points occur on the groove
surface (r = 0.125").
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Figure 5.29 Isostress plot of o*3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a groove angle, a, of 1600.
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Figure 5.30 Isostress plot of oa3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a groove angle, a, of 1400.
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Figure 5.31 Isostress plot of c3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a groove angle, a, of 1200.
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Table 5.6 Local maximum a*3 normalized stress values and locations for cases in-
vestigating the effects of groove angle, a
Stress value Stress location
Groove angle,
a [deg] a* [%] aO [%] qp [deg] rp [in] ON [deg] rN [in]
180 30.4 -30.1 -27.9 0.142 28.1 0.136
160 29.5 -29.7 -26.8 0.139 28.0 0.139
140 28.7 -28.7 -27.9 0.137 27.5 0.137
120 27.8 -27.4 -27.8 0.138 25.4 0.148
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location of the local maximum negative shear stress, rN, varies between 0.136" and
0.139" for values of a from 1800 to 1400. At a groove angle of 120', the value of rN
significantly increases to 0.148". The shear lobes are not perfectly symmetrical in
shape or magnitude, as demonstrated by the differences between and rp and rN, and
u, and av*. These differences are relatively small for groove angles of 180' to 140',
but larger differences are observed for a groove angle of 120'. It should be noted that
the local maximum shear values are located at nodes on the edges farthest from the
groove surface in the first layer of elements. The exception is the local maximum
negative shear stress when a has a value of 120'. In this case, the local maximum
negative shear stress is located at a node on the edge farthest from the groove surface
in the second layer of elements. Thus, all deviations in this case are on the order of
a single element layer.
5.1.2 Effects of Load Angle
The effect of load angle, 0, is studied by conducting FE simulations with models
employing a range of values of P from 0O to 450 in increments of 150. The results are
presented as isostress plots of the stress fields arising within the models. For cases in
which 3 is not zero, the stress fields are not symmetric about the 3-direction centerline,
primarily due to the asymmetric applied pressure distribution. Thus, there is only one
location of a* and ar when the load angle is not zero. To prevent rigid body motion,
an additional boundary condition is added to these models as the lower left corner is
'pinned', such that no displacement is allowed in either the 1-direction or 3-direction.
A large stress gradient develops near this corner due to the added constraint. Because
the response of the structure near the groove is of primary interest in this work, the
local stress response near the lower left corner is not addressed in detail.
Isostress plots of the a*, stress fields are depicted in Figures 5.32, 5.33, and 5.34
for 0 values of 150, 300, and 450, respectively. Results for a load angle of 180' are
provided in Figure 5.3. The values and locations of uc and a are provided in Table
5.7 for each case. The effects of the presence of the 'pinned' boundary condition in
the lower left corner appear to intersect with the c*1 compressive stress field due to
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Figure 5.32 Isostress plot of a*, stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a load angle, fl, of 150.
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Figure 5.33 Isostress plot of a*, stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a load angle, 3, of 300.
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Figure 5.34 Isostress plot of afl stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a load angle, P, of 450 .
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Table 5.7 Maximum a*, normalized stress values and locationst for cases investigat-
ing the effects of load angle, Q
Load angle, Stress value Stress location
3 [deg] a [%] ua [%] OT [deg] qc [deg]
0 23.5 -23.0 +46.1 +18.5
15 37.0 -45.1 -31.2 38.2
30 48.7 -62.8 -16.3 48.5
45 55.1 -75.0 -1.4 63.5
t Note: All maximum points occur on the groove surface
(r = 0.125").
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the groove for values of 3 greater than 0O. As the load angle is increased from 0O
to 450, a number of significant effects are observed. The compressive stress lobe in
the direction of the applied force (left side of figures) increases in size and magnitude
and 'shifts' along the groove in the direction of 3. The value and location of ao also
follows this pattern. The compressive stress lobe opposite the direction of the applied
force (right side of figures) decreases in size and magnitude for increasing values of 3.
For values of 3 of 300 and greater, the opposite compressive stress lobe is eliminated
entirely. It should be noted that the change in angular location of the local maximum
compressive stress (change in Oc) is not equal to the change in load angle (150) in all
cases, with the increase in 3 from 00 to 150 resulting in an increase in ¢c of 19.7', the
increase in , from 150 to 300 resulting in an increase in ec of 10.30, and the increase
in p from 300 to 450 resulting in an increase in ec of 15.00. This is the exact value
of the change in load angle in the latter case.
The two areas of tensile stress above the compressive stress lobes near the groove
surface and upper surface of the plate are also affected by the load angle. The tensile
area in the direction of the applied force (left side) decreases in size and magnitude
until it is eliminated entirely for a value of 3 of 450. The opposite tensile area (right
side) changes shape and increases in magnitude as the value of 3 is increased. It 'shifts'
along the groove in the direction of 3 and ceases intersecting the upper surface of the
plate for a value of 3 of 450. The value and location of a; also follows this pattern.
In Figure 5.3, an area of relatively low-magnitude tensile stress exists beneath the
groove. This area is eliminated for load angles greater than 0O. It should be noted
that the magnitude of the change in angular location of the local maximum tensile
stress (magnitude of the change in qT) is approximately equal to the change in load
angle (15') in all cases, in that as 3 is increased in increments of 15', the value of 4 T
changes by 14.90 in each case.
The angular locations at which the oan stress state on the groove surface transitions
from compressive to tensile are provided in Table 5.8. The angular locations of
the edges of the applied pressure distribution, termed Opressure, are also included
for comparison. There are two locations where the stress state on the groove surface
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Table 5.8 Angular locations at which the all stress state on the groove surface tran-
sitions from compressive to tensile and the locations of the edges of the
applied pressure distribution for the various load angles (0) examined
+ -direction* - 0-direction*Load angle,
p3 [deg] Transition [deg] Opressure [deg] Transition [deg] Opressure [deg]
0 37.1 - 41.7 41.7 - 37.1 - - 41.7 -41.7
15 56.7 - 59.1 56.7 - 17.5 - - 19.8 - 26.7
30 74.0 - 76.3 71.7 -0.1 - 2.5 -11.7
45 88.4 - 90.0 86.7 14.9 - 17.2 3.3
*Note: The terms '+ -direction' and '- q-direction' refer to the transition
locations in the positive and negative 4-direction relative to the
point of applied load.
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transitions in each case. Relative to the point of applied load, one transition is located
in the positive O-direction (clockwise around groove), and the other is located in
the negative q-direction (counter-clockwise around groove). Note, however, that the
values of € in Table 5.8 are as per the axis system defined in Figure 5.1. Considering
Table 5.8, the transition point located in the positive O-direction occurs within +4.60
of the edge of the applied pressure distribution for all cases. The transition located
in the negative O-direction deviates increasingly from the location of the edge of the
applied pressure distribution, ,press 8 re, for increasing values of P from 00 to 300, and
remains relatively constant for values of 3 from 300 to 450.
Isostress plots of the a3g stress fields are depicted in Figures 5.35, 5.36, and 5.37
for 3 values of 150, 300, and 450, respectively. Results for a load angle of 00 are
provided in Figure 5.11. The values and locations of a and a are provided in Table
5.9. The 'pinned' boundary condition applied to the lower left corner appears to have
a negligible effect on the a3 compressive stress field for the values of 3 examined. As
the value of 3 increases, the region of compressive stress 'shifts' along the groove in the
direction of 3 and decreases in both size and magnitude. The value and location of a4
follows this pattern as well. It should be noted that the value of a* is approximately
equal to the maximum value of the applied pressure distribution, amax, multiplied by
the cosine of 3. The change in angular location of a* is not the same as the change
in load angle between cases (15'), with increases in 1 from 00 to 150, from 150 to 300,
and from 300 to 450 resulting in changes in the angular location of ¢c of 10.4 ° , 10.30,
and 5.80, respectively.
The relatively small regions of tensile stress located near the groove surface are
also affected by the load angle. As the load angle is increased from 00 to 150, the
tensile stress region in the direction of the applied force (left side of figures) decreases
in size but increases slightly in magnitude. As 3 is further increased from 150 to 300,
both the size and the magnitude of this tensile region decrease. For a load angle of
450, the tensile stress region in the direction of the applied force is no longer visible.
The opposite tensile stress region (right side of figures) elongates and slightly 'shifts'
along the groove in the direction of 3, with the magnitude of this tensile stress region
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Figure 5.35 Isostress plot of o3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a load angle, 0, of 15'.
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Figure 5.36 Isostress plot of a33 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a load angle, f, of 300.
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Figure 5.37 Isostress plot of U3* stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a load angle, 3, of 45'.
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Table 5.9 Maximum ar3 normalized stress values and locationst for cases investigat-
ing the effects of load angle, 3
Load angle, Stress value Stress location
P [deg] 4 [%] o', [%] OT [deg] ¢c [deg]
0 20.9 -100 +46.1 0
15 21.3 -97.1 61.5 10.4
30 12.9 -88.3 76.3 20.7
45 8.2 -72.8 -38.7 26.5
tNote: All maximum points occur on the groove surface
(r = 0.125").
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decreasing for increasing values of 0. The local maximum tensile stress value, uc, is
located on the side of the groove in the direction of the applied force for load angles
up to 30'. At a load angle of 450, the tensile region in the direction of the applied
force is no longer present. Thus, the location of 4 changes to the tensile region
opposite the direction of the applied force for a load angle of 450 . It should be noted
that the change in angular location of a* is approximately equal to the change in
load angle (15') when a* is located on the side of the groove in the direction of the
applied force, with values of 15.4' and 14.80 for increases in 0 from 0O to 15' and
from 15' to 30', respectively.
The angular locations at which the a33 stress state on the groove surface transitions
from compressive to tensile are provided in Table 5.10. The angular locations of the
edges of the applied pressure distribution, opressure, are also included for comparison.
There are two locations where the stress state on the groove surface transitions in each
case. Relative to the point of applied load, one transition is located in the positive
q-direction (clockwise around groove), and the other is located in the negative 0-
direction (counter-clockwise around groove). Note that the values of 4 in Table 5.10
are measured as per the axis system defined in Figure 5.1. Considering Table 5.10,
the edge of the applied pressure distribution is located within the transition point
range in all cases except in the negative O-direction for a load angle of 450.
Isostress plots of the Ua stress fields are depicted in Figures 5.38, 5.39, and 5.40
for values of p of 15', 300, and 450, respectively. Results for a groove angle of 00 are
provided in Figure 5.17. The values and locations of the local maximum positive and
negative shear stresses, u, and or*, are given in Table 5.11. The effects of the presence
of the 'pinned' boundary condition intersect the shear stress lobe in the direction of
the applied force (left side of figures) for values of P greater than 15'. As the value of
0 increases, this shear stress lobe 'shifts' along the groove and increases in size and
magnitude for increasing values of p. The value of cr* increases for increasing load
angle with its angular location, ON, also increasing. As the load angle is increased in
increments of 15', the change in /N is roughly constant, varying between values of
5.10 and 5.9', as shown in Table 5.11. The radial position of ON is roughly constant,
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Table 5.10 Angular locations at which the a33 stress state on the groove surface
transitions from compressive to tensile and the locations of the edges of
the applied pressure distribution for the various load angles (3) examined
+ 4-direction* - 0-direction*Load angle,
p [deg] Transition [deg] kpre8sure [deg] Transition [deg] ,pressure [deg]
0 37.1 - 41.7 41.7 - 37.1 - - 41.7 -41.7
15 54.4 - 56.7 56.7 - 24.4 - - 26.7 - 26.7
30 69.4 - 71.7 71.7 - 11.7 - - 14.0 -11.7
45 86.7 - 88.4 86.7 - 1.4 - 0.9 3.3
*Note: The terms '+ 4-direction' and '- O-direction' refer to the transition
locations in the positive and negative q-direction relative to the
point of applied load.
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Figure 5.38 Isostress plot of ao3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a load angle, P, of 15'.
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Figure 5.39 Isostress plot of a3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a load angle, 3, of 300.
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Figure 5.40 Isostress plot of cra3 stress field for two-dimensional isotropic model with
a load angle, /, of 45 .
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Table 5.11 Local maximum ao normalized stress
vestigating the effects of load angle, 3
values and locations for cases in-
Stress value Stress location
Load angle,
f [deg] a [%] a;* [%] Op [deg] rp [in] qN [deg] rN [in]
0 30.4 -30.1 -27.9 0.142 28.1 0.136
15 25.6 -32.1 -21.9 0.137 33.2 0.139
30 18.1 -35.1 -10.9 0.136 39.1 0.139
45 12.7 -40.4 -24.7 0.125 45.0 0.136
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varying between 0.136" and 0.139" in all cases.
The shear stress lobe opposite the direction of the applied force (right side of
figures) 'shifts' along the groove and decreases in size and magnitude for increasing
values of 3. It should be noted that the small extension of the shear stress lobe near
the upper portion of the groove surface remains in all cases, despite the decrease
in size of the remainder of the shear lobe. At a load angle of 450, the shear lobe
extension along the groove becomes 'disconnected' from the small remaining portion
of the shear lobe, as shown in Figure 5.40.
The value of a* decreases for increasing load angle in all cases. For load angles up
to 300, the magnitude of the angular location of 4, Op, decreases. Its radial position
is roughly constant, varying between values of 0.136" and 0.142". However, for a load
angle of 450, the location of a, changes significantly. The local maximum positive
shear stress occurs on the surface (rp = 0.125") in this case and the magnitude of Op
increases.
5.1.3 Effects of Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions applied to a structure can affect its stress and strain
response. To examine these effects, FE simulations are conducted with models to
which simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions are applied.
Isostress plots of normalized stresses are provided for each set of boundary conditions.
Due to the large range of normalized stress values observed in different cases, the
change in value between consecutive isostress lines is generally unique for each plot.
This information is provided when each plot is introduced. In addition, isoline plots
depicting stress concentration factors are provided in each case. To calculate the stress
concentration factors, the ABAQUS results are divided by the stresses calculated via
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory for a non-grooved beam subjected to an equivalent point
load. The results indicate how the stress response of the structure is affected by the
groove geometry and contact loading. In the stress concentration factor plots, it
is desirable to have the origin of the 1-direction axis coincide with the 3-direction
centerline of the model. Setting the origin at this point allows one to more easily
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calculate the distance from the groove in the 1-direction over which the ABAQUS
model results significantly deviate from the beam theory calculations. Thus, the
1-direction axis in these plots is termed the local axis, XL, with the origin at the
3-centerline of the model.
The isoline plots of stress concentration factors are provided for one half of the
model geometry. The rigid backface, simply-supported, and fixed-fixed boundary
conditions are symmetric about the 3-direction centerline of the models. Thus, the
stress concentration factor plots in these cases are symmetric about the 3-direction
centerline. The fixed-free boundary condition, however, is not a symmetric configu-
ration about the 3-direction centerline. Thus, the results obtained for this case are
not symmetric. The isoline plots of stress concentration factors for the fixed-free case
are provided for the half of the model closest to the boundary condition (left half in
figures). Furthermore, in beam theory, all stresses and strains in the half of the beam
farthest from the boundary condition (right half in figures) are zero. Thus, isoline
plots of stress concentration factors for this half of the beam are not meaningful, as
any stress concentration factor calculated in this region would be infinite.
Isostress plots of the a*, stress fields for a portion of the models with simply-
supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions are depicted in Figures
5.41, 5.42, and 5.43, respectively. For the simply-supported case depicted in Figure
5.41, the isostress line values are ±5%, ±50%, ±100%, ±200%, ±300%, ±400%,
etc. In Figure 5.42, the isostress line values for the fixed-fixed case are ±5%, ±50%,
±100%, ±150%, ±200%, ±250%, etc. The isostress line values for the fixed-free case
shown in Figure 5.43 are ±5%, ±10%, ±20%, ±30%, ±40%, ±50%, ±100%, ±150%.
The a*, isostress plot for rigid backface boundary conditions is provided in Figure 5.3.
The values and locations of the local maximum normalized tensile and compressive
stresses, a; and a*, are given in Table 5.12.
The general shape of the a*, stress fields in the cases of simply-supported and
fixed-fixed boundary conditions (Figures 5.41 and 5.42, respectively) are very similar.
The magnitudes of these fields are different, however, with the simply-supported
normalized stress values roughly twice as large as the fixed-fixed normalized stress
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Figure 5.41 Isostress plot of ua*, stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
isotropic model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported boundary condi-
tions.
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Figure 5.42 Isostress plot of uaL stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
isotropic model (t = 0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.43 Isostress plot of oL stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
isotropic model (t = 0.625") with fixed-free boundary conditions.
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Table 5.12 Local maximum a*, normalized stress values and locationst for cases
investigating the effects of boundary conditions
Stress value Stress location
Boundary
ConditionS  a [%] aU [%] OT [deg] ¢c [deg]
RB 23.5 -23.0 ±46.1 ±18.5
SS -0 -876 -* 0
XX -C -396 -* 0
XR 53.5 -21.4 46.1 -27.8
tNote: All local maximum points occur on the groove
surface (r = 0.125").
tNote: Boundary conditions are rigid backface (RB),
simply-supported (SS), fixed-fixed (XX), and
fixed-free (XR).
ONote: No tensile stresses occur local to groove.
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values. Compared to the model with rigid backface boundary conditions (Figure
5.3), a number of significant differences are noted. The areas of tensile stress near the
groove surface and the upper surface of the plate are not present in the cases of simply-
supported and fixed-fixed boundary conditions. Thus, their is no local maximum
normalized tensile stress, 4, near the groove in the cases with simply-supported
and fixed-fixed boundary conditions. In Figures 5.41 and 5.42, it can be seen that a
global maximum normalized tensile stress occurs at the center of the bottom surface
of the plate. Consequently, there is no longer a transition from compressive stress
to tensile stress occurring on the groove surface. There are two lobes of compressive
stress emanating from the bottom of the groove in the rigid backface case. For the
simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases, the compressive stress fields near the bottom
of the groove form one lobe. Thus, the location of the local maximum normalized
compressive stress, a*, is at the bottom of the groove in Figures 5.41 and 5.42.
The stress response of a portion of the model with fixed-free boundary conditions
is shown in Figure 5.43. The lack of symmetry inherent in the fixed-free boundary
conditions causes the lack of symmetry about the 3-direction centerline observed in
the isostress plot in Figure 5.43. It should be noted that the magnitude of the stresses
occurring near the groove are much smaller than those occurring near the boundary
condition (left side of Figure 5.43). Comparing the rigid backface and fixed-free cases,
significant differences in the al stress field are observed. These differences are most
noticeable in the portion of the model closest to the boundary condition (left side of
Figure 5.43). The compressive stress lobe located on that side of the model in the
rigid backface case is no longer present. Tensile stresses extend around the majority
of the groove in this region. The local maximum normalized tensile stress, a*, occurs
on the groove surface at an angle OT of 46.10. It should be noted that this is the same
angular location of o+ as in the model with rigid backface boundary conditions. The
magnitude of a* for the fixed-free case is roughly twice that for the rigid backface
case. The c1 stress field in the half of the model farthest from the boundary condition
(right side of Figure 5.43) exhibits similarities to the stress field in the rigid backface
case. The compressive stress lobe is visible, as well as the areas of tensile stress near
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the groove and upper plate surface. The location of the local maximum normalized
compressive stress, a*, occurs on the groove surface at an angle Oc of - 27.8'. It
is roughly the same magnitude as in the rigid backface case. The transition from
compressive to tensile stress on the groove surface occurs at an angular position q
between - 39.4' and - 41.7'. The edges of the applied pressure distribution occur at
an angular position between ±41.70. Thus, the transition from compressive to tensile
stress on the groove surface occurs within - 2.30 of the edge of the applied pressure
distribution. It should be noted that this is similar to the rigid backface case, in
which the transition occurs at an angular position between ±37.10 and +41.70, or
within - 4.6' of the edge of the applied pressure distribution.
Isoline plots depicting stress concentration factors for a portion of the models
with simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions are provided in
Figures 5.44, 5.45 and 5.46, respectively. The isoline values for the simply-supported
and fixed-fixed cases (Figures 5.44 and 5.45) are 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.95, 1.05, 1.25, 1.50,
2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00, and 4.50. For the fixed-free case shown in Figure 5.46, the
isoline values are 0.25, 0.50, 0.95, 1.05, 1.50, 2.00, 4.00, and 10.0. Near the 1-direction
centerline of the plate (x3 = 0) there are no isolines depicted in any of the figures. In
beam theory, the all stresses are zero at the neutral axis, which corresponds to the 1-
direction centerline in these figures. The presence of the groove alters the location of
the neutral axis in the ABAQUS models such that the all stresses are not always zero
along this line of a3 equal to 0. The ABAQUS values are divided by the beam theory
values to generate the stress concentration factors. Thus, very large or infinite stress
concentration factors are calculated near the 1-direction centerline. These isolines are
omitted for purposes of clarity and to avoid possible confusion. Although the stress
concentration factors calculated in this region are very large, the magnitudes of the
stresses involved are relatively small.
Comparing the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases, the isoline plots have the
same general shape near the groove. There is an area of reduced stress near the groove
surface and the upper surface of the plate, indicated by stress concentration factors
less than unity. Near the bottom of the groove there is an area of increased stress,
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Figure 5.44 Isoline plot of all stress concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional isotropic model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported bound-
ary conditions.
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Figure 5.45 Isoline plot of all stress concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional isotropic model (t = 0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary
conditions.
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Figure 5.46 Isoline plot of oll stress concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional isotropic model (t = 0.625") with fixed-free boundary con-
ditions.
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indicated by stress concentration factors greater than unity. There is also an area
of slightly increased stress occurring beneath the groove near the bottom surface of
the plate. The stress concentration factors on the groove surface change from greater
than unity to less than unity at an angular position between 41.70 and 43.90. Thus,
this change occurs within 2.2' of the edge of the applied pressure distribution. For
both simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases, the maximum stress concentration factor
occurs at the bottom of the groove. In the simply-supported case, the maximum stress
concentration factor is 4.65. The fixed-fixed case has a maximum stress concentration
factor of 4.20. In addition, a local maximum stress concentration factor occurs on the
bottom surface of the plate on the 3-direction centerline (XL = 0). At this location
in the simply-supported case, the local maximum stress concentration factor is 1.37.
In the fixed-fixed case, the corresponding local maximum stress concentration factor
is 1.29.
In the simply-supported case shown in Figure 5.44, the isoline plot shows that
the stress concentration factors approach unity moving away from the groove in the
1-direction. For the area of reduced stress near the upper surface of the plate, the
stress concentration factors are within 5% of unity for values of XL greater than 0.50"
(equal to 4 r9 ). This is also true for the area of slightly increased stress near the
bottom surface of the plate. Near the center of the plate, the stress concentration
factors are within 5% of unity for values of XL greater than 0.75" (equal to 6 rg). For
the fixed-fixed case shown in Figure 5.45, however, the stress concentration factors do
not appear to approach unity as they move away from the groove in the 1-direction.
In simple beam theory, the all stresses are zero along the line defined by XL equal to
L/4. The presence of the groove alters the stress response of the ABAQUS model such
that the all stresses are no longer zero along that line. Thus, the stress concentration
factors near this line can be very large or infinite. The isolines occurring near the left
edge of Figure 5.45 are a product of this issue.
The isoline plot of stress concentration factors for the model with fixed-free bound-
ary conditions is provided in Figure 5.46. As with the other boundary condition cases,
there is an area of decreased stress occurring near the upper surface of the plate. Areas
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of increased stress are observed near the 3-direction centerline of the model (XL = 0)
and near the lower half of the groove. In beam theory, the all stresses tend to zero
as they approach the 3-direction centerline of the model. The presence of the groove
and contact loading causes the all stresses in the ABAQUS model to deviate from
those of beam theory. In generating the stress concentration factors, the ABAQUS
values near the 3-direction centerline are divided by zero or near-zero beam theory
values. Thus, very large or infinite stress concentration factors are calculated near the
3-direction centerline. These isolines are omitted for clarity and to avoid confusion. It
should be noted that, as indicated earlier, isoline plots of stress concentration factors
to the right side of the 3-direction centerline are meaningless, as the stresses calcu-
lated from simple beam theory are zero beyond this point. On the groove surface,
the stress concentration factor changes from less than unity to greater than unity at
an angular location (q) between 57.10 and 59.3o. The maximum stress concentration
factor corresponding to the location of the local maximum normalized tensile stress,
a, in Figure 5.43 is 4.25. The location of this point is the same as that of a4 given
in Table 5.12 for the fixed-free case (¢ = 46.1°). It should be noted that, although a
stress concentration factor isoline of value 10.0 is depicted in Figure 5.46, it does not
correspond with the point of local maximum stress occurring in the ABAQUS model.
It is instead a product of the relatively small beam theory values occurring near the
3-direction centerline previously discussed.
Similar to the simply-supported case, the stress concentration factors in the fixed-
free case approach unity moving away from the groove in the 1-direction. For the
area of reduced stress near the upper surface of the plate and the area of increased
stress near the groove, the stress concentration factors are within approximately 5%
of unity for values of XL greater than 0.30" (equal to 2.4 rg). Near the center of the
plate, the stress concentration factors are within approximately 5% of unity for values
of XL greater than 0.625" (equal to 5 rg). On the bottom surface of the plate, the
stress concentration factors are within approximately 5% of unity for values of XL
greater than 0.10" (equal to 0.8 rg).
Isostress plots of the a 3 stress fields for a portion of the models with simply-
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supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions are depicted in Figures
5.47, 5.48, and 5.49, respectively. All three of these plots utilize the same isostress
line values. For negative values, the isostress lines are - 5%, - 20%, - 40%, - 60%,
- 80%, etc. For positive values, the isostress lines are 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, etc.
An isostress plot of the a33 stress field for the model with rigid backface boundary
conditions is provided in Figure 5.11. The values and locations of the local maximum
normalized tensile and compressive stresses, a4 and oa1, are given in Table 5.13.
In all three cases, a compressive stress lobe exists near the bottom of the groove.
Additionally, the value of a3 at the bottom of the groove is equal to - 100%, or the
maximum value of the applied pressure distribution, amax, in all cases.
In the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases (Figures 5.47 and 5.48, respectively),
the a33 stress fields are very similar in shape. Their magnitudes are different, however,
with the simply-supported case having larger magnitudes than the fixed-fixed case.
The areas of relatively small tensile stress near the groove surface present in the
rigid backface case no longer exist, and the compressive stress region extends around
the majority of the groove. Two areas of tensile stress exist on either side of the
compressive stress lobe. The location of the local maximum normalized tensile stress,
a;, is approximately the same for the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases, as given
in Table 5.13. The location of the local maximum normalized compressive stress, a,
is significantly different in these two cases. For the simply-supported case, ab is
located on the groove surface at an angular position, 0c, of ±37.10. In the fixed-fixed
case, a is located beneath the surface of the groove with a value of rc of 0.156". Its
angular position, 0c, is close to zero with a value of 0.50. It should be noted that
this angular value is within the level of accuracy of the model.
In the fixed-free case, the lack of symmetry inherent in the boundary conditions
causes the slightly asymmetrical response observed in Figure 5.49. The tensile stress
areas near the groove surface observed in the rigid backface case are present. On the
side of the model closest to the boundary condition (left side in Figure 5.49), the size
and magnitude of the tensile stress region is increased compared to the rigid backface
case. The location of a is the same, however, with a value of 46.1'. On this side of
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Figure 5.47 Isostress plot of 33 stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
isotropic model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported boundary condi-
tions.
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Figure 5.48 Isostress plot of au3 stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
isotropic model (t = 0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.49 Isostress plot of a3
isotropic model (t =
stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
0.625") with fixed-free boundary conditions.
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Table 5.13 Local maximum a3 normalized stress values and locations for cases in-
vestigating the effects of boundary conditions
Stress value Stress location
Boundary
Conditiont a [%] a [%] OT [deg] rT [in] Oc [deg] rc [in]
RB 20.9 -100 ±46.1 0.125 0 0.125
SS 35.8 -222 ±55.8 0.287 ±37.1 0.125
XX 15.2 -126 ±56.9 0.295 0.5 0.156
XR 54.1 -100 46.1 0.125 0 0.125
tNote: Boundary conditions are rigid backface (RB), simply-supported
(SS), fixed-fixed (XX), and fixed-free (XR).
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the groove (closer to the boundary condition), the stress state on the groove surface
changes from compressive to tensile at an angular location between 34.8' and 37.10.
Thus, the change in stress state on the groove surface occurs between - 6.90 and - 4.60
of the edge of the applied pressure distribution. On the side of the model farthest
from the boundary condition (right side in Figure 5.49), the size and magnitude of
the tensile stress region is slightly decreased compared to the rigid backface case. The
transition from a compressive to tensile stress state on the groove surface occurs at
an angular position between - 39.4' and - 41.70 on this side of the model. Thus, the
stress state changes from compressive to tensile on the groove surface within - 2.30 of
the edge of the applied pressure distribution.
Isoline plots of stress concentration factors are not provided for the a33 stresses.
Beam theory assumes these stresses to be negligible and approximately equal to zero.
Thus, any stress concentration factors calculated would be infinite due to the division
of ABAQUS values by beam theory values of zero.
Isostress plots of the a*3 stress fields for a portion of the models with simply-
supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions are depicted in Figures
5.50, 5.51, and 5.52, respectively. For the simply-supported case shown in Figure
5.50, the isostress line values are 15%, ±25%, ±50%, +100%, +150%, +200%, and
+250%. In Figure 5.51, the isostress line values for the fixed-fixed case are ±5%,
±20%, ±40%, ±60%, and ±80%. The isostress line values for the fixed-free case
shown in Figure 5.52 are ±5%, ±10%, ±20%, ±30%, +40%, ±50%, and +60%. The
13z isostress plot for rigid backface boundary conditions is provided in Figure 5.17.
The values and locations of the local maximum normalized positive and negative
shear stresses, o and a7*, are given in Table 5.14.
The a1 isostress plots for the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases are very
similar in shape. The magnitude of the stresses in the simply supported case is
larger than that of the fixed-fixed case, however. The rigid backface case exhibits
two lobes of shear stress, one positive and one negative. For the simply-supported
and fixed-fixed boundary conditions, four lobes of shear stress are present. Two lobes
are located beneath the groove and have the same sign (positive or negative) as in
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Figure 5.50 Isostress plot of a* stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
isotropic model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported boundary condi-
tions.
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Figure 5.51 Isostress plot of o*3
isotropic model (t =
stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.52 Isostress plot of a*3 stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
isotropic model (t = 0.625") with fixed-free boundary conditions.
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Table 5.14 Local maximum a*3 normalized stress values and locations for cases in-
vestigating the effects of boundary conditions
Stress value Stress location
Boundary
Conditiont a [%] a [%] 4p [deg] rp [in] ZN [deg] rN [in]
RB 30.4 -30.1 -27.9 0.142 28.1 0.136
SS 252 -252 27.8 0.125 -27.8 0.125
XX 94.5 -94.3 27.8 0.125 -27.8 0.125
XR 29.0 -62.1 -28.3 0.134 37.1 0.125
tNote: Boundary conditions are rigid backface (RB), simply-supported
(SS), fixed-fixed (XX), and fixed-free (XR).
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the rigid backface case. Two other lobes of shear stress are located near the groove
surface and have signs which are opposite of those in the rigid backface case. The
local maximum normalized positive and negative shear stresses, a* and a* , occur on
the groove surface for the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases. This differs from
the rigid backface case, in which a, and a* occur beneath the groove surface. The
angular locations of these local maximum stresses are relatively constant for the rigid
backface, simply-supported, and fixed-fixed cases (aside from the change in sign from
the rigid backface case).
The a*3 isostress plot for the fixed-free case, depicted in Figure 5.52, exhibits
a lack of symmetry about the 3-direction centerline. This is caused by the lack of
symmetry inherent in the fixed-free boundary conditions. The a*3 isostress plot has
some similarities with the rigid backface case. For the side of the model farthest
from the boundary condition (right side of Figure 5.52), the shear stress lobe visible
in the rigid backface case is present. The size of this shear stress lobe is smaller
than the rigid backface case, but the stresses have a similar magnitude. In addition,
the magnitude and location of a4 for the fixed-free case is very similar to the rigid
backface case. On the side of the model closest to the boundary condition (left side of
Figure 5.52), the shear lobe present in the rigid backface case is identifiable near the
groove, although its shape and magnitude are influenced by the boundary condition.
The location of a* is also influenced, as shown in Table 5.14. Its angular location,
ON, is increased to 37.10. In addition, ao, in the fixed-free case occurs on the groove
surface, unlike the rigid backface case in which it is subsurface. It should be noted
that the isostress lines on the side of the model closest to the boundary conditions
(left side in figures) become roughly parallel to the 1-direction approximately 0.5"
from the 3-direction centerline.
Isoline plots depicting a13 stress concentration factors for a portion of the models
with simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions are provided in
Figures 5.53, 5.54, and 5.55, respectively. The isoline values for the simply-supported
case are - 25.0, - 20.0, - 15.0, - 10.0, - 5.00, - 1.00, 0, 0.50, 0.95, 1.05, 1.50, 2.00, 3.00,
and 4.00. For the fixed-fixed case, the isoline values are - 10.0, - 8.00, - 6.00, - 4.00,
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Figure 5.53 Isoline plot of U13 stress concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional isotropic model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported bound-
ary conditions.
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Figure 5.54 Isoline plot of a13 stress concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional isotropic model (t = 0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary
conditions.
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Figure 5.55 Isoline plot of U13 stress concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional isotropic model (t = 0.625") with fixed-free boundary con-
ditions.
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- 2.00, - 1.00, 0, 0.50, 0.95, 1.05, 1.50, and 2.00. For the fixed-free case, the isoline
values are 0.75, 0.95, 1.05, 1.50, 2.00, 3.00, and 3.50.
The isoline plots of the stress concentration factors for the simply-supported and
fixed-fixed cases are very similar in shape, although the magnitude of the stress con-
centration factors is larger for the simply-supported case. There are two areas of
increased stress in both plots, one near the groove and upper surface of the plate,
and the other below the groove and intersecting the bottom surface of the plate. The
negative values observed in the area of increased stress near the groove and upper
surface of the plate indicate that the sign of the shear stress in this region is oppo-
site of that calculated via beam theory. The maximum stress concentration factor
occurs on the groove surface in both cases at an angular position of 27.80. For the
simply-supported case, this value is - 28.6. For the fixed-fixed case, the maximum
stress concentration factor is - 10.6. In addition to the maximum stress concentration
factor on the groove surface, a local maximum stress concentration factor occurs at
the bottom surface of the plate. The angular location is the same for both cases with
a value of 20.8'. For the simply-supported case, the value of this local maximum
stress concentration factor is 4.21. For the fixed-fixed case, this value is 2.50.
The isoline plot of stress concentration factors for the fixed-free case is given in
Figure 5.55. Again, isoline plots of stress concentration factors to the right of the
3-direction centerline are meaningless because the stresses from simple beam theory
are equal to zero there. An area of increased stress is observed near the groove and
upper surface of the plate. Beneath the groove there is an area of decreased stress
which intersects the bottom surface of the plate. Similar to the simply-supported
and fixed-fixed cases, the maximum stress concentration factor occurs on the groove
surface. Its angular location is different in the fixed-free case, however, with a value
of 37.10. The value of the maximum stress concentration factor in this case is 3.69.
The simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free isoline plots given in Figures
5.53, 5.54 and 5.55, respectively, demonstrate that the stress concentration factors
approach unity moving away from the groove in the 1-direction. For the simply-
supported case, the stress concentration factors are within 5% of unity for values of
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XL greater than 0.80" (equal to 6.4 rg). In the fixed-fixed case, this condition is met
for values of XL greater than 0.75" (equal to 6 rg). In the fixed-free case, the stress
concentration factors near the groove and upper surface of the plate are within 5% of
unity for values of XL greater than 0.375" (equal to 3 rg). The stress concentration
factors near the bottom surface of the plate are within 5% of unity for values of XL
greater than 0.225" (equal to 1.8 rg).
5.2 Three-dimensional Isotropic Finite Element
Model
The three-dimensional isotropic FE model is utilized to examine the effects of
finite width in the 2-direction on the structural response of the grooved plate. It is
expected that the free surface in the 2-direction will influence the response of the
structure. The lengthscale over which the stress and strain response is significantly
affected by this free surface are of particular interest. As described in Section 3.5,
the three-dimensional FE model is a one-quarter model with rigid backface boundary
conditions, depicted in Figure 3.8. The total width (length in the 2-direction equal
to 2w) of the three-dimensional model is 1.25". Thus, the width of the one-quarter
model, w, is 0.625". The origin of the 2-direction is located at the 1-3 plane of
symmetry, corresponding to the 1-3 face visible in Figure 3.8. Thus, the free sur-
face in the 2-direction occurs at a location of X 2 equal to 0.625" (X 2 equal to w).
It should be noted that the applied pressure distribution in the 1-3 plane at any
x2-location is identical to the applied pressure distribution in the two-dimensional
isotropic model. For comparison with the two-dimensional isotropic model results,
isostress fields are shown for 'slices' of the three-dimensional model in the 1-3 plane at
various X2-locations. The isostress lines are generally presented in increments of 10%
except below a magnitude of 10%, where the change in value between isostress lines is
presented in increments of 5%. Thus, the isostress line values are ±5%, ±10%, +20%,
±30%, etc. This allows for direct comparison with the results of the two-dimensional
models. In addition, the stress values at certain points of interest in the 1-3 plane
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(e.g., the location of maximum af, stress) are recorded and plotted as a function of
X2-location.
In Figures 5.56, 5.57, 5.58, 5.59, and 5.60, the ua, stress field in the 1-3 plane is pro-
vided for X2-locations of 0, 0.25 w, 0.50 w, 0.75 w, and w, respectively (upper figures).
The oa, stress field for the two-dimensional model is provided in Figure 5.3 and is re-
produced in each of these figures for direct comparison (lower figures) . The locations
and values of the local maximum normalized tensile and compressive all stresses,
au and a, respectively, are provided in Table 5.15 for the two-dimensional isotropic
model and for each of the aforementioned 'slices' of the three-dimensional model in
the 1-3 plane. Comparing the three-dimensional results with the two-dimensional
results, it can be seen that the a;l stress fields are nearly the same except at the free
surface in the three-dimensional model (x2 equal to w). The regions of compressive
and tensile stress near the groove surface in the two-dimensional model are present in
the three-dimensional models. The region of tensile stress beneath the groove in the
two-dimensional model exists in the three-dimensional model, although its magnitude
is between 4.3% to 4.9% at x2-locations of 0, 0.25 w, and 0.50w, only slightly less
than 5% and therefore not visible in Figures 5.56, 5.57, and 5.58. At the free surface
in the three-dimensional model, the region of compressive stress no longer surrounds
the base of the groove, and the tensile region beneath the groove extends to the base
of the groove in this case. Considering Table 5.15, the locations of the maximum nor-
malized tensile and compressive al stresses in each 'slice' of the three-dimensional
model are identical to the two-dimensional model except at the free surface. The
values of oa for the three-dimensional model are generally slightly less than that of
the two-dimensional model, except for an x2-location of 0.75 w where the magnitude
of a4 is approximately the same as for the two-dimensional model. The magnitudes
of a* are generally slightly larger than for the two-dimensional model except at the
free surface, where the value of a* is less than for the two-dimensional model.
The a*3 stress fields in the 1-3 plane are provided in Figures 5.61, 5.62, 5.63,
5.64, and 5.65 for x2-locations of 0, 0.25 w, 0.50 w, 0.75 w, and w, respectively (upper
figures). The aU3 stress field for the two-dimensional model is provided in Figure 5.11
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Figure 5.56 Isostress plots of the *,1 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional isotropic model at the 1-3 plane of symmetry,
and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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Figure 5.57 Isostress plots of the a*, stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model one quarter-width from the 1-3 plane
of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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Figure 5.58 Isostress plots of the u, stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model one half-width from the 1-3 plane of
symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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Figure 5.59 Isostress plots of the 4, stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model three quarter-widths from the 1-3
plane of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic
model.
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Figure 5.60 Isostress plots of the af, stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model at the free surface, and for the (lower
figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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Table 5.15 Local maximum all normalized stress values and locations for the two-
dimensional isotropic model and for the three-dimensional isotropic
model in the 1-3 plane at various x2-locations
Stress value Stress location
Location t
a [%] a* [%] r [deg] T [in] ¢c [deg] re [in]
2D 23.5 -23.0 -46.1 0.125 -18.5 0.125
X2 = 0 22.1 -27.1 -46.1 0.125 -18.5 0.125
X2 = 0.25 w 22.0 -27.1 -46.1 0.125 -18.5 0.125
X2 = 0.50 w 22.1 -26.8 -46.1 0.125 -18.5 0.125
X2 = 0.75 w 23.4 -25.0 -46.1 0.125 -18.5 0.125
X2 = w 22.9 -17.9 0 0.125 -37.5 0.149
tNote: '2D' refers to the two-dimensional model, while a location value
refers to the three-dimensional model.
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Figure 5.61 Isostress plots of the U33 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional isotropic model at the 1-3 plane of symmetry,
and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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Figure 5.62
1.00" I
Isostress plots of the a3 3 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model one quarter-width from the 1-3 plane
of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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Figure 5.63 Isostress plots of the cr3 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model one half-width from the 1-3 plane of
symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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Figure 5.64 Isostress plots of the oa stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model three quarter-widths from the 1-3
plane of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic
model.
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Figure 5.65
I .UU
Isostress plots of the o* stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model at the free surface, and for the (lower
figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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and is reproduced in each of these figures for direct comparision (lower figures). The
locations and values of the local maximum normalized tensile and compressive a33
stresses, a4 and ac, respectively, are provided in Table 5.16 for the two-dimensional
isotropic model and for each of the 'slices' of the three-dimensional model in the 1-3
plane. Comparing the three-dimensional results with the two-dimensional results,
it is observed that the three-dimensional Ua3 stress fields are nearly identical to the
two-dimensional a*3 stress field even at the free surface. In all cases, the maximum
compressive stress is located at the base of the groove with a value equal to - 100%,
the same magnitude as the maximum applied pressure, or very near that value, with
a value of - 99.8% at the free surface. The relatively small area of tensile stress near
the groove surface is also present in all cases. Its shape is basically identical to
that of the two-dimensional model results except at the free surface (z 2 equal to w),
where this tensile region appears to be extended slightly in the negative 3-direction.
Considering Table 5.16, it can be seen that the location of the maximum tensile stress,
a, is identical to that of the two-dimensional model in all cases, occurring on the
groove surface at an angular position of -46.1'. The value of 4a is roughly constant
at approximately 20% for z 2-locations of 0, 0.25 w, and 0.50 w, slightly less than the
value of 20.9% for the two-dimensional model. At an z2-location of 0.75 w, however,
the value of 4a is slightly greater than for the two-dimensional model with a value
of 21.4%. At the free surface (x 2 equal to w), the value of oa decreases to 19.8%,
slightly less than for the two-dimensional model.
The a*3 stress fields in the 1-3 plane at x2-ocations of 0, 0.25w, 0.50w, 0.75w,
and w are shown in Figures 5.61, 5.67, 5.68, 5.69, and 5.70, respectively (upper
figures). The a*3 stress field for the two-dimensional model is provided in Figure
5.17 and is reproduced in each of these figures for direct comparision (lower figures).
The location and value of the local maximum normalized positive U13 stress, a*, is
provided in Table 5.17 for the two-dimensional isotropic model and for each of the
'slices' of the three-dimensional model in the 1-3 plane. Only the maximum positive
shear stress is given, as the one-quarter three-dimensional model only contains positive
shear stress. The oa, stress fields are nearly identical for the three-dimensional model
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Local maximum aU3 normalized stress values and locations for the two-
dimensional isotropic model and for the three-dimensional isotropic
model in the 1-3 plane at various x2-locations
Stress value Stress location
Location
oa [%] a~ [%] OT [deg] qc [deg]
2D 20.9 -100 -46.1 0
x2 = 0 20.0 -100 -46.1 0
x2 = 0.25 w 20.0 -100 -46.1 0
x2 = 0.50w 20.1 -100 -46.1 0
z2 = 0.75 w 21.4 -100 -46.1 0
X2 = w 19.8 -99.8 -46.1 0
tNote: '2D' refers to the two-dimensional model, while a
location value refers to the three-dimensional model.
SNote: All maximum points occur on the groove surface
(r = 0.125").
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Figure 5.66 Isostress plots of the a 3 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional isotropic model at the 1-3 plane of symmetry,
and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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Figure 5.67 Isostress plots of the o stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model one quarter-width from the 1-3 plane
of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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Figure 5.68 Isostress plots of the a3 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model one half-width from the 1-3 plane of
symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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Figure 5.69 Isostress plots of the a*, stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model three quarter-widths from the 1-3
plane of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional isotropic
model.
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Figure 5.70 Isostress plots of the of stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional isotropic model at the free surface, and for the (lower
figure) two-dimensional isotropic model.
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Table 5.17 Local maximum a*3 normalized stress values and locations for the two-
dimensional isotropic model and for the three-dimensional isotropic
model in the 1-3 plane at various x2-locations
Stress value Stress location
Locationt
a, [%] Op [deg] rp [in]
2D 30.4 -27.9 0.142
Z2 = 0 28.9 -28.1 0.135
X2 = 0.25 w 28.9 -28.1 0.135
Z2 = 0.50w 29.0 -28.1 0.135
x2 = 0.75 w 29.8 -28.1 0.135
Z2 = w 39.1 -28.1 0.135
tNote: '2D' refers to the two-dimensional model,
while a location value refers to the three-
dimensional model.
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in all cases except at the free surface, where the magnitude of the acr stress region
is increased, most notably near the groove surface. In all cases, a region of shear
stress exists near the groove and intersects the groove surface, with a small extension
occurring along the upper portion of the groove surface. The angular location of the
maximum positive shear stress is approximately the same in all cases with a value
near - 28'. The radial location is constant in all three-dimensional cases with a value
of 0.135", somewhat less than the radial location of 0.142" for the two-dimensional
case. However, the radial location of the maximum positive shear stress occurs within
the first layer of elements from the groove surface in both the two-dimensional and
three-dimensional models. The value of a4 is roughly constant near 29% for the
three-dimensional models at x2-locations of 0, 0.25 w, and 0.50 w, slightly less than
the value of 30.4% for the two-dimensional model. At an x2-location of 0.75 w, the
value of 4, increases to 29.8%. At the free surface (x 2 equal to w), the value of a,
increases to 39.1%.
In addition to the stress fields presented in Figures 5.56 through 5.70, the nor-
malized stress magnitudes at certain points of interest in the 1-3 plane of the three-
dimensional model are recorded and plotted in Figure 5.71 as a function of x2-1ocation.
These points of interest are identified based on key aspects of the stress fields in the
two-dimensional models. They are: the normalized ua, stress magnitudes at an an-
gular location of - 18.50 on the groove surface, corresponding to the location of the
maximum compressive al stress in the two-dimensional model; the normalized fl
and au3 stress magnitudes at an angular location of - 46.1' on the groove surface,
corresponding to the location of the maximum a*, and a* tensile stresses in the two-
dimensional model; the magnitudes of the o3* stresses at the base of the groove (00)
on the groove surface, corresponding to the location of the maximum compressive
cr*3 stress in the two-dimensional model; and the magnitudes of the a*, stresses at an
angular location of - 28.10 and a radial distance of 0.135", corresponding to the nodal
location closest to that of the maximum positive a*z stress in the two-dimensional
model. Stress magnitudes are reported instead of pure values to reduce the range of
the y-axis in Figure 5.71.
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Figure 5.71 Normalized stress magnitudes as a function of x2-location for selected
points of interest in the three-dimensional isotropic model.
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Considering this figure, the stress magnitudes at these particular points are rela-
tively constant for x2-locations from zero up to approximately 0.5 w. For x2-locations
from 0.5 w to w, the free surface has an increasing effect on the stress magnitudes
at these points, except for the a*3 stress at the base of the groove on the groove
surface, which is not significantly affected. It should be noted that these results agree
with those provided in Tables 5.15 through 5.17, in which the maximum normalized
stress values appear relatively unaffected by the free surface until the x2-location is
increased from 0.50 w to 0.75 w. The magnitudes of the all stresses at an angular
position of - 18.50 on the groove surface are most affected, decreasing in magnitude
from 27.1% at the 1-3 plane of symmetry to approximately 0% at the free surface.
The al, and a3 stresses at an angular position of -46.10 on the groove surface are
affected equally, increasing in magnitude from 22.1% and 20.0% to maxima of 27.1%
and 25.3%, respectively, slightly before the free surface, an increase of approximately
20%. At the free surface, the all and a*3 stress magnitudes decrease to 22.9% and
19.8%, respectively, very close to their magnitudes at the 1-3 plane of symmetry.
The magnitude of the aT stresses increases from 28.9% at the 1-3 plane of symmetry
to 39.1% at the free surface, an increase of approximately 35%. It should be noted
that the width (w) is equal to the total plate thickness (t) in the three-dimensional
one-quarter models. Thus, the free surface appears to significantly affect the stress
response of the grooved isotropic structure over a distance of approximately one-half
plate thickness from the free surface.
5.3 Two-dimensional Laminate Finite Element
Models
Finite element simulations of the two-dimensional laminate models are conducted
with a variety of boundary conditions to examine their effects on the stress and
strain response of the laminated structure. The same boundary conditions used for
the two-dimensional isotropic models are employed for the two-dimensional laminate
models. These boundary conditions are rigid backface, simply-supported, fixed-fixed,
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and fixed-free. Isostress plots of the U 3  and a*3 normalized stresses are given for
each case. The material properties in laminate axes for each ply depend upon its
ply angle, most notably Young's modulus in the 1-direction. Thus, relatively large,
abrupt changes in the all stress values occur across ply boundaries and cause the all
isostress plots to be of little use. To reduce the magnitude of these abrupt changes,
isostrain plots of the Ell strains are provided. The value of the maximum applied
pressure for the laminate models, described in Chapter 4, is 1.85 x 105 psi. Utilizing
this value results in unrealistically large 11 strains. Thus, the maximum applied
pressure is reduced one order of magnitude to a value of 1.85 x 104 psi so that realistic
strains are observed in the model. It should be noted that this does not affect the
stress results as reported, as all stress values are normalized by the maximum applied
pressure.
The isostress plots of the a*3 normalized stresses also have a generally jagged
appearance, with these changes occurring at ply interfaces. This is due to the de-
pendence of the shear modulus on the ply angle. In ply axes, the shear modulus in
the 1-3 plane is approximately 1.54 times the shear modulus in the 2-3 plane. Thus,
in laminate axes, the shear modulus in the 1-3 plane of plies with a ply angle of
0O is 1.54 times the shear modulus of plies with a ply angle of 900. This limits the
magnitude of the abrupt changes. Thus, the jagged appearance of the a*3 isostress
plots is limited, and these plots are still readable and more useful than isostrain plots
in which Poisson coupling factors in the effects of other stresses. It should be noted
that in all cases, any such discontinuities or large gradients observed in isostress or
isostrain lines occur at ply boundaries as expected. For stresses, actual discontinu-
ities can occur at ply interfaces. For strains, continuity allows large gradients at ply
interfaces, but not actual discontinuities.
Due to the large range of strain and normalized stress values observed between the
different cases, the change in value between consecutive isolines is generally unique
for each plot. This information is provided when each plot is introduced. All isostrain
values are given in units of [/pstrain]. In addition, isoline plots depicting stress and
strain concentration factors are provided in each case. To calculate the stress and
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strain concentration factors, the ABAQUS results are divided by the stresses and
strains calculated via classical laminated plate theory (CLPT) for a non-grooved
laminated beam subjected to an equivalent point load. The results indicate how the
stress and strain response of the structure is affected by the groove geometry and
contact loading. As in the isotropic cases, it is desirable to have the origin of the
1-direction axis coincide with the 3-direction centerline of the model in the stress
and strain concentration factor plots. Setting the origin at this point allows one to
more easily calculate the distance from the groove in the 1-direction over which the
ABAQUS model results significantly deviate from the CLPT calculations. Thus, the
1-direction axis in these plots is termed the local axis, XL, with the origin at the
3-centerline of the model.
The isoline plots of stress and strain concentration factors are provided for one half
of the geometry of each model. The rigid backface, simply-supported, and fixed-fixed
boundary conditions are symmetric about the 3-direction centerline of the models.
Thus, the stress and strain concentration factor plots in these cases are symmetric
about the 3-direction centerline. The fixed-free boundary condition, however, is not
symmetric about the 3-direction centerline. Thus, the results obtained for this case
are not symmetric. The isoline plots of stress and strain concentration factors for
the fixed-free case are provided for the half of the model closest to the boundary
condition (left half in figures). In beam theory, all stresses and strains in the half of
the beam farthest from the boundary condition (right half in figures) are zero. Thus,
isoline plots of stress and strain concentration factors for this half of the beam are
not meaningful, as any stress or strain concentration factor calculated in this region
would be infinite.
Isostrain plots of the 11 strain fields for a portion of the laminate models with
rigid backface, simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions are
depicted in Figures 5.72, 5.73, 5.74, and 5.75, respectively. The response of the
structure near the groove is relatively complex. Thus, isostrain plots of the Ell strain
fields focused near the groove are provided in Figures 5.76, 5.77, and 5.78 for rigid
backface, simply-supported, and fixed-free boundary conditions, respectively. The
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Figure 5.72 Isostrain plot of Ell strain field for a portion of the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with rigid backface boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.73 Isostrain plot of e11 strain field for a portion of the two-dimensional lam-
inate model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.74 Isostrain plot of Ell strain field for a portion of the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary conditions.
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Isostrain plot of Ell strain field for a portion of the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-free boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.76 Isostrain plot of ll strain field near the groove for the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with rigid backface boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.77 Isostrain plot of e~1 strain field near the groove for the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported boundary condi-
tions.
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Figure 5.78 Isostrain plot of Ell strain field near the groove for the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-free boundary conditions.
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fixed-fixed case is not shown, as the shape of its strain field is very similar to that of
the simply-supported case, with the only significant difference being the magnitudes
of the strain values. For the rigid backface case depicted in Figures 5.72 and 5.76, the
isostrain line values are +200, ±400, +600, +800, etc. In Figures 5.73 and 5.77, the
isostrain line values for the simply-supported case are +500, +2000, +4000, +6000,
+8000, etc. The isostrain line values for the fixed-fixed case shown in Figure 5.74 are
+250, +1000, +2000, +3000, +4000, etc. For the fixed-free case depicted in Figures
5.75 and 5.78, the isostrain line values are +200, +400, +800, +2000, and +4000.
The values and locations of the local maximum tensile and compressive strains, eT
and ec, are given in Table 5.18.
Considering the isostrain plot for the rigid backface case in Figures 5.72 and 5.76,
a number of observations are made. In general, the isostrain lines have a somewhat
jagged appearance in some instances, with the jaggedness increasing in proximity to
the groove. There are two lobes of compressive strain on either side of the groove near
its bottom. These lobes do not intersect the groove surface, as shown in Figure 5.76.
There are relatively large regions of tensile strain occurring above the compressive
strain lobes near the groove surface and upper surface of the plate. In addition, a
tensile strain region exists beneath the groove. This tensile strain region approaches
the groove surface very closely, but does not intersect it. There is a relatively small
and low-magnitude compressive strain region at the bottom of the groove, visible in
Figure 5.76. Recalling the rigid backface case for the isotropic model, shown in Figure
5.3, a number of similarities are noted. The laminate model exhibits compressive and
tensile strain regions in locations similar to the compressive and tensile stress regions
in the isotropic case. In addition, the maximum tensile strain value, 6T, occurs on
the groove surface at an angular location, OT, of ±41.5'. For the isotropic case, the
maximum normalized tensile stress value, oa, occurs on the groove surface at an
angular location of 46.10. It should be noted that the edge of the applied pressure
distribution occurs at an angular position of +41.70. Thus, the angular location of
ET is within 0.20 of the edge of the applied pressure distribution. Examining the Ell
strain field near the groove in Figure 5.76, significant differences from the isotropic
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Table 5.18 Local maximum Ell strain values and locations for laminate cases inves-
tigating the effects of boundary conditions
Strain value Strain location
Boundary
Conditiont eT [pstrain] Ec [pstrain] OT [deg] rT [in] ¢c [deg] rc [in]
RB 1340 -969 ±41.5 0.125 ±35.9 0.148
SS 899 -33900 ±62.8 0.125 ±16.9 0.125
XX 104 -13500 ±62.8 0.125 ±16.9 0.125
XR 5220 -799 23.7 0.125 62.8 0.125
tNote: Boundary conditions are rigid backface (RB), simply-supported (SS),
fixed-fixed (XX), and fixed-free (XR).
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case are noted. The compressive strain regions do not intersect the groove surface,
unlike the compressive stress regions in the isotropic case. In addition, the maximum
compressive strain value, ec, occurs beneath the groove surface at an angular position,
'c, of ±35.90. In the isotropic case, the maximum normalized compressive stress, a,
occurs on the groove surface at an angular position of ±18.60. There is a relatively
small region of low-magnitude compressive strain occurring near the bottom of the
groove in the laminate model. Moving along the groove surface, the compressive
strain region transitions to tensile strain between the angular locations of ±12.2'
and ±14.50. Continuing along the groove surface, the strain transitions back to
compressive between the angular locations of ±58.70 and ±60.1°.
Isostrain plots of the ll strains for the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases
are shown in Figures 5.73 and 5.74. The strain fields have very similar shapes in
both cases, although the magnitudes of the strains are larger in the simply-supported
case. The isostrain lines are relatively smooth for both cases, although certain iso-
lines near the groove have a slightly jagged appearance (e.g., the - 500 dIstrain line
in Figure 5.77). Compared to the isotropic simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases
shown in Figures 5.41 and 5.42, the laminate strain fields have very similar shapes
to the isotropic stress fields. Differences are noted near the groove, as shown for
the simply-supported case in Figure 5.77. Specifically, the maximum compressive
strain, ec, occurs at an angular location of qc of ±16.90, whereas in the isotropic
simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases, the maximum normalized compressive stress,
ag, occurs at the bottom of the groove. In addition, relatively small, low-magnitude
tensile strain regions exist on the groove surface in the laminate cases. The maximum
tensile strain value, ET, occurs at an angular location of ±62.80. In the isotropic cases,
there are no tensile stress regions occurring on the groove surface. For the laminate
models with simply-supported and fixed-fixed boundary conditions, the strain state
on the groove surface transitions from compressive to tensile at an angular position
between 58.70 and 60.10.
Isostrain plots of the Ell strain field for the laminate model with fixed-free bound-
ary conditions are provided in Figures 5.75 and 5.78. The lack of symmetry in the
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strain field is due to the lack of symmetry inherent in the fixed-free boundary condi-
tions. In addition, a number of the isostrain lines have a somewhat jagged appearance,
with this jaggedness increasing with proximity to the groove. As in all cases, these
relatively large changes occur near ply interfaces. Compared to the isotropic fixed-free
case shown in Figure 5.43, the general shape of the Ell strain field for the laminate
is very similar to the shape of the of, stress field. In the half of the model farthest
from the boundary condition (right side of figures), certain strain field features are
noticeable that are present in the rigid backface case for the laminate model. The lobe
of compressive strain is identifiable, as well as the regions of tensile strain near the
groove surface and upper surface of the plate. The size and magnitude of these tensile
strain regions in the fixed-free case are smaller than in the rigid backface case. On
the groove surface in this half of the model (right half), there are two locations where
the strain state transitions between tensile and compressive. One transition occurs
between the angular locations of - 31.40 and - 33.7', and the second transition occurs
between the angular locations of - 58.7' and -60.1'. This differs from the isotropic
fixed-free case, in which only one transition point occurs and is located between the
angular positions of - 39.4' and - 41.7'. In the half of the model closest to the bound-
ary condition (left side in figures), the strain field is significantly different from that
of the rigid backface case. The relatively large region of compressive strain is absent,
with two relatively small compressive strain regions located on the upper portion of
the groove surface. Thus, tensile strains occur along the majority of the groove in
this half of the laminate fixed-free model. The maximum tensile strain, ET, occurs on
the groove surface at an angular location, OT, of 23.70. The maximum compressive
strain, EC, occurs at an angular position, 0c, of 62.80. In the isotropic fixed-free
case, the maximum normalized compressive stress, o*c, occurs in the other half of the
model at an angular location of - 27.80. It should be noted that the location of Ec
in the fixed-free case is identical to the location of ET in the simply-supported and
fixed-fixed cases. On the groove surface in this half of the model (left half), there
is one location where the strain state transitions between tensile and compressive.
This transition point occurs at an angular location between 58.7' and 60.10. In the
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isotropic fixed-free case, there is no transition point between tensile and compressive
strain on the groove surface in this half of the model (left half).
Isoline plots depicting ell strain concentration factors for a portion of the laminate
models with simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions are
provided in Figures 5.79, 5.80, and 5.81, respectively. Due to the relatively complex
response of the structure near the groove, isoline plots of the En strain concentration
factors focused near the groove are depicted in Figures 5.82, 5.83, and 5.84 for simply-
supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions, respectively. The isoline
values for the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases, shown in Figures 5.79, 5.80,
5.82, and 5.83, are 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.95, 1.05, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, and
6.00. For the fixed-free case shown in Figures 5.81 and 5.84, the isoline values are
0.25, 0.50, 0.95, 1.05, 1.50, 2.00, 5.00, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0, and 25.0. Near the 1-direction
centerline of the plate (x3 = 0) there are no isolines depicted in any of the figures.
In classical laminated plate theory (CLPT), the en strains are zero at the neutral
axis, which corresponds to the 1-direction centerline in these figures. The presence
of the groove alters the location of the neutral axis in the ABAQUS models such
that the e~1 strains are not always zero along the line defined by x 3 equal to 0. The
ABAQUS values are divided by the CLPT values to generate the strain concentration
factors. Thus, very large or infinite strain concentration factors are calculated near
the 1-direction centerline. These isolines are not shown for purposes of clarity and to
avoid possible confusion. Although the strain concentration factors calculated in this
region are very large, the magnitudes of the strains involved are relatively small.
Comparing the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases in Figures 5.82 and 5.83,
respectively, the isoline plots have a similar general shape near the groove. One
notable difference is the presence of an area of reduced strain beneath the groove
near the 1-direction centerline of the plate in the fixed-fixed case. In both the simply-
supported and fixed-fixed cases, there is an area of reduced strain near the groove and
upper surface of the plate. There is a region of increased strain near the bottom of the
groove, with the maximum strain concentration factor occurring on the groove surface
at an angular position of +16.90. The maximum compressive strain value, c, for
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Figure 5.79 Isoline plot of Ell strain concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional laminate model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported bound-
ary conditions.
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Figure 5.80 Isoline plot of ell strain concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary
conditions.
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Isoline plot of E11 strain concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-free boundary con-
ditions.
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Figure 5.82 Isoline plot of Ell strain concentration factors near the groove for the
two-dimensional laminate model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported
boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.83 Isoline plot of El1 strain concentration factors near the groove for the
two-dimensional laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary
conditions.
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Figure 5.84 Isoline plot of Ell strain concentration factors near the groove for the
two-dimensional laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-free boundary
conditions.
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both simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases occurs at this same location. This differs
from the isotropic simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases, in which the maximum
stress concentration factor occurs at the bottom of the groove (0 equal to 00). In
the simply-supported laminate case, the value of the maximum strain concentration
factor is 6.42. In the fixed-fixed laminate case, the value is 5.15. The maximum stress
concentration factors in the isotropic simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases have
similar magnitudes, with values of 4.65 and 4.20, respectively. Continuing along the
groove surface away from the groove bottom, a relatively small region of reduced strain
is encountered in the laminate cases, followed by a small area of slightly increased
strain. Moving from this point along the groove surface towards the upper surface
of the plate, the strain decreases until it is approximately zero. Thus, there are
three locations at which the strain concentration factor transitions from greater than
unity to less than unity. The transition points are located between angular positions
of ±29.1' to ±31.4', ±33.7 to ±35.7', and ±41.5' to ±43.30. It should be noted
that the angular location of the edge of the applied pressure distribution is ±41.7'.
Thus, one of the transition points is located within - 0.2' and 1.60 of the edge of the
applied pressure distribution. In the isotropic simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases,
the transition point between compressive and tensile stress occurs between angular
locations of ±41.7' and ±43.90. In addition to the maximum strain concentration
factor near the groove, a local maximum strain concentration factor occurs on the
bottom surface of the plate on the 3-direction centerline (XL equal to 0). At this
location in the simply-supported case, the local maximum stress concentration factor
is 1.45. In the fixed-fixed case, the corresponding local maximum stress concentration
factor is 1.38. In the isotropic simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases, these local
maximum stress concentration factors have values of 1.37 and 1.29, respectively.
In the simply-supported case shown in Figure 5.79, the isoline plot indicates that
the strain concentration factors approach unity moving away from the groove in the
1-direction. For the area of reduced strain near the upper surface of the plate, the
strain concentration factors are within 5% of unity for values of XL greater than
approximately 0.75" (equal to 6 rg). For the area of slightly increased strain near the
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bottom surface of the plate, the strain concentration factors are within 5% of unity for
values of XL greater than approximately 1.00" (equal to 8 rg). Near the center of the
plate, the strain concentration factors are within 5% of unity for values of XL greater
than approximately 2.00" (equal to 16 rg). In the isotropic simply-supported case, the
stress concentration factors near the groove and upper surface of the plate, and near
the bottom surface of the plate, are within 5% of unity for values of XL greater than
0.5" (equal to 4 rg). Near the center of the plate, this condition is met for values of
XL greater than 0.75" (equal to 6 rg). Thus, for the laminate simply-supported case,
the distance from the groove in the 1-direction required to recover ll strains within
5% of classical laminated plate theory values is greater than the distance necessary
in the isotropic case to recover all stresses within 5% of simple beam theory values.
For the fixed-fixed case shown in Figure 5.80, the strain concentration factors do
not appear to approach unity as they move away from the groove in the 1-direction,
similar to the isotropic fixed-fixed case. In classical laminated plate theory, the e~1
strains are zero along the line defined by XL equal to L/4. The presence of the groove
alters the strain response of the ABAQUS model such that the Ell strains are no
longer zero along that line. Thus, the strain concentration factors near this line can
be very large or infinite. The isolines occurring near the left edge of Figure 5.80 are
a product of this issue.
The isoline plot of strain concentration factors for the model with fixed-free bound-
ary conditions is provided in Figures 5.81 and 5.84. It should be noted that, unlike
the other boundary condition cases, the isoline plot of strain concentration factors
in these figures is not symmetric about the 3-direction centerline. This is due to
the lack of symmetry inherent in the fixed-free boundary conditions. Similar to the
isotropic fixed-free case, strain concentration factors in the half of the model geometry
farthest from the boundary condition (right half in figures) are not meaningful, as
the strains calculated via classical laminated plate theory are zero in this half of the
model. Thus, any strain concentration factors calculated would be infinite. As with
the other boundary condition cases, there is an area of decreased strain occurring
near the upper surface of the plate. An area of reduced strain also exists near the
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bottom surface of the plate and the 3-direction centerline. Areas of increased strain
are observed near the 3-direction centerline of the model (XL equal to 0) and near the
lower half of the groove. In classical laminated plate theory, the Ell strains tend to
zero as they approach the 3-direction centerline of the model. The presence of the
groove and contact loading causes the Ell strains in the ABAQUS model to deviate
from those of CLPT. In generating the strain concentration factors, the ABAQUS
values near the 3-direction centerline are divided by zero or near-zero theoretical val-
ues. Thus, very large or infinite strain concentration factors are calculated near the
3-direction centerline. These isolines are not shown for clarity and to avoid confusion.
On the groove surface, the strain concentration factor transitions from less than unity
to greater than unity at two relatively close angular locations. One transition point
occurs between 48.30 and 49.90, and the other is located between 52.90 and 54.40.
In the isotropic fixed-free case, the stress concentration factors transition from less
than unity to greater than unity between the angular locations of 57.10 and 59.3'.
For the laminate case, the maximum strain concentration factor corresponding to the
location of the local maximum tensile strain, eT, in Figure 5.75 is 29.5. The location
of this point is the same as that of ET given in Table 5.18 for the fixed-free case (0
equal to 23.70). The angular location and value of the maximum stress concentration
factor in the isotropic case are significantly different, with values of 46.10 and 4.25,
respectively.
Similar to the simply-supported case, the strain concentration factors in the fixed-
free case approach unity moving away from the groove in the 1-direction. For the area
of reduced strain near the upper surface of the plate, the strain concentration factors
are within approximately 5% of unity for values of XL greater than approximately
0.35" (equal to 2.8 r). For the area of increased strain near the bottom half of the
groove and extending to the 1-direction centerline, the strain concentration factors are
within approximately 5% of unity for values of XL greater than approximately 0.50"
(equal to 4 rg). On the bottom surface of the plate, the strain concentration factors
are within approximately 5% of unity for values of XL greater than 0.375" (equal to
3 rg). Finally, for the area of increased stress below the 1-direction centerline of the
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plate, the strain concentration factors are within approximately 5% of unity for values
of XL greater than approximately 1.00" (equal to 8 rg). In general, these distances are
larger than those observed in the isotropic fixed-free case. The stress concentration
factors near the upper surface of the plate and near the groove are within 5% of
unity for values of zL greater than 0.30" (equal to 2.4 rg). On the bottom surface of
the plate, this condition is met for values of zL greater than 0.10" (equal to 0.8 rg).
Near the center of the plate, the stress concentration factors in the isotropic fixed-
free case are within 5% of unity for values of ZL greater than 0.625" (equal to 5 rg).
Thus, similar to the laminate simply-supported case, the distance from the groove in
the 1-direction required to recover Ell strains within 5% of classical laminated plate
theory values is greater than the distance necessary in the isotropic case to recover
all stresses within 5% of simple beam theory values.
Isostress plots of the a3 stress fields for a portion of the laminate models with
rigid backface, simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions are
depicted in Figures 5.85, 5.86, 5.87, and 5.88, respectively. The response of the
structure near the groove in the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases is somewhat
complex. Thus, isostress plots of the Ua3 stress fields focused near the groove are
provided in Figures 5.89 and 5.90 for the simply-supported and fixed-fixed boundary
condition cases, respectively. For the rigid backface case depicted in Figure 5.85, the
isostress line values are ±5%, +10%, ±20%, +30%, +40%, etc. In Figures 5.86 and
5.89, the isostress line values for the simply-supported case are 10%, 5%, - 5%, - 20%,
- 40%, - 60%, - 80%, etc. The isostress line values for the fixed-fixed case shown in
Figures 5.87 and 5.90 are ±5%, - 10%, - 20%, - 30%, - 40%, etc. For the fixed-free
case depicted in Figure 5.88, the isostress line values are ±5%, +10%, +20%, ±30%,
±40%, etc. The values and locations of the local maximum normalized tensile and
compressive stresses, a4 and a*, are given in Table 5.19.
The rigid backface case for the laminate, shown in Figure 5.85, is very similar
to the isotropic rigid backface case, provided in Figure 5.11. The isostress lines are
relatively smooth for the laminate model. The magnitude of the a*3 compressive stress
is maximum at the bottom of the groove and decreases moving away from this point.
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Figure 5.85 Isostress plot of Ua3 stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with rigid backface boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.86 Isostress plot of a*o stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional lam-
inate model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.87 Isostress plot of o3*3 stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.88 Isostress plot of a* stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-free boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.89 Isostress plot of a3 stress field near the groove for the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported boundary condi-
tions.
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Figure 5.90 Isostress plot of aU3 stress field near the groove for the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary conditions.
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Table 5.19 Local maximum normalized a*3 stress values and locations for laminate
cases investigating the effects of boundary conditions
Stress value Stress location
Boundary
Conditiont a [%] a [%] Tr [deg] rT [in] €c [deg] rc [in]
RB 31.1 -100 ±43.3 0.125 0 0.125
SS 14.7 -210 ±62.3 0.358 ±29.1 0.125
XX 5.8 -118 ±64.0 0.386 ±26.4 0.125
XR 57.8 -100 43.3 0.125 - 6.4 0.125
tNote: Boundary conditions are rigid backface (RB), simply-supported
(SS), fixed-fixed (XX), and fixed-free (XR).
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The maximum normalized compressive stress value is - 100%, equal in magnitude to
the maximum applied pressure value, amax. Relatively small areas of tensile stress
are located near the groove surface above the area of compressive stress. The size
and magnitude of these tensile stress regions in the laminate model are slightly larger
than in the isotropic rigid backface case. The maximum normalized tensile stress,
u, occurs at an angular position of ±43.30. This is similar to the isotropic case,
where a4 is located at an angular position of +46.1'. For the laminate rigid backface
case, the stress state on the groove surface transitions from compressive to tensile
at an angular location between +37.80 and ±39.7'. In the isotropic case, the stress
state transition point occurs between ±37.1' and ±41.70. It should be noted that
the edge of the applied pressure distribution is located at an angular position of
±41.70. Thus, for the laminate rigid backface case, both a4 and the transition point
between compressive and tensile stress are located relatively close to the edge of the
applied pressure distribution, with the location of a4 and the stress state transition
point being within - 3.90 and 1.60, respectively, of the edge of the applied pressure
distribution.
In the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases, shown in Figures 5.86, 5.87, 5.89,
and 5.90, the Ua* stress fields are very similar in shape, with relatively smooth isostress
lines. The magnitudes of the au3 stresses are different, however, with the simply-
supported case having larger magnitudes than the fixed-fixed case. The areas of
relatively low-magnitude tensile stress near the groove surface present in the rigid
backface case no longer exist, and the compressive stress region extends around the
majority of the groove. Two areas of tensile stress exist on either side of the compres-
sive stress lobe. The location of the local maximum normalized tensile stress, o, is
beneath the groove surface for the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases. The loca-
tion is approximately the same in both cases, as shown in Table 5.19. The location
of the local maximum normalized compressive stress, ua, is also approximately the
same in these two cases. For the simply-supported case, a* is located on the groove
surface at an angular position, Oc, of ±29.1'. In the fixed-fixed case, a* is located on
the groove surface at an angular position, qc, of ±26.4'. Compared to the isotropic
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simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases, the general shapes of the ca stress fields are
similar. One major difference is observed in the location of a in the fixed-fixed case.
In the isotropic case, a* occurs beneath the groove surface at an angular position of
0.50. As previously mentioned, acr in the laminate fixed-fixed case is located on the
groove surface at an angular position of ±26.4'.
In the fixed-free case, the lack of symmetry inherent in the boundary conditions
causes the slightly asymmetrical response observed in Figure 5.88. The stress field
depicted for the laminate is very similar to the stress field for the isotropic model
with fixed-free boundary conditions, shown in Figure 5.49. As in the other boundary
condition cases, the aU isostress lines are relatively smooth for the fixed-free case. The
tensile stress areas near the groove surface observed in the laminate rigid backface case
are present. On the side of the model closest to the boundary condition (left side in
Figure 5.88), the size and magnitude of the tensile stress region is increased compared
to the rigid backface case. The location of a4 is the same, however, occurring on the
groove surface at an angular position of 43.3o. On this side of the groove (closer to the
boundary condition), the stress state on the groove surface changes from compressive
to tensile at an angular location between 35.70 and 37.80. Thus, the change in stress
state on the groove surface occurs between - 6.00 and - 3.9' of the edge of the applied
pressure distribution. On the side of the model farthest from the boundary condition
(right side in Figure 5.88), the size and magnitude of the tensile stress region is slightly
decreased compared to the rigid backface case. The transition from a compressive to
tensile stress state on the groove surface occurs at an angular position between - 39.7'
and - 41.50 on this side of the model. Thus, the stress state changes from compressive
to tensile on the groove surface between - 2.00 and - 0.2' of the edge of the applied
pressure distribution. It should be noted that the locations of these transition points
are very similar to those in the isotropic fixed-free case, as described in Section 5.1.3.
The difference in angular position of the transition points between the isostropic and
laminate cases is less than 1.00, which is within the level of accuracy of the models.
Isoline plots of stress concentration factors are not provided for the U33 stresses.
In classical laminated plate theory, these stresses are assumed to be negligible and
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approximately equal to zero. Thus, any stress concentration factors calculated would
be infinite due to the division of ABAQUS stress values by theoretical stress values
of zero.
Isostress plots of the c*3 stress fields for a portion of the laminate models with
rigid backface, simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions are
depicted in Figures 5.91, 5.92, 5.93, and 5.94, respectively. For the simply-supported
case shown in Figure 5.92, the isostress line values are ±5%, ±25%, +50%, ±100%,
±150%, +200%, and ±250%. In Figure 5.93, the isostress line values for the fixed-
fixed case are ±5%, ±10%, ±20%, +30%, +40%, etc. The isostress line values for
the fixed-free case, shown in Figure 5.94, are +5%, ±10%, ±20%, ±30%, etc. The
values and locations of the local maximum normalized positive and negative shear
stresses, or, and o*, are given in Table 5.20.
The a3 isostress plot for the laminate model with rigid backface boundary con-
ditions, shown in Figure 5.91, has a stress field shape that is very similar to the
isotropic model with rigid backface boundary conditions, depicted in Figure 5.17.
The a*3 stress field in the laminate model has a somewhat jagged appearance. As
previously mentioned, this jaggedness is due to the dependence of the shear modulus
in the 1-3 plane, G13, on the ply angle. The value of G13 for plies with a ply angle of
00 is approximately 1.54 times the value for plies with a ply angle of 900. Thus, rela-
tively abrupt changes in the values of the a* normalized shear stresses occur across
ply boundaries, resulting in the jagged appearance of the isostress lines. In the a*3
isostress plot, two symmetrical shear lobes are present, one corresponding to negative
shear stress values (left side of figure) and the other corresponding to positive shear
stress values (right side of figure). The magnitudes and locations of the maximum
normalized positive and negative shear stress values, a* and a*, are approximately
the same, as shown in Table 5.20. Both occur beneath the groove surface at a radial
distance of 0.128". The maximum positive shear stress is located at an angular posi-
tion of - 33.9', and the maximum negative shear stress occurs at an angular location
of 33.9'. It should be noted that these locations are different from the isotropic rigid
backface case where the maximum normalized positive and negative shear stresses
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Figure 5.91 Isostress plot of o13 stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with rigid backface boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.92 Isostress plot of a stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional lam-
inate model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.93 Isostress plot of ac3 stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.94 Isostress plot of a*3 stress field for a portion of the two-dimensional
laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-free boundary conditions.
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Table 5.20 Local maximum a3 normalized stress values and locations for laminate
cases investigating the effects of boundary conditions
Stress value Stress location
Boundary
Conditiont up [%] aN [%] Op [deg] rp [in] YN [deg] rN [in]
RB 37.8 -37.7 -33.9 0.128 33.9 0.128
SS 280 -280 29.1 0.125 -29.1 0.125
XX 93.8 -93.8 29.1 0.125 -29.1 0.125
XR 34.0 -82.4 -28.1 0.142 29.1 0.125
tNote: Boundary conditions are rigid backface (RB), simply-supported
(SS), fixed-fixed (XX), and fixed-free (XR).
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occur at angular positions of - 27.90 and 28.1', respectively. In addition, the posi-
tive and negative maximum normalized shear stresses in the isotropic case occur at
radial distances of 0.142" and 0.136", respectively, larger than those observed in the
laminate case. In both the isotropic and laminate models, however, the shear stress
maxima occur within the first layer of elements radially from the groove surface.
The a43 isostress plots for the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases are very sim-
ilar in shape. The magnitudes of the stresses in the simply-supported case are larger
than those of the fixed-fixed case, however. The general shapes of the a*z stress fields
are similar to those observed in the isotropic simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases.
As in the laminate rigid backface case, the isostress lines have a somewhat jagged
appearance due to the dependence of the shear modulus, G13 , on ply angle. The rigid
backface case exhibits two lobes of shear stress, one positive and one negative. For the
simply-supported and fixed-fixed boundary conditions, four lobes of shear stress are
present. Two lobes are located beneath the groove and have the same sign (positive
or negative) as in the rigid backface case. Two other lobes of shear stress are located
near the groove surface and have signs that are opposite of those in the rigid backface
case. The local maximum normalized positive and negative shear stresses, a; and
a v, occur on the groove surface for the laminate simply-supported and fixed-fixed
cases. The angular locations of these local maximum shear stresses are the same in
both cases with a value of € of ±29.10. In the isotropic cases, the shear stress max-
ima occur on the groove surface at angular locations of +27.80. Thus, the angular
locations of the shear stress maxima for the isotropic and laminate simply-supported
and fixed-fixed cases are within 1.30, being within the level of accuracy of the models.
The a 3 isostress plot for the fixed-free case, depicted in Figure 5.94, exhibits a lack
of symmetry about the 3-direction centerline. This is caused by the lack of symmetry
inherent in the fixed-free boundary conditions. As noted for the other boundary
conditions cases, the a* isostress lines have a somewhat jagged appearance due to
the dependence of the shear modulus, G13 , on ply angle. In general, the shape of
the stress field is similar to that observed for the isotropic fixed-free case. The a3
isostress plot has some similarities with the rigid backface case. For the side of the
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model farthest from the boundary condition (right side of Figure 5.94), the shear
stress lobe visible in the rigid backface case is present. The size of this shear stress
lobe is smaller than the rigid backface case, but the stresses have similar magnitudes.
The maximum positive shear stress, a*, is located beneath the groove surface for
the fixed-free case at a radial distance of 0.142" at an angular position of - 28.10. This
is very similar to the location of a*, in the isotropic case, which occurs at a radial
distance of 0.134" at an angular position of - 28.3'. On the side of the model closest
to the boundary condition (left side of Figure 5.94), the shear lobe present in the
rigid backface case is identifiable near the groove, although its shape and magnitude
are influenced by the boundary condition. The maximum negative shear stress, aN*,
occurs on the groove surface at an angular position of 29.10. In the isotropic fixed-free
case, aO* also occurs on the groove surface, but is located at a greater angular location
of 37.10. It should be noted that the isostress lines on the side of the laminate model
closest to the boundary conditions (left side in figures) become roughly parallel to the
1-direction approximately 0.75" from the 3-direction centerline. In the isotropic case,
the isostress lines become roughly parallel to the 1-direction approximately 0.50" from
the 3-direction centerline.
Isoline plots depicting stress concentration factors for a13 for a portion of the
laminate models with simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary condi-
tions are provided in Figures 5.95, 5.96, and 5.97, respectively. The isoline values for
the simply-supported case are - 25.0, - 20.0, - 15.0, - 10.0, - 5.00, - 1.00, 0, 0.50, 0.95,
1.05, 1.50, 2.00, and 3.00. For the fixed-fixed case, the isoline values are - 8.00, - 4.00,
- 1.00, 0, 0.50, 0.95, 1.05, 1.50, and 2.00. For the fixed-free case, the isoline values
are 0.75, 0.95, 1.05, 1.50, 2.00, 3.00, and 4.00. In all three cases, the isolines have a
relatively jagged appearance.
The isoline plots of the stress concentration factors for the simply-supported and
fixed-fixed cases are very similar in shape, although the magnitudes of the stress
concentration factors are larger for the simply-supported case. The general shapes
of the isolines are similar to those observed in the isotropic simply-supported and
fixed-fixed stress concentration factor plots. There are two areas of increased stress
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Figure 5.95 Isoline plot of a13 stress concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional laminate model (t = 0.625") with simply-supported bound-
ary conditions.
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Figure 5.96 Isoline plot of a13 stress concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-fixed boundary
conditions.
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Figure 5.97 Isoline plot of o13 stress concentration factors for a portion of the two-
dimensional laminate model (t = 0.625") with fixed-free boundary con-
ditions.
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in the laminate plots, one near the groove and upper surface of the plate, and the
other below the groove and intersecting the bottom surface of the plate. The negative
values observed in the area of increased stress near the groove and upper surface of
the plate indicate that the sign of the shear stress in this region is opposite of that
calculated via classical laminated plate theory. The maximum stress concentration
factor occurs on the groove surface in both cases at an angular position of 29.10. For
the simply-supported case, the value is - 29.6. For the fixed-fixed case, the maximum
stress concentration factor is - 10.1. It should be noted that these locations and
values are very similar to those for the isotropic models with simply-supported and
fixed-fixed boundary conditions. For the isotropic models, the angular position of the
maximum stress concentration factors is 27.80. The values for the isotropic simply-
supported and fixed-fixed cases are - 28.6 and - 10.6, respectively. In addition to the
maximum stress concentration factor on the groove surface, a local maximum stress
concentration factor occurs at the bottom surface of the plate. The angular location is
similar for both cases, occurring at 22.60 for the simply-supported case and at 23.30 for
the fixed-fixed case. For the simply-supported case, the value of this local maximum
stress concentration factor is 3.71. For the fixed-fixed case, this value is 2.80. In the
isotropic cases, these local maximum stress concentration factors are also observed.
The angular location is the same for both simply-supported and fixed-fixed isotropic
cases with a value of 20.80. The values of the local maximum stress concentration
factors are 4.21 and 2.50 for the simply-supported and fixed-fixed isotropic models,
respectively.
The isoline plot of stress concentration factors for the fixed-free case is given
in Figure 5.97. This isoline plot of stress concentration factors is not symmetrical
about the 3-direction centerline due to the lack of symmetry inherent in the fixed-
free boundary conditions. As previously mentioned, stress concentration factors in
the half of the fixed-free model farthest from the boundary condition (right half in
figures) are not meaningful, as the stresses calculated via classical laminated plate
theory are zero in this half of the model. Thus, any stress concentration factors
calculated would be infinite. An area of increased stress is observed near the groove
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and upper surface of the plate. Beneath the groove there is an area of decreased stress
which intersects the bottom surface of the plate. Another area of slightly increased
stress exists near the bottom surface of the plate as well. Similar to the simply-
supported and fixed-fixed cases, the maximum stress concentration factor occurs on
the groove surface. It is located at an angular position of 37.8'. The value of the
maximum stress concentration factor in this case is 3.40. It should be noted that
the location of the maximum stress concentration factor is different than the point of
maximum normalized negative shear stress, a*, which occurs at an angular position
of 29.10. This is similar to the isotropic fixed-free case, where the maximum stress
concentration factor occurs at an angular location of 37.1' with a value of 3.69.
The simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free isoline plots given in Figures
5.95, 5.96 and 5.97, respectively, demonstrate that the stress concentration factors
approach unity moving away from the groove in the 1-direction. For the simply-
supported case, the stress concentration factors near the upper surface of the plate are
within 5% of unity for values of XL greater than approximately 1.50" (equal to 12 rg).
This condition is met near the lower surface of the plate for values of XL greater than
approximately 1.375" (equal to 11 r). In the isotropic simply-supported case, the
stress concentration factors are within 5% of unity for values of XL greater than 0.80"
(equal to 6.4 rg). In the laminate fixed-fixed case, the stress concentration factors
near the upper surface of the plate are within 5% of unity for values of XL greater
than approximately 1.375" (equal to 11 rg). Near the bottom surface of the plate, this
condition is met for values of XL greater than approximately 1.125" (equal to 9 rg).
For the isotropic fixed-fixed case, the stress concentration factors are within 5% of
unity for values of XL greater than 0.75" (equal to 6 rg). In the laminate fixed-free
case, the stress concentration factors near the upper and lower surfaces of the plate are
within 5% of unity for values of XL greater than approximately 0.50" (equal to 4 rg).
The stress concentration factors near the 1-direction centerline of the plate are within
5% of unity for values of XL greater than approximately 0.25" (equal to 2 rg). In the
isotropic fixed-free case, the stress concentration factors near the upper surface of the
plate are within 5% of unity for values of XL greater than approximately 0.375" (equal
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to 3 rg). This condition is met near the 1-direction centerline and bottom surface of
the plate for values of XL greater than approximately 0.225" (equal to 1.8 rg). Thus,
the distance from the groove in the 1-direction required to recover a13 stresses within
5% of classical laminated plate theory values is greater than the distance necessary
in the isotropic cases to recover a 13 stresses within 5% of simple beam theory values.
5.4 Three-dimensional Laminate Finite Element
Model
The three-dimensional laminate model is utilized to examine the effects of finite
width in the 2-direction on the structural response of the grooved laminated plate.
It is expected that the free surface in the 2-direction will influence the response of
the laminated structure. The lengthscale over which the stress and strain response is
significantly affected by this free surface are of particular interest. In addition, the
response of the three-dimensional laminate model is compared with that of the two-
dimensional laminate model to help define the accuracy and range of applicability of
the two-dimensional model. As described in Section 3.5, the three-dimensional model
is a one-quarter model with rigid backface boundary conditions, depicted in Figure
3.8. The total width (length in the 2-direction equal to 2w) of the three-dimensional
model is 1.25". Thus, the width of the one-quarter model, w, is 0.625". The origin
of the 2-direction is located at the 1-3 plane of symmetry, corresponding to the 1-
3 face visible in Figure 3.8. Thus, the free surface in the 2-direction occurs at a
location of x2 equal to 0.625" (x2 equal to w). It should be noted that the applied
pressure distribution in the 1-3 plane at any x2-location is identical to the applied
pressure distribution in the two-dimensional laminate model. For comparison with
the two-dimensional laminate model results, isostrain and isostress fields are depicted
for 'slices' of the three-dimensional laminate model in the 1-3 plane at various x2-
locations. In addition, the stress values at certain points of interest in the 1-3 plane
(e.g., the location of maximum Ell strain) are recorded and plotted as a function of
x2-location.
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As noted for the two-dimensional laminate model, relatively large, abrupt changes
in the all stress values occur across ply boundaries due to the dependence of material
properties on ply angle. Isostrain plots of Ell strains are used to reduce the magnitude
of these abrupt changes. It should be noted that Poisson coupling with the a3 3
stresses contributes to the abrupt changes observed in the Ell isostrain plots, due
to the dependence of Poisson's ratio v 13 on ply angle. The value of the maximum
applied pressure for the laminate models, described in Chapter 4, is 1.85 x 105 psi.
Utilizing this value results in unrealistically large Ell strains. Thus, as in the case of
the two-dimensional laminate model, the maximum applied pressure is reduced one
order of magnitude to a value of 1.85 x 104 psi so that realistic strains are observed in
the model. It should be noted that this does not affect the stress results as reported,
as all stress values are normalized by the maximum applied pressure. Isostress plots
of a* and a13 normalized stresses are also provided. As in the two-dimensional
laminate case, the a*3 stress fields have a generally jagged appearance, with these
changes occurring at ply interfaces. This is caused by the dependence of the shear
modulus on ply angle. The shear modulus in the 1-3 plane, G13, for a ply angle of O0
is approximately 1.54 times the value of G13 for a ply angle of 900. This limits the
magnitude of the abrupt changes. Thus, the jagged appearance of the a3 isostress
plots is limited, and these plots are still readable and more useful than isostrain plots
in which Poisson coupling factors in the effects of other stresses. It should be noted
that in all cases, any such discontinuities or large gradients observed in isostress or
isostrain lines occur at ply boundaries as expected.
Isostrain plots of the 11 strains in the 1-3 plane are shown in Figures 5.98, 5.99,
5.100, 5.101, and 5.102 at x2-locations of 0, 0.25 w, 0.50 w, 0.75 w, and w, respectively
(upper figures). The two-dimensional isostrain plot is provided in Figure 5.72 and
is reproduced in each of these figures for direct comparison (lower figures). As in
the two-dimensional model, the Ell response near the groove surface is relatively
complex. Thus, isostrain plots of the Ell strain field focused near the groove are shown
in Figures 5.103, 5.104 and 5.105 for x2-locations of 0, 0.50w, and w, respectively.
Strain fields focused near the groove for x2-1ocations of 0.25 w and 0.75 w are not
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Figure 5.98 Isostrain plots of the E11 strain field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model at the 1-3 plane of symmetry,
and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate model.
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Figure 5.99 Isostrain plots of the Ell strain field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper figure)
three-dimensional laminate model one quarter-width from the 1-3 plane
of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate model.
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Figure 5.100 Isostrain plots of the Ell strain field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model one half-width from the 1-3
plane of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate
model. 
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Figure 5.101 Isostrain plots of the cll strain field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model three quarter-widths from
the 1-3 plane of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional
laminate model.
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Figure 5.102 Isostrain plots of the E11 strain field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model at the free surface, and for
the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate model.
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Figure 5.103 Isostrain plot of the Ell strain field in the 1-3 plane for a portion of
the three-dimensional laminate model with rigid backface boundary
conditions at the 1-3 plane of symmetry.
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Figure 5.104 Isostrain plot of the Ell strain field in the 1-3 plane for a portion of
the three-dimensional laminate model with rigid backface boundary
conditions one half-width from the 1-3 plane of symmetry.
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Figure 5.105 Isostrain plot of the 11 strain field in the 1-3 plane for a portion of
the three-dimensional laminate model with rigid backface boundary
conditions at the free surface.
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shown as they are very similar to the strain field at an x2-location of 0.50w and
do not provide any additional information. An isostrain plot of the two-dimensional
Ell strain field focused near the groove is provided in Figure 5.76. The isostrain line
values are +200, +400, +600, +800, etc. (in units of pstrain) in all three-dimensional
cases except at the free surface (Figures 5.102 and 5.105). Because of the relatively
large and concentrated tensile strains near the base of the groove at the free surface,
the positive isostrain line values in these two figures occur in increments of 200 as
described above up to a value of 2000. Above a value of 2000, the isostrain line values
occur in increments of 1000, yielding isostrain line values of 2000, 3000, 4000, and
5000. The locations and values of the local maximum tensile and compressive e11
strains, ET and ec, respectively, are provided in Table 5.21 for the two-dimensional
isotropic model and for each of the 'slices' of the three-dimensional model in the 1-3
plane.
In general, the shapes of the three-dimensional strain fields are similar to the two-
dimensional strain field except at the free surface, where very large strain gradients
exist near the 3-direction centerline. Directly beneath the groove there is an area
of tensile E11 strain in all cases. At the free surface (x2 equal to w), this region of
tensile strain has relatively large magnitudes and intersects the groove surface near
the base of the groove. At x2-locations of 0, 0.25w, 0.50w, and 0.75 w, a small
region of relatively low-magnitude compressive strain occurs near the base of the
groove. Tensile Ell strains occur on the groove surface between angular locations of
approximately -15' to -400 at x2-locations of 0, 0.25w, 0.50w, and 0.75w. At the
free surface, the ell strain state on the groove surface is complex and varies between
compressive and tensile within this angular range. In all cases, a relatively large
region of compressive e11 strain, located between angular positions of approximately
-300 and -450, occurs near the groove surface. Additional regions of tensile strain
exist on the groove surface above the area of compressive strain and near the upper
surface of the plate. It should be noted that the isostrain lines at the 1-3 plane of
symmetry and at the free surface appear more jagged than those at x2-1ocations of
0.25w, 0.50w, and 0.75w, with the greatest degree of jaggedness exhibited at the
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Table 5.21 Local maximum ell normalized strain values and locations for the two-
dimensional laminate model and for the three-dimensional laminate
model in the 1-3 plane at various x2-locations
Strain value Strain location
Locationt
eT [plstrain] ec [pstrain] OT [deg] rT [in] €c [deg] rc [in]
2D 1340 -969 -41.5 0.125 -35.9 0.148
x2 = 0 1460 -658 -35.7 0.125 -37.2 0.163
x2 = 0.25 w 1390 -669 -35.7 0.125 -37.2 0.163
x2 = 0.50 w 1420 -671 -35.7 0.125 -37.2 0.163
x2 = 0.75w 1510 -651 -35.7 0.125 -37.2 0.163
x2 = w 5850 -1010 0 0.125 -36.5 0.146
tNote: '2D' refers to the two-dimensional model, while a location value refers to
the three-dimensional model.
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free surface. Considering Table 5.21, the value of the maximum tensile strain, ET,
for the three-dimensional model is greater than for the two-dimensional model in all
cases. The difference is relatively small except at the free surface, where the value of
ET is roughly 4 times greater than for the two-dimensional model. The location of the
maximum tensile strain is constant for z 2-locations of 0, 0.25 w, 0.50 w, and 0.75 w,
occurring on the groove surface at an angular position of - 35.7' . The magnitude of
this angular location is 5.80 less than the two-dimensional model magnitude of 41.5',
approximately equal to a change of one element. At the free surface, the maximum
tensile strain occurs at the base of the groove (0O). The magnitude of the maximum
compressive strain, Ec, is significantly smaller than for the two-dimensional model
in all cases except at the free surface. At the free surface, the magnitude of Ec is
slightly larger than for the two-dimensional model. The location of the maximum
compressive strain is constant with an angular position, /c, of - 37.2' and a radial
location, rc, of 0.163" for X2-1ocations of 0, 0.25 w, 0.50w, and 0.75 w. The magnitude
of this angular location is 1.3' greater than the two-dimensional model magnitude of
35.9'. The radial location of Ec is also larger than that of the two-dimensional model,
which has a value of 0.148". At the free surface, the maximum compressive strain
occurs at an angular location of- 36.50 and a radial location of 0.146". Both values
are relatively close to the corresponding two-dimensional model values of - 35.90 and
0.148". These small differences are attributable to the slightly different finite element
discretizations in the 1-3 plane for the two-dimensional and three-dimensional models.
Isostress plots of the oa3 stresses in the 1-3 plane are shown in Figures 5.106,
5.107, 5.108, 5.109, and 5.110 for z 2-locations of 0, 0.25w, 0.50w, 0.75w, and w,
respectively (upper figures). The a*3 stress field for the two-dimensional model is
provided in Figure 5.11 and is reproduced in each of these figures for direct comparison
(lower figures). The isostress line values are ±5%, ±10%, ±20%, ±30%, ±40%, etc.
in all cases. The locations and values of the local maximum normalized tensile and
compressive a*3 stresses, a* and a, respectively, are provided in Table 5.22 for the
two-dimensional isotropic model and for each of the 'slices' of the three-dimensional
model in the 1-3 plane.
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Figure 5.106 Isostress plots of the ae stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model at the 1-3 plane of symmetry,
and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate model.
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Figure 5.107 Isostress plots of the a3 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper fig-
ure) three-dimensional laminate model one quarter-width from the 1-3
plane of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate
model.
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Figure 5.108 Isostress plots of the a3 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model one half-width from the 1-3
plane of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate
model.
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Figure 5.109 Isostress plots of the o3 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model three quarter-widths from
the 1-3 plane of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional
laminate model.
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Figure 5.110 Isostress plots of the u3 3 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model at the free surface, and for
the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate model.
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Table 5.22 Local maximum a3 normalized stress values and locations for the two-
dimensional laminate model and for the three-dimensional laminate
model in the 1-3 plane at various x2-1ocations
Stress value Stress locationt
Locationt
ua [%] ab [%] 4T [deg] c [deg]
2D 31.1 -100 -43.3 0
x2 = 0 27.3 -99.8 -43.3 0
x2 = 0.25 w 26.0 -100 -43.3 0
X2 = 0.50 w 26.1 -100 -43.3 0
x2 = 0.75 w 26.5 -100 -43.3 0
x2 = w 24.9 -103 -43.3 0
tNote: '2D' refers to the two-dimensional model, while
a location value refers to the three-dimensional
model.
SNote: All maximum points occur on the groove surface
(r = 0.125").
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Comparing the three-dimensional results with the two-dimensional results, it is
observed that the three-dimensional a*a stress fields are very similar to the two-
dimensional o33 stress field at x2-locations of 0.25w, 0.50w, and 0.75w. This is
particularly true local to the groove surface where the aiU stress fields in the three-
dimensional model are nearly identical to the two-dimensional model. In all cases,
the maximum compressive stress, a*, is located at the base of the groove with a value
equal to or very near - 100%, the same magnitude as the maximum applied pressure.
Small deviations from this value are observed at the 1-3 plane of symmetry and at
the free surface. The relatively small area of tensile stress near the groove surface
is also present in all cases. Its shape is very similar to that of the two-dimensional
model results except at the free surface (x 2 equal to w). Furthermore, as shown in
Table 5.22, the location of the maximum tensile stress, a*, is identical to that of the
two-dimensional model in all cases, occurring on the groove surface at an angular
position of - 43.3' . However, the value of a, in the three-dimensional model is less
than that observed in the two-dimensional model at each x2-location examined. At
the 1-3 plane of symmetry, a has a value of 27.3%, less than the two-dimensional
value of 31.1%. The value of ua is roughly constant at 26% for x2-1ocations of 0.25 w
and 0.50 w. A slight increase to a value of 26.5% is observed at an x2-location of
0.75 w, followed by a decrease in the value of a* to 24.9% at the free surface (x2
equal to w). Finally, it is noted that, in general, the a isostress lines at the 1-3
plane of symmetry and at the free surface, shown in Figures 5.106 and 5.110, have a
somewhat jagged appearance, with the isostress lines at the free surface having the
greatest degree of jaggedness.
The aU3 stress fields in the 1-3 plane at x2-1ocations of 0, 0.25w, 0.50w, 0.75w,
and w are shown in Figures 5.111, 5.112, 5.113, 5.114, and 5.115, respectively (upper
figures). The a*3 stress field for the two-dimensional model is provided in Figure 5.17
and is reproduced in each of these figures for direct comparison (lower figures). The
isostress lines in these figures have values of +5%, ±10%, ±20%, +30%, and ±40%.
At the free surface of the three-dimensional model, the response of the structure near
the groove is very complex. Thus, an isostress plot of the oa3 stress field focused near
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Figure 5.111 Isostress plots of the a* stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model at the 1-3 plane of symmetry,
and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate model.
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Figure 5.112 Isostress plots of the a*3 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper fig-
ure) three-dimensional laminate model one quarter-width from the 1-3
plane of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate
model.
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Figure 5.113 Isostress plots of the cr13 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model one half-width from the 1-3
plane of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate
model.
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Figure 5.114 Isostress plots of the oa3 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model three quarter-widths from
the 1-3 plane of symmetry, and for the (lower figure) two-dimensional
laminate model.
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Figure 5.115 Isostress plots of the a 13 stress field in the 1-3 plane for the (upper
figure) three-dimensional laminate model at the free surface, and for
the (lower figure) two-dimensional laminate model.
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the groove is shown in Figure 5.116. The locations and values of the local maximum
normalized positive and negative a 3 stresses, a, and a*o, respectively, are provided
in Table 5.23 for the two-dimensional isotropic model and for each of the 'slices' of
the three-dimensional model in the 1-3 plane. It should be noted that negative shear
stresses only occur in the three-dimensional one-quarter model at the free surface, as
shown in Figure 5.116.
The a(4 stress fields for the three-dimensional model at x2-locations of 0.25w,
0.50w, and 0.75w are nearly identical to that of the two-dimensional model. In all
cases, the a*3 isolines have a jagged appearance. The degree of jaggedness is limited
at x2-locations of 0.25w, 0.50w, and 0.75w. Much larger changes are observed at
the 1-3 plane of symmetry and at the free surface. In all cases, a region of shear
stress exists near the groove and intersects the groove surface, with a small extension
occurring along the upper portion of the groove surface. The location of the maximum
positive shear stress, a(, is identical for x2-locations of 0.25 w and 0.50w, with an
angular position of - 34.00 and a radial location of 0.129". This is very similar to the
two-dimensional model, in which the the maximum positive shear stress occurs at
an angular position of - 33.90 and at a radial location of 0.128". At the 1-3 plane of
symmetry, a; is located on the groove surface at an angular position of - 39.7' . The
maximum positive shear stress also occurs on the groove surface for an x2-location
of 0.75w, with an angular position of - 37.80. At the free surface, the magnitude of
the angular position of a decreases substantially to a value of - 25.20, with a radial
location of 0.132". The value of a4 in the three-dimensional model is somewhat
less than the two-dimensional model value of 37.8% except at the free surface where
it increases notably. At the 1-3 plane of symmetry, the value of a, is 36.6%. At
x2-locations of 0.25 w and 0.50 w, a4, is roughly constant with values of 35.3% and
35.4%, respectively. The value of a( increases to 36.4% at an x2-location of 0.75 w.
The maximum normalized positive shear stress is maximum at the free surface with
a value of 47.4%, larger than the two-dimensional model value of 37.8%. In general,
negative shear stresses are not observed in the three-dimensional one-quarter model
except at the free surface. At this x2-location, a maximum normalized negative shear
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Figure 5.116 Isostress plot of the ao3 stress field in the 1-3 plane for a portion of
the three-dimensional laminate model with rigid backface boundary
conditions at the free surface.
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Table 5.23 Local maximum a*3 normalized stress values and locations for the two-
dimensional laminate model and for the three-dimensional laminate
model in the 1-3 plane at various x2-locations
Stress value Stress location
Location t
o~f [%] O [%] p [deg] rp [in] ON [deg] rN [in]
2D 37.8 -37.7 -33.9 0.128 33.9 0.128
X2 = 0 36.6 -t -39.7 0.125 -t -t
x2 = 0.25 w 35.3 -t -34.0 0.129 -t -_
X2 = 0.50 w 35.4 -t -34.0 0.129 -t -t
X2 = 0.75w 36.4 -t -37.8 0.125 -t -t
X2 = w 47.4 -11.9 -25.2 0.132 -4.2 0.136
tNote: '2D' refers to the two-dimensional model, while a location value
refers to the three-dimensional model.
tNote: Negative shear stresses are generally not present in the three-
dimensional one-quarter model.
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stress of - 11.9% is observed at an angular position of - 4.20 and at a radial location
of 0.136". This is signficantly different from the two-dimensional model, in which
a maximum normalized negative shear stress of - 37.7% is observed at an angular
position of 33.90 and at a radial location of 0.128". It should be noted that, because
the three-dimensional model is a one-quarter model, the negative shear stress region
exhibited by the two-dimensional model cannot be shown. With the results being
symmetrical about the 3-direction centerline, a full three-dimensional model would
exhibit a negative shear stress region identical to the positive shear stress region.
Thus, the magnitudes of the value and location of the maximum negative shear stress
would also be the same.
In addition to the stress and strain fields presented in Figures 5.98 through 5.116,
the normalized stress magnitudes at certain points of interest in the 1-3 plane of the
three-dimensional model are recorded and plotted in Figure 5.117 as a function of
x2-location. These points of interest are identified based on key aspects of the stress
fields in the two-dimensional model. They are: the normalized a*3 stress magnitudes
at angular locations of 0' and - 43.30 on the groove surface, corresponding to the
locations of the maximum compressive and tensile a3 stresses in the two-dimensional
laminate model, respectively; the normalized a 3 stress magnitudes at an angular
position of -34.00 and at a radial location of 0.129", corresponding to the nodal
location closest to the location of the maximum normalized positive shear stress in
the two-dimensional laminate model; the a*, stress magnitudes at an angular location
of - 41.50 on the groove surface, corresponding to the location of the maximum tensile
e11 strain in the two-dimensional laminate model; and a*, stress magnitudes at an
angular position of - 35.90 and at a radial location of 0.148", corresponding to the
location of the maximum compressive Ell strain in the two-dimensional laminate
model. Stress magnitudes are reported instead of pure values to reduce the range of
the y-axis in Figure 5.117.
Considering this figure, the stress magnitudes are not constant near the 1-3 plane
of symmetry with variations in stress magnitudes observed between x2-1ocations of 0
to approximately 0.1 w. For the a*3 and ac3 magnitudes provided in Figure 5.117, the
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Figure 5.117 Normalized stress magnitudes as a function of x2-location for selected
points of interest in the three-dimensional laminate model.
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magnitude of these variations is relatively small. Much larger variations are observed
in the al, stress magnitudes, most notably for those at an angular location of - 41.5'
on the groove surface (filled squares in figure). It should be noted that the width of
the three-dimensional one-quarter model is equal to the total plate thickness. Thus,
the plate thickness, t, can be used in place of the width, w, in measuring distance
from the free surface in Figure 5.117.
The a and a*3 stress magnitudes are relatively constant for x2-locations from
approximately 0.1 w to 0.75 w. For x2-locations from 0.75 w to w, the free surface has
an increasing effect on the stress magnitudes at these points. Approaching the free
surface, the maximum changes in a* and a*3 stress magnitudes from their roughly
constant values are approximately 10%. The al stress magnitudes corresponding to
the location of the maximum tensile nll strain in the two-dimensional model (filled
squares in figure) are relatively constant from 0.1 w to 0.9 w. From this point to
the free surface, the stress magnitudes increase slightly and then decrease, reaching
a magnitude at the free surface approximately 20% less than the roughly constant
value. The al stress magnitudes corresponding to the location of the maximum
compressive ell strain in the two-dimensional laminate model (unfilled squares in
figure) are roughly constant from 0.1 w to 0.50w, decreasing by less than 5%. The
rate of decrease increases from 0.50w to approximately 0.90w, at which point the
stress magnitudes are roughly 40% less than the approximately constant value. From
0.90 w to the free surface, the al stress magnitudes increase quite rapidly, reaching
a magnitude roughly 50% greater than the approximately constant value.
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Chapter 6
DISCUSSION
The primary goal of this investigation is to examine the stress and strain response
of a grooved structure subjected to an out-of-plane contact loading. The influence of
selected geometrical and loading parameters are examined, as well as the effects of
various boundary conditions. The lengthscale over which the groove geometry and
contact loading affect the response of the structure is considered. The response of a
laminated configuration is also examined and compared to the response of an isotropic
grooved plate. In addition, any possible influence the specific modeling techniques
utilized may have on the observed responses of the models are assessed. These items
are discussed in this chapter using the results obtained from finite element analyses,
as reported in Chapter 5.
6.1 Modeling Effects
Before discussing the results presented in Chapter 5, it is important to identify
any effects that the specific modeling techniques utilized may have on the results.
Two categories of modeling-related effects are identified: those attributable to the
contact model, and those attributable to the discrete nature of the finite element
mesh as utilized. The contact model, described in Section 4.1, essentially consists
of a pressure distribution applied to a portion of the groove surface. The specific
pressure distribution and contact area used are designed to simulate the contact
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situation between a ball bearing and grooved plate. In an actual contact situation,
the groove surface must conform to the surface of the ball bearing, assuming the
ball bearing is sufficiently rigid. Because the contact model in this work simulates
contact via a pressure distribution, the groove surface is not constrained precisely
in this manner. This is not an issue of key concern for the isotropic models, as
the material properties at every location are identical and independent of coordinate
system. Thus, all deformations are relatively smooth and continuous regardless of the
lack of a rigid indenting surface. The results for the laminated models, however, are
affected, as the material properties vary from ply to ply, depending upon the fiber
angle of the ply. Thus, the response of each ply to the applied pressure loading may
vary considerably across ply boundaries, despite the fact that the applied loading
is smooth and continuous. In Figures 5.76, 5.77, and 5.78, the Ell strain fields are
depicted near the groove surface for the two-dimensional laminated models with rigid
backface, simply-supported, and fixed-free boundary conditions, respectively. The
relatively complex and rapidly changing strain response observed near the groove
surface is in large part due to the lack of a physical rigid indenting surface constraining
the deformation of the groove surface. Additional simulations utilizing a contact
model that applies this constraint would be necessary to determine the extent of its
effects on the local response of a laminated structure. Such a model would have
a pressure distribution changing from ply to ply due to the dependence of contact
stiffness on ply orientation.
The lack of a rigid ball bearing surface may also influence the response of both
isotropic and laminate models with simply-supported and fixed-fixed boundary con-
ditions. These boundary conditions result in the structure bending under the applied
pressure loading. This causes the groove to change its overall shape. In these results,
the left and right halves of the groove surface are drawn together. The relative ap-
proach of the two halves of the groove surface depends upon the magnitude of the
applied loading. In the simply-supported case, the relative approach of the upper
left and right corners of the groove surface is approximately 0.002 r9 per pound/inch
of applied loading. In the fixed-fixed case, this value is approximately 0.001 rg per
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pound/inch of applied loading. Note that for the two-dimensional models all applied
loadings are loads per unit length. Thus, in an actual contact situation, the ball
bearing can become 'pinched' between the left and right halves of the groove surface.
This behavior increases the contact area between the ball bearing and groove surface,
affecting the local response of the structure. Because the contact model used in this
work does not employ a physical rigid indentor, any effects of this 'pinching' behavior
cannot be captured. Finite element simulations that model contact by utilizing an
actual rigid ball bearing would be necessary to examine the effects of these specific
details on the response of a grooved structure.
The structure is discretized into an assembly of small finite elements via the finite
element mesh. The displacements of the element nodes form the basis for calculating
stress and strain within the elements. Thus, locations of maximum stress and strain
can only occur at nodal points. In addition, these points of maximum stress and
strain often occur on the groove surface. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the approximate
length of an element edge on the groove surface is 0.01". The angle formed by the
groove center of curvature and the corners of the finite element edge is approximately
4.60. Thus, the angular locations of maximum stress and strain values located on the
groove surface must occur in multiples of approximately 4.6' (some small variations
are observed due to the fact that all edges on the groove surface are not exactly
0.01" in length). For example, the locations and values of maximum normalized Ual
stresses are presented in Table 5.1 for the range of values of relative groove depth, h/t,
examined. For a value of h/t of 0.2, the angular location of the maximum normalized
compressive stress, a*, is ±18.6', which is roughly equal to ±4.6' multiplied by 4.
Examining the location of a* for values of h/t of 0.4 and 0.5, it is observed to increase
from ±27.80 to ±32.50, a change of ±4.70 being equal to one element. It should be
noted that away from the groove surface, the length of an element edge is somewhat
variable and is generally larger than 0.01". Thus, angular locations occurring beneath
the groove surface may not occur in multiples of approximately 4.60. The finite nature
of finite element modeling results in this type of behavior. Utilizing a finer mesh near
points of interest, such as locations of maximum tensile or compressive stress, would
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improve the overall accuracy of the calculated locations of these points.
The radial locations of maximum stress and strain points occurring beneath the
groove surface are also affected by the constraint to occur at nodal points. In Table
5.3, the locations and values of maximum normalized shear stress are presented for
the range of values of h/t examined. As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the
length of an element edge is approximately 0.01" on the groove surface. Element edge
lengths tend to increase moving away from the groove surface, but are approximately
0.01" within the first two element layers radially from the groove surface. Examining
the radial location of the maximum negative shear stress, rN, in Table 5.3, it appears
to abruptly change between values of h/t of 0.1 and 0.2, and between values of 0.4
and 0.5, while remaining relatively constant for other values of h/t. The magnitude of
these changes in radial location is approximately equal to 0.01", indicating a change in
location from one node to an adjacent node. Thus, the finite element models have the
ability to refine the locations of points of interest to within one element edge length.
In general, changes in the locations of maximum points should be considered carefully,
keeping this limitation in mind. As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the finite
nature of finite element modeling results in this type of behavior. A finer mesh would
reduce the size of the elements, resulting in greater fidelity in the calculated locations
of points of interest.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the finite element mesh is not symmetric about the
3-direction centerline of the models due to the meshing techniques utilized. The lack
of mesh symmetry generally has little effect on the observed results, as demonstrated
by the symmetric appearance of the isostress and isostrain plots. The effects of this
asymmetry are noticeable in the locations and values of the maximum normalized
o3 stresses, however. Examining Table 5.3, it is apparent that locations and values
of the maximum positive and negative a*3 stresses are not identical in magnitude, as
expected for the symmetric grooved plate structure and symmetric applied pressure
distribution. The magnitudes of these differences are relatively small and have a
negligible impact upon the response of the structure. This issue could and should
be eliminated by employing meshing techniques that create a symmetrical mesh.
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Another solution would be to only model one half of the two-dimensional grooved
structure, as the response has been shown to be symmetrical about the 3-direction
centerline in all cases except those utilizing fixed-free boundary conditions. The
response of the half of the structure not modeled will be the same as the modeled
half, with the a*3 stress results being opposite in sign.
6.2 Effects of Load and Groove Details
The effects of two geometrical parameters pertaining to the groove are examined
in this work: groove angle (a) and relative groove depth (h/t). In addition, the effects
of the angle at which the loading is applied to the groove, termed the load angle (0),
is considered. A full description of these items is provided in Chapter 3.
In Figures 5.10 through 5.15, the a* isostress plots are provided for the two-
dimensional isotropic model with rigid backface boundary conditions and relative
groove depth (h/t) values of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, respectively. As mentioned
in Section 3.3, changes in relative groove depth are achieved by holding the grooved
depth (h) constant and varying the total plate thickness (t). Thus, the total thickness
beneath the groove (t - h) also varies. Considering Figures 5.10 through 5.15, it can
be seen that the value of the relative groove depth has negligible effects upon the
shape of the a*3 stress field. However, the extent of the au3 stress field does depend
upon the thickness of the model beneath the groove (t - h), as the rigid backface
boundary conditions cut off the au3 stress field at the corresponding location in the
3-direction. This behavior indicates that it is the total thickness beneath the groove
and not the groove depth that significantly influences the response of the structure.
The results for the various groove angles examined supports the notion that the
thickness beneath the groove (t - h) is an important parameter. As mentioned in
Section 3.3, the thickness beneath the groove is held constant in all cases investigating
the effects of groove angle, while the groove depth (h) depends upon the groove
angle. Thus, the groove depth is unique for each groove angle examined. In general,
the observed stress fields do not change for different groove angles. For example,
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the aU3 stress fields for the two-dimensional isotropic models with groove angles of
1800 and 1200, as shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.25, respectively, are nearly identical.
These results further demonstrate that the thickness beneath the groove (t - h) is
an important parameter in determining the response of the grooved plate, while the
groove depth (h) has negligible effects. The only noticeable effect of changing the
groove angle is a change in size and magnitude of the small area of low-magnitude
a 3 tensile stress near the upper portion of the groove surface. The large region of a*3
compressive stress local to the groove surface and extending to the bottom surface of
the plate is essentially identical in both cases. It should be noted that the applied
pressure distribution covers an angle of approximately 83.4' centered at the base of
the groove, significantly less than the smallest groove angle examined (1200). Thus,
the applied pressure distribution is unaffected by the groove angle in all cases.
The importance of the material thickness beneath the groove can be further
demonstrated by considering the a;l stress fields. In Figures 5.3 and 5.6, these
stress fields are provided for the two-dimensional isotropic model with rigid back-
face boundary conditions and values of h/t of 0.2 and 0.5, respectively. As the h/t
ratio is increased from 0.2 to 0.5, the compressive stress area near the groove surface
and the tensile stress areas near the groove surface and upper plate surface decrease
in size and magnitude. The region of tensile stress beneath the groove, however, in-
creases in both size and magnitude and intersects the groove surface. This behavior
is caused by the decreasing thickness beneath the groove (t - h) and can be demon-
strated through the application of overall equilibrium as the tensile region beneath
the groove develops in response to the 1-direction components of the applied pressure
distribution.
The applied pressure distribution, given by equation (4.13), is normal to the groove
surface. This results in components in both the 1-direction and 3-direction, except at
the base of the groove where it is solely in the 3-direction. Free body diagrams of the
left and right halves of the grooved plate are depicted in Figure 6.1, in which the term
P represents the applied pressure distribution. Note that for the two-dimensional
models, all applied loadings are loads per unit length. Reactions in the 3-direction,
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Figure 6.1 Representative free body diagrams of the left and right halves of the
two-dimensional grooved plate with rigid backface boundary conditions.
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termed R 3, occur on the bottom faces in response to the 3-direction components of
the applied pressure distribution. The 1-direction components of the applied pressure
distribution generate internal resultants in the 1-direction, termed R 1, beneath the
groove. The material beneath the groove carries this loading via stresses in the
1-direction. This results in the observed region of oa; tensile stress. This overall
effect can be calculated by determining the resultant reaction, R 1, and the total force
per unit length in the 1-direction due to the applied pressure distribution, P1 , and
equating their magnitudes.
Multiplying the expression for the applied pressure distribution by sin 0 yields the
1-direction component of the applied pressure distribution. Integrating over the total
angle of the applied pressure distribution yields the total force per unit length in the
1-direction (P1). This calculation is given by equation (6.1):
1
P = JOn max 1 - r sin sin ¢ do (6.1)
where Ipressure is the total angle of the applied pressure distribution (41.70), Umax
is the maximum applied pressure value (2.48 x 105 psi), rg is the groove radius of
curvature (0.125"), and a is the length of the contact arc in the 1-direction (0.0832").
It should be noted that the variable x in equation (4.13), representing distance from
the base of the groove in the 1-direction, is replaced by the equivalent expression
rg sin q in equation (6.1). For the isotropic models, the value of P1 is 5090 lbs/in.
This total force per unit length, P1, must be countered by the internal resultant,
R 1. The forces per unit length P and R 1 act in opposite directions and thus will have
the same sign and the same magnitude. The internal resultant, R1, can be calculated
via step-wise integration of the all stresses along the x3-line directly beneath the
groove. Doing so for the two-dimensional isotropic model with a relative groove
depth of 0.5, shown in Figure 5.6, yields a value of R 1 of 5140 lbs/in, within 1% of
the value of P1 of 5090 lbs/in. Thus, the tensile region beneath the groove is primarily
a product of the 1-direction components of the applied pressure distribution. This
result indicates that decreasing the plate thickness beneath the groove will increase
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the magnitude of the tensile stress region, as there is less material available to carry
the 1-direction loading. As the plate thickness decreases, the aT stress field local
to the groove surface becomes increasingly affected by the increasing magnitude of
the tensile stress region beneath the groove. Thus, the results for the various values
of relative groove depth (h/t) and groove angle (a) demonstrate that the thickness
beneath the groove (t-h) is a key parameter in determining the response of a grooved
plate, while the groove depth (h) has negligible effects.
The loading parameter considered herein, termed the load angle, '6, has obvious
effects on the stress response of the grooved isotropic structure. Different load angles
are simulated by shifting the applied pressure distribution along the groove surface
by the desired angle. The stress fields resulting from the various load angles tested
shift along the groove in accordance with the load angle. In Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4,
the stress fields observed for a load angle of 450 are presented after being transformed
(rotated) by - 450 (upper figures). For comparison, the results for a load angle of O0
are also provided (lower figures). The dashed lines shown in the transformed isostress
plots for the 450 load angle (upper figures) are oriented at a 450 angle. These dashed
lines indicate the location of the upper surface of the plate in the non-rotated results.
Thus, no isostress lines can exist at an angle greater than 450 in these figures, as they
would indicate stresses above the upper surface of the plate. Examining Figures 6.2,
6.3, and 6.4, it can be seen that local to the groove surface, the transformed results
for a 450 load angle are very similar to those for a 00 load angle. This is particularly
true for the a 3 stress fields, shown in Figure 6.3, in which the transformed isostress
lines near the groove surface are nearly identical to those for a load angle of 00.
These results indicate that the details of the local response of the structure with
rigid backface boundary conditions are primarily the result of the applied pressure
distribution and are not affected by the load angle, beyond their overall alignment
with the load angle.
Returning to the results for the various groove angles (a) examined, it was pre-
viously noted that the applied pressure distribution covers a total angle of 83.40,
centered at the base of the groove. The smallest groove angle examined in this work
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O,* =- 30.7%
OT* = + 23.5%
Comparison of the a*, isostress plots for (upper figure) a load angle, 3, of
450 with stress field rotated by - 450, and for (lower figure) a load angle
of 0O.
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Figure 6.2
C* = - 100%
OT" = + 20.9 %
Figure 6.3 Comparison of the a*3 isostress plots for (upper figure) a load angle, 3, of
450 with stress field rotated by - 450, and for (lower figure) a load angle
of 0O.
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N' =- 25.8%rotated top
S= - 30.1%
Figure 6.4 Comparison of the a*3 isostress plots for (upper figure) a load angle, 0, of
45' with stress field rotated by - 450, and for (lower figure) a load angle
of O'.
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is 120', significantly larger than the angle over which the applied pressure is dis-
tributed. The results for the various load angles (0) examined indicate that the
applied pressure distribution is the primary factor in determining the details of the
local response of the grooved structure. For the cases investigating the effects of
groove angle, the applied pressure distribution remains constant. Thus, the observed
response is independent of groove angle, provided the groove angle is sufficient so as
not to interfere with the applied pressure distribution.
6.3 Effects of Boundary Conditions
Four boundary conditions are used in the present work: rigid backface, simply-
supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free, as described in Section 3.4 and depicted in Fig-
ure 3.6. These boundary conditions primarily influence the overall structural response
of the grooved plate. For example, the a*1 stress distributions for the two-dimensional
isotropic models with rigid backface and simply-supported boundary conditions are
provided in Figures 5.3 and 5.41, respectively. The simply-supported boundary condi-
tions allow the structure to bend, generating -11 stresses in addition to those directly
due to the applied loading. Near the groove, the all stresses are concentrated and
have relatively large magnitudes and gradients. These relatively large o11 gradients
also influence the a 33 stress field near the groove. In Figure 5.47, the a*3 normalized
stress field is shown for the simply-supported case. Its shape is significantly different
than the 43 normalized stress field for rigid backface boundary conditions, provided
in Figure 5.11. These differences are primarily a product of the relatively large all
gradients occurring near the groove surface. This is most easily seen by considering
two-dimensional differential equilibrium:
al +  = 0  (6.2)
al3 d33+ = 0 (6.3)
O -1 331
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The relatively large all gradients require relatively large U13 gradients for equilibrium.
This in turn requires relatively large a33 gradients to satisfy equilibrium, resulting in
the differences observed between the a*, stress fields depicted in Figures 5.11 (rigid
backface) and 5.47 (simply-supported).
Beam bending occurs in the grooved structure away from the groove, demon-
strated by the recovery of simple beam theory values in the simply-supported and
fixed-free stress concentration factor plots. In the fixed-fixed case, the length of the
structure is insufficient to allow simple beam theory values to be recovered. In a longer
structure, simple beam theory values would be recovered away from the groove. Local
to the groove, there is a region of the structure in which the response significantly
deviates from simple beam theory. In this region, the specific effects of the groove
and load introduction influence the response of the structure, causing it to deviate
from simple beam bending. The extent of this region may depend on the specific
boundary conditions, indicated by the different distances required to recover simple
beam theory values. The finite length of the model may also influence the recovery
of simple beam theory values, as demonstrated by the fixed-fixed case. Additional
simulations utilizing longer models are necessary to determine the exact nature of the
relationship between the boundary conditions applied to the model and the region
over which the response deviates from that predicted by simple beam theory.
6.4 Overall Structural Response
The overall response of a grooved plate to an out-of-plane contact load can be
considered to be composed of an overall global response of the structure and a local
response near the groove. The global response is a product of the overall structural
configuration and the global aspect of the loading, in which the boundary conditions
play an important role. The local response near the groove is a product of two items:
the effect on the overall stress fields due to the removal of material to create the groove
and the details of the introduction of the applied loading. The effect of the removal
of material to create the groove is analogous to the effect of a through-thickness hole
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in a plate. In both cases, a geometric discontinuity is introduced into the structure
through the removal of material, influencing the local response of the structure. These
three components of the overall response are depicted in Figure 6.5 and discussed in
more detail in the following paragraphs. These items interact to produce the overall
structural response of the grooved plate.
The first component of the overall structural response, corresponding to item 1
in Figure 6.5, considers the global response of the structure, of which the boundary
conditions are a major contributor. The rigid backface boundary conditions constrain
the bottom surface of the plate to have zero deflection, preventing the structure from
bending. The simply-supported, fixed-fixed, and fixed-free boundary conditions allow
a global response to the applied loading in the form of beam bending. Simple beam
theory can be used to calculate the all and a13 stresses due to bending as follows:
ca1 = M (6.4)I
SQ
ala = Q (6.5)IB
where M is the resultant moment, z is the location within the beam in the 3-direction
(thickness-direction) relative to the neutral axis, I is the moment of inertia of the
cross-section of the beam, S is the resultant shear, Q is the moment of area above
the neutral axis, and B is the width of the beam. The specific boundary conditions
applied to the structure determine the internal moment (M) and shear (S) resultants
that develop. Thus, the all and al1 stresses due to bending are affected by the
boundary conditions, thereby having primary influence on the global response of the
structure.
The second component of the overall structural response, corresponding to item
2 in Figure 6.5, considers the geometric discontinuity caused by the presence of the
groove. A groove is created within a plate through the removal of material, resulting
in decreased total plate thickness beneath the groove. This geometric configuration
results in stress concentrations within the structure near the groove. These stress
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Representations of the three components comprising the overall struc-
tural response of a grooved plate subjected to out-of-plane contact load-
ing.
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Figure 6.5
concentrations are caused by two issues. The first cause of the stress concentrations
can be seen by considering simple beam theory and the geometry of the structure.
As previously noted, the all stresses can be calculated via simple beam theory by
equation (6.4). The moment of inertia for a beam with a rectangular cross-section is
given by:
BH3
I= H (6.6)12
where B is the beam width and H is the beam height (thickness). In the region of
the structure beneath the groove, the plate thickness is less than in the rest of the
structure. Thus, the "local" value of I is reduced beneath the groove, resulting in
increased all stresses within this region per equation (6.4) (note that the neutral axis
and z-location must be considered "locally").
The isoline plots of all stress concentration factors demonstrate the stress con-
centration due to the "local" reduction in the value of I beneath the groove. For
example, the 01l isoline plot of stress concentration factors for the simply-supported
isotropic model is provided in Figure 5.44. At the bottom surface of the plate directly
beneath the groove, a stress concentration factor of 1.37 is observed. This model has
a total plate thickness of 0.625", with the thickness directly beneath the groove being
0.500". Utilizing equations (6.4) and (6.6), a simple approximation indicates that the
all stresses arising in a non-grooved beam with a thickness of 0.500" are 1.56 times
greater than those in a non-grooved beam with a thickness of 0.625". The stress
concentration factor of 1.37 as calculated at the bottom surface of the grooved plate
is less than 1.56 because the grooved plate has a thickness less than 0.625" for only
a relatively small span (2 rg), and is exactly 0.500" thick at only a single point. The
large geometric gradient in this region must be properly captured in a full model.
Thus, the simple approximation is only an upper bound on the stress concentration
due to this effect. Nevertheless, these results demonstrate that the stress concentra-
tion at the bottom surface of the grooved plate is primarily due to the local reduction
in plate thickness at this point.
Near the base of the groove in the simply-supported case, a ual stress concen-
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tration factor of 4.65 is observed, much larger than the value of 1.56 calculated due
to the local reduction in the moment of inertia (I). This behavior results from the
second cause of the stress concentrations. As previously mentioned, the removal of
material to create the groove is analogous to a plate with a through-thickness hole,
in which material is removed to create the hole. In this situation, stresses occurring
in the plate must be transmitted around the hole, resulting in stress concentrations
near the edges of the hole. In a similar fashion, the stresses near the upper surface of
the grooved plate must be transmitted around the groove, resulting in stress concen-
trations near the base of the groove. This behavior can be seen in the a*l normalized
isostress plots for the two-dimensional isotropic model with simply-supported and
fixed-fixed boundary conditions, shown in Figures 5.41 and 5.42, respectively. Rela-
tively large a,1 stress concentrations are observed at the base of the groove in these
figures due to the 'flow' of a*, stresses around the groove. The stress concentration
factor of 4.65 occurring at the base of the groove is approximately three times the
stress concentration factor of 1.56 attributed to the "local" reduction in the value of
I. It should be noted that the stress concentration factor for an infinite plate with a
through-thickness hole subjected to far-field loading is 3. The results of the present
work do not provide enough information to determine the specifics of the relationship
between the stress concentration factor for a plate with a through-thickness hole and
the stress concentration factor at the base of the groove. Nevertheless, these results
reinforce the validity of drawing an analogy between the response of a grooved plate
and the response of a plate with a through-thickness hole.
The third component of the overall structural response, depicted as item 3 in
Figure 6.5, considers the specifics of the load introduction (applied pressure distri-
bution). The contribution of the applied pressure distribution to the response of a
grooved plate is most easily seen in those models with rigid backface boundary con-
ditions. These boundary conditions prevent the structure from bending, effectively
constraining its global response. Thus, the resulting response is primarily a result of
the applied pressure distribution and the details of the stress fields due to that. This
response local to the groove due to the applied pressure distribution is generally unaf-
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fected by the geometric and loading parameters examined, as discussed in Section 6.2,
although certain effects due to finite geometry are noted. In particular, the groove
angle must be of sufficient size so as to not restrict the contact area and contact
stress distribution forming between the contacting bodies, and the thickness of the
plate beneath the groove must be sufficient such that the (rigid) backface boundary
conditions do not significantly impact the local response near the groove. Such finite
aspects are, indeed, local details in nature.
The local details of the introduction of the applied loading can be clearly seen
in one set of cases of beam bending. For the two-dimensional models with fixed-
free boundary conditions, the stresses due to the overall structural response are zero
beyond the point of load application towards the free end (right half in figures). The
stress field should therefore be a result only of the local details of the introduction of
the applied loading. This occurs in all fixed-free cases examined. For example, the
a*, and a3 normalized isostress plots for the two-dimensional isotropic model with
fixed-free boundary conditions are provided in Figures 5.43 and 5.52, respectively.
Comparing the right halves of these stress fields, where the overall bending stresses
are zero, with the O,1 and au3 normalized isostress plots for the same model with rigid
backface boundary conditions, shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.17, it can be seen that
the responses are very similar. These results further demonstrate that the specific
local response due to the load introduction (contribution 3 in Figure 6.5) is present
regardless of the boundary conditions.
In the left half of the fixed-free case, interaction between the three key items de-
picted in Figure 6.5 causes the overall response to differ from just the simple sum of
these three components. Thus, although the local response due to the load introduc-
tion is present in all cases, the greater magnitude of the global (bending) response
interacts with and thereby influences the overall response of the structure near the
groove. More detailed models are needed in order to determine the exact contribu-
tions of these three key items and their interactions.
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6.5 Finite-Width Issues
The three-dimensional models are utilized to examine the effects of finite width in
the 2-direction. In both isotropic and laminate models, the response of the structure
is significantly influenced by the finite width in the 2-direction within approximately
one-half plate thickness from the free surface, as shown in Figure 5.71 for the isotropic
model and in Figure 5.117 for the laminated model. The effects of the free surface are
more pronounced in the laminate model, primarily due to the interlaminar stresses
associated with free surfaces in laminated structures.
These results indicate that two-dimensional models are generally sufficient for pre-
dicting the overall response of a three-dimensional grooved plate. This is particularly
true for the a33 stress response, as the 33 stress fields are relatively unaffected by the
finite width in the 2-direction. Thus, local details of stress fields due to the specifics
of the load introduction can be well-examined with two-dimensional models. Within
one-half plate thickness of the free surface, however, three-dimensional models are
generally required. This is especially true if the a11 stress response is of interest, as
the a11 stress fields are most affected by the finite width in the 2-direction.
As described in Section 3.5, the three-dimensional models are one-quarter models,
utilizing the symmetry inherent in the grooved plate structure. The boundary condi-
tions applied to the 1-3 plane of symmetry restrict the deformation of nodes within
that plane to displacements in the 1-direction and 3-direction only. Although this
boundary condition is correct for simulating symmetry, a constraint beyond this is
required in that the effects of the portion of the material which is not modeled should
be accounted for in the response of the structure near the 1-3 plane of symmetry.
The lack of this constraint has negligible effects on the isotropic model. The response
of the laminated model, however, is affected. These effects are limited to the region
near the 1-3 plane of symmetry. The focus of the three-dimensional models is on
ascertaining the effects of the finite width in the 2-direction. Thus, this issue does
not impact the results of this work in that regard. Future modeling and simulation
work that utilizes symmetry should implement the appropriate constraint as noted.
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6.6 Laminate Response
The overall response of the laminated models is very similar to that of the isotropic
models in all cases. The major stress field features observed in the isotropic models
(e.g., magnitudes and distributions of tensile and compressive stresses) are present
in the laminated models. This correlation is particularly strong for the a 3 stress
fields. For example, the a3 normalized stress fields for the isotropic and laminated
models with rigid backface boundary conditions, as provided in Figures 5.11 and 5.85,
respectively, show that the a*3 stress fields for both models are nearly identical in this
case.
The three key factors contributing to the overall response of a grooved plate
previously identified are present in the laminated models. The global response due
to the overall structural configuration and global aspect of the loading is present, as
demonstrated by the recovery of classical laminated plate theory values away from
the groove. Similar to the isotropic case, these values are not completely recovered
for fixed-fixed boundary conditions due to the insufficient length of the models. The
local response due to the removal of material to create the groove is also present in
the laminated structure. In the simply-supported and fixed-fixed cases, ell strain
concentration factors of 1.45 and 1.38, respectively, occur at the bottom surface of
the plate, as shown in Figures 5.79 and 5.80. Similar to the isotropic case, this
indicates that the strain concentrations at the bottom plate surface are primarily due
to the decrease in thickness (decrease in the "local" value of I) beneath the groove.
Near the groove surface, much larger strain concentration factors occur. As in the
isotropic case, this behavior is due to the fact that the all stresses must be transmitted
around the geometric discontinuity of the groove. The third component of the overall
response, the specifics of the introduction of the applied pressure distribution, also
exists in the laminated models. These effects are most easily seen in those laminated
models with rigid backface boundary conditions. They are again also noticeable in
the fixed-free case in the right half of the model, where the bending stresses are
approximately zero.
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It should be noted that the laminated models have a lay-up of [0/ + 45/ - 4 5/90115s.
This is a quasi-isotropic configuration. Thus, it is expected that the behavior of the
laminate on an overall basis will be somewhat similar to the isotropic case in the
large scale where overall laminate response is primary as opposed to ply-to-ply de-
tails. More orthotropic configurations will likely exhibit greater deviations from the
isotropic response. Additional work considering laminates with various levels of or-
thotropy is required to better understand the range of such deviations and their
relation to the degree of orthotropy.
There is one significant difference between the responses of the laminated and
isotropic models. Local to the groove surface, the laminated models exhibit a com-
plex and rapidly-changing response that is quite different from that of the isotropic
models. As discussed in Section 6.1, this behavior is likely due to the contact model
used. Because an applied pressure distribution is utilized to simulate contact, the
deformation of the groove surface is not constrained to conform to the surface of a
rigid indentor. Thus, the groove surface is free to displace and strain according to
the applied loading and the material properties of the structure. The groove surface
spans multiple plies, with the material properties varying from ply to ply, depending
upon the fiber angle of the ply. Thus, the response of each ply to the applied pressure
loading may vary considerably across ply boundaries, resulting in the relatively large
stress and strain gradients observed near the groove surface in the laminated models.
To investigate such details, additional work should employ a more sophisticated con-
tact model that considers the ply-to-ply variation in contact stiffness. In an actual
contact situation, the displacement of the groove surface would be smooth and con-
tinuous as it conforms to the surface of the rigid indentor. Because of the ply-to-ply
variation in contact stiffness, the resulting contact stress arising between the indentor
and laminate would also vary ply-to-ply. Thus, a more sophisticated contact model
could account for the ply-dependent contact stiffness by utilizing a ply-dependent
applied pressure distribution.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
In this work, the response of a grooved plate subjected to out-of-plane contact
loading is examined. The influence of selected geometrical and loading parameters
are investigated, as well as the effects of various boundary conditions. The response
of a laminated configuration is also examined and compared to the response of an
isotropic structure. Finite element analysis is utilized to conduct these investigations.
The conclusions which can be drawn from this investigation are:
1. The overall structural response of a grooved plate is composed of three key items:
(1) a global response due to the overall structural configuration and global
aspect of the loading; (2) a local response due to the removal of material to
create the groove; and (3) a local response due to the specifics of the introduction
of the loading. These three key items interact to produce the overall structural
response of a grooved plate.
2. The boundary conditions of a structure are a major contributor to the global
response of both isotropic and laminated configurations through their influence
on the internal load resultants that develop within the structure, such as the
moment and shear resultants in this case.
3. Simple beam bending or classical laminated plate theory behavior is recovered
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away from the groove with the distance from the groove where this occurs being
dependent upon the boundary conditions and the total length of the model.
4. The local response due to the removal of material to create the groove results
in local stress concentrations. These stress concentrations are caused by two
items: (1) a local decrease in total plate thickness beneath the groove, resulting
in concentrations in the region beneath the groove; and (2) stresses near the
upper plate surface being transmitted around the geometric discontinuity of
the groove, resulting in relatively large stress concentrations near the base of
the groove. The second item has the largest contribution to the local stress
concentration and is analogous to the stress concentration occurring in a plate
with a through-thickness hole.
5. Large stress gradients local to the groove influence other stress fields via the
requirements of differential equilibrium.
6. The local response due to the specifics of the load introduction is not affected
by groove angle (a) or groove depth (h), provided that finite size issues do not
affect the details of the load introduction.
7. The total thickness beneath the groove (t - h) is a key parameter that has
significant influence on the local response of the structure.
8. The integral of the all stresses occurring beneath the groove is equal to the
1-direction component of the applied loading.
9. The load angle (3) causes the local response due to the specifics of the load
introduction to rotate around the groove center of curvature and be aligned
with the load angle, but does not affect the details of this rotated stress field.
10. The two-dimensional models are generally sufficient for predicting the over-
all response of a three-dimensional grooved plate except within one-half plate
thickness of the free surface, where three-dimensional models are required.
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11. The two-dimensional models are particularly well-suited for examining how the
specifics of the load introduction affect the local response of a grooved plate.
12. The effects of finite width are more pronounced in the laminated models, pri-
marily due to the interlaminar stresses associated with free surfaces in laminated
structures.
13. The overall response of the laminated model is very similar to that of the
isotropic model, being partly attributable to the use of a quasi-isotropic layup
for the laminated models.
14. Significant differences between the laminated and isotropic models occur at the
groove surface, where a relatively complex and rapidly-changing response occurs
in the laminated models due to the dependence of contact stiffness on ply angle.
15. The discretization of the finite element models must be explicitly addressed
according to model needs as the fidelity is limited to one element edge length
(nodal spacing).
16. A contact model simulating contact via an applied Hertzian pressure distribu-
tion has restricted applicability as it does not constrain the groove surface to
deform smoothly as in the case of actual contact with a rigid indentor. This issue
is negligible for isotropic structures, but has significant effects on the response
of laminated structures local to the groove surface.
17. The applied loading can cause the structure to bend, thereby changing the
overall shape of the groove and causing the two halves of the groove surface to
be drawn together, effectively 'pinching' the rigid indentor within the groove.
18. The use of an asymmetric mesh generally has no effect on the symmetrical
nature of the response of the structure, although small effects are noticeable in
the locations and values of a13 maxima.
Based on the results of this investigation, recommendations for further research
are:
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1. Utilize analytical techniques including finite element analysis to determine the
magnitudes of the contributions of the three key items governing the overall
response of a grooved plate: (1) the global response; (2) the local response due
to the removal of material; and (3) the local response due to the specifics of
load introduction.
2. Perform simulations utilizing models of greater length to determine the rela-
tionship between the boundary conditions and/or total model length and the
distance from the groove where simple beam bending or classical laminated
plate theory behavior is recovered.
3. Examine the response of a laminated configuration local to the groove surface
by utilizing a more sophisticated contact model that accounts for the ply-to-ply
variation in contact stiffness.
4. Investigate the effects of groove 'pinching', in which the groove deforms under
load and closes around the rigid indentor, by utilizing contact models that
employ a rigid indentor.
5. Examine laminated models with varying levels of orthotropy to determine the
effects of orthotropy on the overall structural response.
6. Utilize finite element meshes that are symmetric about the 3-direction center-
line, or use one-half models that employ symmetry boundary conditions at the
3-direction centerline, provided that the structural configuration and loading is
symmetrical.
7. Carefully consider finite element mesh discretization based on needs, such as
refining the mesh near points of interest.
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